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1 जजस व्यक्तक्त(यो)ं को यह प्रजत भेजी जाती है, उसे व्यक्तक्तगत प्रयोग के जलए जनिःशुल्क प्रदान की जाती है। 

1.  This copy is granted free of charge for private use of the person(s) to whom it is sent. 

2. इस आदेश से असंतुष्ट कोई भी व्यक्तक्त इस आदेश की प्राक्ति से तीन माह के भीतर सीमा शुल्क, उत्पाद शुल्क एवं सेवाकर 

अपीलीय न्यायाजधकरण, अहमदाबाद पीठ को इस आदेश के जवरुद्ध अपील कर सकता है। अपील सहायक रजजस्ट्र ार, 

सीमा शुल्क, उत्पाद शुल्क एवं सेवाकर अपीलीय न्यायाजधकरण, दुसरी मंजिल, बहुमाली भवन , जगररधर नगर पुल के 

बाजु मे, जगररधर नगर, असारवा, अह्मदाबाद-380 004 को सम्बोजधत होनी चाजहए।         

2. Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order to the 

Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench within three 

months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be addressed to the 

Assistant Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, 2nd Floor, 

Bahumali Bhavan,  Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar, Asarwa, Ahmedabad – 

380004 

3. उक्त अपील प्रारुप सं. सी.ए.3 में दाक्तखल की जानी चाजहए। उसपर सीमा शुल्क (अपील) जनयमावली, 1982 के जनयम 3 के 

उप जनयम (2) में जवजनजदिष्ट व्यक्तक्तयो ंद्वारा हस्ताक्षर जकए जाएंगे। उक्त अपील को चार प्रजतयो ोँ में दाक्तखल जकया जाए तथा 

जजस आदेश के जवरुद्ध अपील की गई हो, उसकी भी उतनी ही प्रजतयाोँ संलग्न की जाएोँ  (उनमें से कम से कम एक प्रजत 

प्रमाजणत होनी चाजहए)। अपील से समं्बजधत सभी दस्तावेज भी चार प्रजतयो ोँ में अगे्रजषत जकए जाने चाजहए। 

3. The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C.A.3. It shall be signed by the persons specified 

in sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. It shall be filed in 

quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order 

appealed against (one of which at least shall be certified copy). All supporting documents 

of the appeal should be forwarded in quadruplicate.  

4. अपील जजसमें तथ्ो ंका जववरण एवं अपील के आधार शाजमल हैं, चार प्रजतयो ंमें दाक्तखल की जाएगी तथा उसके साथ जजस 

आदेश के जवरुद्ध अपील की गई हो, उसकी भी उतनी ही प्रजतयाोँ संलगन की जाएंगी (उनमें से कम से कम एक प्रमाजणत 

प्रजत होगी)। 



 4. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed in 

quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order 

appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.) 

5. अपील का प्रपत्र अंगे्रजी अथवा जहन्दी में होगा एवं इसे संजक्षि एवं जकसी तकि  अथवा जववरण के जबना अपील के कारणो ंके 

स्पष्ट शीषों के अंतगित तैयार करना चाजहए एवं ऐसे कारणो ंको क्रमानुसार क्रमांजकत करना चाजहए।  

5. The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and under 

distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative and such 

grounds should be numbered consecutively. 

6. कें जिय सीमा शुल्क अजधजनयम,1962  की धारा 129 ऐ  के उपबन्ो ंके अंतगित जनधािररत फीस जजस स्थान पर पीठ क्तस्थत है, 

वहां के जकसी भी राष्टर ीयकृत बैंक की शाखा से न्यायाजधकरण की पीठ के सहायक रजजस्ट्र ार के नाम पर रेखांजकत माोँग 

ड्र ाफ्ट के जररए अदा की जाएगी तथा यह माोँग ड्र ाफ्ट अपील के प्रपत्र के साथ संलग्न जकया जाएगा। 

6. The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section 129A of the Customs Act,1962  shall 

be paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the Bench 

of the Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place where the Bench 

is situated and the demand draft shall be attached to the form of appeal. 

7. इस आदेश के जवरूद्ध सीमा शुल्क, उत्पाद शुल्क एवं सेवाकर अपीलीय न्यायाजधकरण में शुल्क के 7.5% जहां शुल्क 

अथवा शुल्क एवं जुरमाना का जववाद है अथवा जुरमाना जहां शीफि  जुरमाना के बारेमे जववाद है उसका भुकतान करके 

अपील की जा शकती है। 

7. An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 7.5% of the duty 

demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty alone 

is in dispute”. 

8. न्यायालय शुल्क अजधजनयम, 1870 के अंतगित जनधािररत जकए अनुसार संलग्न जकए गए आदेश की प्रजत पर उपयुक्त 

न्यायालय शुल्क जिकि लगा होना चाजहए। 

8. The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp as 

prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Sub:  Show Cause Notice F.No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/ENQ-25(int-12)/2019 dated 

27.08.2019 issued by the Principal ADG, DRI, AZU Ahmedabad to Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor of M/s. Camera Center 
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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE 

 The Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Zonal Unit, Ahmedabad (hereinafter 

referred to as ‘DRI’) acted on an intelligence that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

Proprietor of M/s. Camera Centre located at Shop No. 11, Medicine Market, Paldi, 

Ahmedabad, was bringing Drones- contraband/ restricted items- of DJI Brand of 

China from Imphal to Ahmedabad in his name or in the name of Shri Bharat 

Prajapati, a tempo driver; that a consignment of Drones and its accessories were 

loaded in a green coloured tempo having registration No. GJ-01-TA-1266 from Cargo 

Service Centre India Pvt. Ltd., Domestic Cargo Terminal, Sardar Vallabhai Patel 

International Airport Terminal III, Ahmedabad (herein after referred to as ‘CSCIPL’) 

for delivery to Vasna Bus Stand on 10.03.2019; that the officers of DRI identified the 

tempo wherein the driver of the tempo introduced himself as Shri Bharat Prajapati 

and informed that he had taken delivery of goods belonging to Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand from CSCIPL for delivery at   M/s. O. K. Studio, 101, Shree Raj 

Centre, Near ADC Bank, Opposite Vasna Bus Stand, Paldi, Ahmedabad. He 

produced Terminal Challan MAWB No. 098-33521714 dated 10.03.2019 issued by 

CSCIPL showing details of the cargo as 7 pieces having gross weight 253 Kgs.  

Thereafter, the DRI Officers along with panchas, the tempo and driver reached M/s. 

O. K. Studio, 101, Shree Raj Centre, Near ADC Bank, Opposite Vasna Bus Stand, 

Paldi, Ahmedabad and carried out search of the said premises under running 

panchnama dated 10.03.2019 at M/s. Camera Centre, Shop No. 11, Medicine 

Market, Dava Bazar, Near Gujarat Travels, Paldi, Ahmedabad in presence of   

panchas, tempo and driver, Shri Mehul Anand, owner of M/s. O. K. Studio and Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, son of Shri Mehul Anand & Proprietor of M/s. Camera 

Centre.  

 

2. During the course of Panchnama, the DRI officers asked Shri Mehul Anand 

and Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand to show documents regarding the drones lying 

at  Camera Centre Shop and in the tempo to which Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 
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replied that they didn’t have any documents regarding those drones and hence, the 

drones and other accessories were detained under panchnama dated 10.03.2019 

and taken into possession by the DRI officers for further inquiry under the provisions 

of the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

2.1 Statement of Shri Bharat Prajapati, Tempo Driver was recorded on 10.03.2019 

wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- He had one Atul Shakti Tempo bearing No. GJ-1-TA-1266;  

- He had made 8 to 9 trips to Air Cargo Complex and delivered the 

parcels at OK Studio, Vasna or at Camera Centre, Paldi during the 

period from  February till 10.3.2019 and was paid Rs. 700/-  for each 

trip;  

- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had initially accompanied him to take 

the delivery of parcel from Air Cargo Complex, thereafter he told him 

that the parcel would be booked in his name and he could take delivery 

of the parcel from CSCIPL by providing his identity proof.   

- CSCIPL used to provide one tax invoice receipt at the time of taking 

delivery.  The tax invoice receipts in respect of previous  deliveries were 

with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand;  

- He was not aware of the contents of the parcel as he was required to 

take delivery of the cargo from CSCIPL and deliver the same to Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. 

 

2.2 Statement of Shri Mehul Kumarbhai Anand, Proprietor of M/s. O. K. Studio 

was recorded on 10.03.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- Photography of customers in the studio as well as outdoor photography 

was his business;  
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- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, his son, had   started his own 

proprietorship firm in  2018 by the name of M/s. Camera Centre wherein 

he purchased and sold old cameras and imported drones;  

- On instructions from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Shri Bharat 

Prajapati had brought  the goods to  M/s. O. K. Studio as being Sunday 

his shop was closed;  

- He and his son Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand were doing separate 

businesses and he had never purchased, sold or dealt with the drones 

imported by his son Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. 

 

2.3 Statements of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor of M/s. Camera 

Centre was recorded on 10.03.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- He had started a proprietorship firm in the name of M/s. Camera Centre 

in 2018 in a rented shop. He dealt in purchase and sale of old cameras / 

video recorders and sale of imported drones of foreign brand; He had 

taken the Shop on rent and  

- The goods brought by Shri Bharat Prajapati belonged to him and he had 

instructed the tempo driver to deliver it at his father’s shop as being 

Sunday his shop was closed;  

- The boxes loaded in the tempo contained drones and its accessories of 

foreign brand consigned in the name of Shri Bharat Prajapati (tempo 

driver) by Shri Ranjit who was a resident of Imphal;  

- He didn’t keep records of delivery receipt of goods issued by CSCIPL as 

these foreign brand drones and accessories had been illegally imported 

and supplied by Shri Ranjit;  

- The goods had been consigned in the name of Shri Bharat Prajapati as 

per his instructions to Shri Ranjit of Imphal and as agreed upon by  Shri 

Bharat Prajapati to take the delivery of goods by showing his identity 

proof;  
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- He had started procuring Drones and its accessories of DJI brand of 

China from November, 2018 onwards and approximately 13 

consignments had been received by him till date;  

- He didn’t have import documents / licit purchase documents of those 

Drones and its accessories and also for earlier consignments as these 

foreign brand drones and it’s accessories were illegally imported and 

delivered;  

- He sold the drones and its accessories to customers in cash and no bill 

was issued;  

- As per Shri Ranjit’s instruction he used to send money through angadia 

for Ranjit;  

- He contacted Shri Waqas of M/s. BMW Collections, Pakistan to place 

order on his behalf with M/s. DJI of China, then received mail about the 

orders placed and the Drones were delivered to him by Shri Ranjit and 

he would make payment to Shri Ranjit;  

- He did not obtain any approval/permission for import of Drones 

(Remotely Piloted Aircraft System) and also Equipment Type Approval 

(ETA) from WPC Wing, Department of Telecommunication as he 

illegally brought the drones of foreign brand without any import 

document or licit purchase document. 

 

2.4 Further statement of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was recorded on 

19.03.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- He had smuggled different items of DJI brand i.e. High End Drones 

(RPAs), accessories of Drones, Camera stands etc. from China since 

last 4-5 months through Indo-Myanmar border;  

- Shri Waqas of Pakistan was the authorised dealer of M/s. DJI of China 

and he used to place orders with M/s DJI of China through him who 
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used to send him confirmation mail about the orders placed and tracking 

IDs of consignments; 

- Shri Waqas was responsible for delivery of the consignments at 

warehouse in Dehong, China situated near China-Myanmar border;  

- He contacted Shri Waqas on mobile number +92-3323327022 on 

Facebook and WhatsApp regarding order booking & payment;  

- He had come in contact with one person from Imphal who used to sell 

Drone through OLX.in (online sales website). The said person  informed 

him that Shri Ranjit of Imphal would call him for delivery of Drones & 

other items from warehouse in Dehong, China to CSCIPL. Later Shri 

Ranjit had called him confirmed that he was ready to deliver  smuggled 

consignments of Drones & other items from warehouse in Dehong, 

China to CSCIPL; 

- He had visited Imphal in the month of November 2018 and Feb 2019 to 

meet Shri Ranjit for delivery of consignments of Drones & other items;  

- Once he had placed order for Drones & other items with  Shri Waqas, 

he used to forward the the tracking IDs of consignments to Shri Ranjit, 

who  used to make arrangement for smuggling of the   consignments 

from warehouse in Dehong, China to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar 

border and further delivery from Imphal to CSCIPL;  

- Shri Ranjit used to call him from different mobile numbers in 3-4 days 

interval 

- He had started smuggling of Drones (RPAs), its accessories and other 

items of DJI brand of China from November, 2018 onwards and approx. 

13-14 consignments had been received by him with assistance of Shri 

Waqas and Shri Ranjit;  

- He gave commission of Rs. 1000/- per piece/item to Shri Ranjit of 

Imphal and had not given any commission to Shri Waqas. The 

commission amount was sent to Shri Ranjit through angadia firms i.e. 
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Purnima, P Vijay, Aman Ankit which were located in Ratanpol, 

Ahmedabad;  

- The payment for smuggled consignments was routed through Shri 

Kapadia staying in Mumbai   to Shri Salam in China. Shri Salam would 

then make arrangement for payment in Bank Account of DJI, China in 

Yuan Currency. The said payment transfer  was also done through 

above mentioned angadia firms;  

- Once he had made payment to Shri Salam, he used to inform the same 

to Shri Waqas  that payment for smuggled consignment had been done   

- He admitted to have smuggled High End Drones (RPAs) despite 

knowing the fact that High End Drones (RPAs) were restricted item 

under the Customs Act, 1962 and Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from 

WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-ordination) Wing of Department of 

Telecommunication, import clearance from DGCA (Directorate General 

of Civil Aviation), DGFT Import License, DGCA UIN (Unique 

Identification Number) etc. was required for import of Drones;  

- Shri Ranjit had advised him to mis-declare the smuggled consignments 

in Air Way Bills for delivery of said goods from Imphal to Ahmedabad to 

elude the smuggled consignment from Indian Agencies as High End 

Drones (RPAs) were restricted item and prior permissions and approval 

was required for import of Drones; 

- Shri Ranjit used to provide him the details of Air India flight in which the 

smuggled consignment was sent by him from Imphal to Ahmedabad. He 

did not know the persons mentioned as shipper in Air Way bills. 

- The modus operandi followed by him was : he placed the order for 

Drones (RPAs), its accessories and other items of DJI brand of China to 

Shri Waqas, the items were then shipped from Head Office of DJI 

situated at Shenzhen, China to a Warehouse in Dehong, China; 

thereafter Shri Ranjit smuggled the goods to Myanmar through land 
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border and then from Myanmar to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar 

Border;  

- 14 E-mails were received by him from Shri Waqas in which 14 orders for 

Drones (RPAs), its accessories and other items of DJI brand of China 

were placed and invoice and packing list were also attached and all 

these 14 consignments were smuggled by him. 

 

2.5 DRI, Ahmedabad vide letter F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/ENQ-25(Int-12)/2019 dated 

18.03.2019 addressed to Air India, Air Cargo Complex, Domestic Cargo, SVPI 

Airport, Ahmedabad called for documents in respect of smuggled consignments sent 

from Imphal to Ahmedabad as Domestic cargo by Air India Flight by using different 

consignee’s names i.e. Chinmay Anand / Chinmay Roy / Chinmay / Bharat Prajapati. 

The Assistant Manager Cargo, Air India Limited, Cargo Division, Air Cargo Complex, 

Old Airport, Ahmedabad vide their letter Ref: AMD/C/Misc/78 dated 25.03.2019 

provided 39 sets of AWBs and Delivery Orders issued against the respective 

shipments. 

 

2.6 Statement of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was again recorded on 

13.05.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- He was involved in smuggling of different items of DJI brand from China 

since Nov 2018 through Indo-Myanmar border with the help of Shri 

Waqas and prior to Nov 2018 he had never indulged in smuggling of 

High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other electronic Items 

from DJI, China and from any other country; 

- He smuggled 13-14 consignments of High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s 

accessories and other electronic having CIF value of Rs. 

3,89,64,992.63/-. The order for purchase of such consignments was 

placed by Shri Waqas on his behalf.   
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- His Iphone Mobile and Laptop computer detained/seized under 

panchnama dated 10.03.2019 had been purchased vide invoice dated 

16.02.2019 & 19.02.2019 and these detained goods had not been 

included in the said worksheet;  

- Forensic Examination of his I-phone and laptop was carried out under 

panchnama dated 28.03.2019 and panchnama dated 29.03.2019 at 

Cyber Forensic Lab, DRI, MZU, Mumbai. He confirmed the details of the 

documents which had been retrieved vide forensic examination from his 

seized Lenovo Laptop and Iphone.  These documents i.e. Invoices, 

Packing lists belonged to him in respect of which orders had been 

placed by Shri Rayyan Veera Proprietor of M/s. Prolink Media, Karachi, 

Pakistan; 

- All goods which were mentioned in these orders  placed by Shri Rayyan 

Veera had been received by him and he had sold the same in local 

market; 

- He admitted that he had wrongly stated that he had never smuggled 

Drones & other item except 14 consignments through Waqas and 

admitted that he had smuggled Drones & other Items through other 

dealers also;  

- The carton mark (AN) was identification mark of goods which belonged 

to him; the marks “13116983036”, “09422878422” might have been the 

contact number of Shri Ranjit or of warehouse, Dehong, China situated 

near China-Myanmar border where the High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s 

accessories and other electronic items used to be shipped by DJI China;  

- He used to give order to Shri Rayyan Veera for Drones & other items 

through WhatsApp; 

- He verified the work sheet containing calculation of CIF value in respect 

of order of High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other 

electronic items placed by Rayyan Veera of M/s. Prolink Media, 
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Pakistan on his behalf  and confirmed the total  CIF value amounting to 

Rs.4,53,83,528.88/- as true and correct;  

- The documents retrieved vide forensic examination from his seized 

Lenovo Laptop and Iphone devices were invoices belonging to him and 

he admitted that the goods mentioned in these invoices had been 

received by him by way of smuggling through Indo-Myanmar border;  

- The work sheet containing calculation of CIF value amounting to Rs. 

9,40,979.97/- in respect of goods mentioned in said invoices was true 

and correct;  

- Some additional documents which had been retrieved vide forensic 

examination from his seized Lenovo Laptop and Iphone devices 

pertained to invoices, packing lists, e-mail printout, summary of goods 

received etc. were other than those documents discussed above. The 

goods mentioned in these documents had been ordered on his behalf 

and the same had been smuggled by him through Indo-Myanmar 

border. The “Cartoon Mark (CA)” mentioned as declaration requirements 

in proforma invoices issued to BNW Collection on behalf of him by DJI. 

This cartoon Mark (CA) was the identification mark of goods which 

belonged to him. He confirmed the contents of the worksheet containing 

calculation of CIF value amounting to Rs. 1,96,88,218.19/- in respect of 

goods mentioned in said documents as true and correct. 

 

2.7 Further statement of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was recorded on 

14.05.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- The consolidated worksheet was prepared on the basis of: 

i Worksheet containing calculation of CIF value amounting to Rs. 

3,89,64,992.63/- in respect of order of Drones (RPAs) & other 

Items placed by Shri Waqas of M/s BNW Collections, Pakistan on 

behalf of him as per 14 email correspondence. 
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ii Worksheet containing calculation of CIF value amounting to 

Rs.4,53,83,528.88/- in respect of order of Drones (RPAs) & other 

Items placed by Rayyan Veera of M/s. Prolink Media, Pakistan on 

behalf of him as per documents retrieved vide forensic 

examination. 

iii Worksheet containing calculation of CIF value amounting to Rs. 

9,40,979.97/- as per documents retrieved from forensic 

examination. 

iv Worksheet containing calculation of CIF value amounting to Rs. 

1,96,88,218.19/- as per documents retrieved from forensic 

examination. 

- All the entries made in the consolidated worksheet containing 

calculation of  CIF value amounting to Rs. 10,49,77,719.70/- were 

correct and were prepared as per documentary evidences which were 

retrieved from his I-phone & Lenovo Laptop during forensic examination;  

- Rayyan Veera of M/s. Prolink Media & Waqas of M/s. BNW Collections, 

both from Pakistan used to place orders on his behalf with DJI, China 

and used to send him tracking Nos. of consignment which belonged to 

him and the same were forwarded tby him to Shri Sagar of Tamu, 

Myanmar on his whats App Mob. No. +959693431803;  

- Shri Sagar  then used to bring his consignment from the warehouse in 

Dehong, China to Tamu through trucks, thereafter the consignments 

were delivered at Moreh, Manipur through Indo-Myanmar border 

through auto and handed over to Shri Ranjit of Imphal or his driver Shri 

Anil of Moreh; 

- The consignments were then transported from Moreh to Imphal by road 

in local auto and thereafter Shri Ranjit used to deliver the said 

consignment from Imphal to Ahmedabad through Air India flight by way 

of mis-declaring the description of goods as camera stand, household 
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goods, electronic items etc. to elude the smuggled consignment from 

Indian Agencies as High End Drones (RPAs) were restricted item and 

Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-

ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication, import clearance 

from DGCA (Directorate General of Civil Aviation), DGFT Import 

License, DGCA UIN (Unique Identification Number) etc. were required 

for import of Drones;  

- He paid around Rs. 2000/- per piece to Shri Sagar of Myanmar and 

around Rs. 2200-2300/- per piece to Shri Ranjit of Imphal as 

transportation cum commission charges in respect of smuggled Drones 

& other items through various angadias of Ahmedabad;  

- He communicated with Shri Sagar through whatsapp chat or whatsapp 

call or audio messages on his mobile number 959693431803 regarding 

receipt and dispatch of his consignments from warehouse in Dehong, 

China to Tamu and from Tamu to Moreh, Manipur. This was confirmed 

by the forensic examination of his seized Lenovo Laptop and Iphone 

- He knew Shri Sagar since January 2018 and Shri Ranjit since March 

2018;  

- He had visited Imphal in July 2018 where he met Shri Sagar in Moreh 

and from there they went Tamu, Myanmar;  

- He visited Dubai in October 2017 and visited the shop of Rayyan Veera 

situated at Deira Baniya Square, Dubai for inquiry regarding drones and 

other photography products;  

- He visited China in July 2018 where he met Shri Rayyan Veera of M/s. 

Prolink Media, Pakistan who used to place order of Drones(RPAs) & 

other items on his behalf. He again met Rayyan Veera of M/s. Prolink 

Media in Singapore in October 2018. Shri Rayyan Veera had one more 

shop for selling Drones in Karachi, Pakistan;  
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- He sent money through Angadia and the angadias made arrangement 

for payment in Bank Account of DJI, China in Yuan Currency (Chinese 

Currency); 

- He sent cash to one person named Salam of Mumbai (residing in China) 

through angadia i.e. Purnima (Mobile / WhatsApp Number 

919879634846 saved as Havala Purnima Ahmedabad CG Road), P 

Vijay etc. of Ahmedabad; 

- A person named Kapadia Seth (Mob./WhatsApp No. 9920245201) 

received payment on behalf of Salam in Mumbai;  

- Sometimes he delivered cash at angadia office and sometimes they 

used to send some person to collect the cash from his shop at Paldi, 

Ahmedabad;  

- The documents retrieved vide forensic examination from his seized 

Lenovo Laptop and Iphone devices contained the printout of WhatsApp 

chatting between him & Aakash of Ahmedabad, Vipul (Stellar) of 

Ahmedabad, Kapadia Seth, Mumbai and Hawala Purnima; These 

documents were regarding transfer of money to DJI China in RMB in 

respect of Drones purchased from DJI and payment of INR as per rate 

agreed for carrying out such transfer through the said angadia / agents;  

- The documents retrieved vide forensic examination also contained the 

printout of Wechat between him and Shri Yang from China who had a 

shop of Drones & its spare parts and Cameras & its spare parts in 

Guangzhou, China; He had visited Shri Yang’s shop when he went to 

China in July 2018 and Yang agreed to accept deposit of Yuan Currency 

in his bank account through transfer of Yuan made by his angadias and 

then transferred the same in bank account number of DJI, China; 

- The angadia i.e. Salam of Mumbai, Aakash of Ahmedabad, Vipul of 

Ahmedabad, Stellar of Ahmedabad etc. occasionally used to send Yuan 
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Currency in bank account number of Yang and Yang further transferred 

the said money in bank account number of DJI, China;  

- The documents retrieved vide forensic examination also contained the 

printout of WhatsApp chats between him & Shri Aadesh of Pune, who 

was the representative of DJI and Shri Nitin of Vishakapatnam. 

 

2.8 Further statement of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was recorded on 

16.05.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- The set of documents received from Air India vide letter No. 

AMD/C/Misc/78 dated 25.03.2019, seized during pachnamana, were the 

documents containing delivery Orders and Airway Bills;  

- Shri Ranjit of Imphal had sent smuggled Drones (RPAs) and other items 

to him at Ahmedabad vide 39 Airway Bills contained in the aforesaid set 

of documents;  

- The 39 Delivery Order contained in the said documents were issued by 

Cargo Department of Air India Ltd. Ahmedabad at the time when cargos 

i.e. Drones (RPAs) & other items had been sent by Shri Ranjit and the 

same were handed over to him or his driver Shri Bharat Prajapati; 

-  Sometimes Shri Ranjit used to deliver smuggled goods to him through 

trucks also;  

- The documents retrieved vide forensic examination from his seized 

Lenovo Laptop and Iphone contained the printout of WhatsApp chats 

between him &  Shri Kashish Kumar from Ludhiana (Mob/WhatsApp No. 

918872241335), Shri Parwez Ali from Kolkata (Mob/WhatsApp No. 91-

9831938412 saved as drone buyer parwesh kolkata) and Shri 

Shreyansh Jain from Delhi (Mob/WhatsApp No. 91-9999397702 saved 

as p4 buyer Shreyansh);  

- He used to chat or do WhatsApp Call or sent audio message to Shri 

Kashish, Shreyansh Jain & Shri Paewez on the said WhatsApp numbers 
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regarding receipt of order, delivery and payment of Drones & other items 

which he sold to them. He  remembered address & e-mail address of 

the following people only: 

i Shri Rayyan Veera, Proprietor of M/s. Prolink Media, Shop No. 

228, 2nd Floor, Starcity Mall, Saddar, Karachi, Pakistan, Mob. No. 

+92- 3232815172, E-mail ID- prolinkmedia@hotmail.com 

ii Shri Waqas, Proprietor of M/s. BnW Collections, 3rd Floor, Arkay 

Square Sharah-e-Liaquat, Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan, Mob. No. 

+92-3323327022, E-mail ID- info@bnwcollections.com 

iii Shri Shreyansh Jain, B-10/3, 2nd Floor, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-

110007, Mob. No.- 9999397702 

iv Shri Parvez Ali, 187, G.T. Road, Bada Bazar, Howrah Shibpur, 

Kolkatta-711102, Mob. No. -9831938412. 

v Kashish Kumar, Shop No. B-5A, Dhayan Singh Complex, Near 

Bus Stand, Ludhiana-141001, Mob No. 8872241335. 

vi Purnima Angadia Service, 289, Kucha Ghasiram, Fatehpuri, 

Chandani Chowk, New Delhi, 011-23989131 and their branch 

office  at 1st floor, Super Mall, C G Road, Ahmedabad, Mob. 

No.91-9879634846. 

vii P. Vijay - Angadia, in front of Croma Electronics store, Ashram 

Road. 

viii Akash - Angadia have his office at meridian Building, S.G. 

Highway, opposite High Court of Gujarat, Mob. No. 91-

8141774177. 

ix Aman Ankit - Angadia, his office at Zaveri Vad, Ratanpol, 

Ahmedabad; 

- He didn’t know the address & e-mail id of Shri Ranjit, Shri Sagar, Shri 

Anil as he contacted them through WhatsApp only;  

mailto:prolinkmedia@hotmail.com
mailto:info@bnwcollections.com
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- He didn’t know address & email id of angadias viz. Salam of Mumbai & 

Kapadia Seth of Mumbai as he used to send money to Shri Kapadia 

Seth on behalf of Shri Salam through Ahmedabad based angadias; 

- He didn’t know other buyer’s address & email id as these buyers visited 

his shop to buy Drones & other items and he never delivered the goods 

at their address;  

- Sometimes, he used to send Drones at the office of courier services as 

requested by out station buyers;  

- He in connivance with Shri Waqas, Shri Rayyan Veera, Shri Sagar, Shri 

Ranjit, Shri Anil etc., smuggled High End Drones (RPAs) & other items 

amounting to CIF value of Rs.10,49,77,720/- (except goods seized 

under Seizure Memo dated 15.05.2019 having assessable value of Rs. 

84,30,116/-)  involving  Customs Duty amounting to Rs.2,93,59,449/- 

from China since 2017;  

 

3. The smuggled DJI brand Drones & its accessories of China and other goods 

were detained vide Panchnama dated 10.03.2019 for further inquiry.The import of 

Drone (Remotely Piloted Aircraft) is restricted as per Notification No. 16/2015-2020 

dated 27.07.2016 issued by Director General of Foreign Trade, New Delhi and 

requires prior clearance of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and 

import licence from DGFT. Further, Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC 

(Wireless Planning and Co-ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication 

and DGCA UIN (Unique Identification Number) etc. are also required for import of 

Drones. 

 

3.1 Section 2 (33) of The Customs Act, 1962 defines “prohibited goods”, Section 

2(39) of the Customs Act, 1962 defines “smuggling” and the same are reproduced 

below for reference: 
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“(33) “prohibited goods” means any goods the import or export of which is 

subject to any prohibition under this Act or any other law for the time being in 

force but does not include any such goods in respect of which the conditions 

subject to which the goods are permitted to be imported or exported have 

been complied with;” 

 

“(39) “smuggling” in relation to any goods, means any act or omission which 

will render such goods liable to confiscation under section 111 or section 113;” 

 

3.2 From the evidences recovered during search proceedings and statements of 

S/Shri Bharat Prajapati, Mehul Kumarbhai Anand and Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, it 

appeared that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had been smuggling Drones (RPAs) 

& other items by placing orders with DJI, China through Shri Rayyan Veera and Shri 

Waqas, the payments made to DJI, China directly through various non-banking 

channels such as angadias; that Shri Rayyan Veera and Shri Waqas used to send 

the tracking Nos. of consignments to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand who sent the 

same to Shri Sagar of Tamu, Myanmar; that Shri Sagar then brought the 

consignments from warehouse in Dehong, China to Tamu, Myanmar and from Tamu, 

Myanmar to Moreh through Indo-Myanmar border; that the consignments were then 

transported from Moreh to Imphal by Shri Ranjit or his driver Shri Anil by road and 

from Imphal to Ahmedabad through Air India flight by mis-declaring the description of 

goods as camera stand, household goods, electronic items etc. In Ahmedabad, the 

delivery of smuggled consignments containing Drones & other items was taken by 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand or by Shri Bharat Prajapati.  

 

3.3  The goods were smuggled from China to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar 

border and then from Imphal to Ahmedabad as domestic cargo by Air India flight by 

mis-declaring them in Air Way Bills in violation of DGFT Notification No. 16/2015-

2020 dated 27.07.2016, provisions of Customs Act, 1962, without obtaining 
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Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-ordination) 

Wing of Department of Telecommunication, DGCA Import Clearance &UNI (Unique 

Identification Number) etc.  Similarly, other goods were also smuggled in 

contravention of the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962. Therefore these drones, its 

accessories and other goods were to be treated as “Prohibited Goods” as defined 

under Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962. All these acts of omission and 

commission amount to “Smuggling” as defined under Section 2(39) of the Customs 

Act, 1962 and therefore the said goods having assessable value of Rs. 84,30,116/- 

(Rupees Eighty Four Lakhs Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixteen only) were seized 

vide Seizure Memo dated 15.05.2019. The assessable value of the detained 

smuggled DJI brand Drones & its accessories and other items  was arrived on the 

basis of invoices which had been sent by Shri Waqas through e-mails to Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. For valuation of used Phantom Pro Drone (kept for 

repair at shop), assessable value was arrived on the basis of last purchase invoice of 

Phantom Pro Drone which had been sent by Shri Rayyan Veera and in respect of the 

MI Drone, assessable value was arrived on the basis of e-commerce website 

(Alibaba.com). 

 

3.4  Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was aware that Drones (Remotely Piloted 

Aircraft Systems - RPAs) were restricted items and Equipment Type Approval (ETA) 

from WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-ordination) Wing of Department of 

Telecommunication, import clearance from DGCA (Directorate General of Civil 

Aviation), Import License from DGFT etc. was required for the import of drones. Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand sold these Drones & other goods in local market in cash 

to customers without issuing any bill as he didn’t have import documents / licit 

purchase documents in respect of the goods.Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was 

arrested on 16.05.2019 under Section 104 of the Customs Act, 1962, as he had 

committed offence punishable under Section 135 of the Customs Act, 1962. He was 

produced before Hon’ble Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate (ACMM) at 
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Ahmedabad vide Production Memo dated 16.05.2019 who sent him to judicial 

custody. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand filed Criminal Misc. Application No. 

2608/2019 for regular bail before Hon’ble ACMM, who vide order dated 24.05.2019 

rejected the bail application. Aggrieved by the said order of Hon’ble ACMM, Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand filed Criminal Misc. Application No. 3752 of 2019 before 

Hon’ble City Sessions Court, Ahmedabad for regular bail who vide order dated 

03.06.2019 rejected the application filed by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. 

Aggrieved by the order of Hon’ble City Sessions Court, Ahmedabad Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand filed Criminal Misc. Application No. 11380 of 2019 before Hon’ble 

High Court of Gujarat. The Hon’ble High Court of Gujarat vide its order dated 

17.07.2019 disposed of the application being infructuous as the applicant was 

enlarged on default bail. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand filed application before 

Hon’ble Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate (ACMM) at Ahmedabad for default 

bail who vide order dated 16.07.2019 granted bail and imposed certain bail 

conditions. 

 

3.5 Follow up action at Buyers end: 

3.5.1 Letter F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/Enq-25(Int-12)/2019 dated 17.05.2019 was 

written to DRI, Kolkata to carry out search at premises of major buyer of Drones Shri 

Parvez Ali at 187, G. T. Road, Bada Bazar, Howrah Shibpur, Kolkatta-711102 

(Mobile No. 9831938412) and to record his statement. DRI, Kolkata vide letter F. No. 

DRI/KZU/Misc-08(AZU)/2015 dated 07.06.2019 submitted the IO Report dated 

17.05.2019 and statement dated 29.05.2019 of Shri Parwez Ali. 

 

3.5.2  IO Report dated 17.05.2019: DRI, Kolkata on visit to the premises of 

Shri Parvez Ali learnt that one person in the name of Parvez had been residing in the 

first floor of the said building but all the three flats on first floor of the building were 

found locked. 
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3.5.3  Statement of Shri Parwez Ali, was recorded on 29.05.2019 wherein he 

inter-alia stated that: 

- He had been in the business of selling old and used television & camera 

since the last 20 years from his rented shop in the name & style of M/s. 

National Electronic, 474/4, G. T. Road, Shibpur, Howrah-711102;  

- He had got several queries from the market regarding Drones; 

-  In the month of January 2019 he contacted Shri Chaman having Mobile 

No. 9820025504 (owner of shop near Grand Road, Mumbai) over phone 

and enquired whether he was selling Drones;  

- Shri Chaman replied that he was not involved in sale of drones , but 

informed him after two to three days that one person namely Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand of Ahmedabad was involved in sale of 

drones; 

- Shri Chaman had ordered two pieces of drones (Tello) on his behalf 

from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Ahmedabad. 

- The drones were sent to him through courier for which he was supposed 

to pay after selling the same in the market;  

- As the drones had been sold on credit, he was willing to buy more 

keeping in mind the market demand;  

- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand called him and inquired whether he was 

interested in carrying on business of drones and he agreed to the 

proposal;  

- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand then sent two pieces of drones (Tello) 

without any bill/invoices through courier to his residential address 187, 

G. T. Road, Bada Bazar, Shibpur, Howrah-711102 and after receipt of 

the drones, Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand contacted him over phone 

and informed that one of his person would contact him to receive the 

sale proceeds of drones and also requested him to hand over an 
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amount of Rs. 16,000/- . He had paid the amount by cash after final 

confirmation from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand over phone;  

- Till date he had purchased 30-35 drones valued at Rs. 7,00,000/- 

(approx.) from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Ahmedabad and all the 

drones were received through courier without any bills/invoices and all 

payments were made by cash as per Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand’s 

request to different people;  

- He could not provide any copy of the bills under cover of which such 

purchases were made and / or bills pertaining to sale, as they did not 

raise or demand any tax bill for such transactions;  

- He used to sell the drones from his shop without any 

bills/challans/invoices to different customers after getting lump sum 

profit;  

- All transactions for sale of old and used television, old & used camera 

and drones were made by cash only;  

- He had never met Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Ahmedabad and 

had conducted business over phone only. 

 

3.5.4 Letter F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/Enq-25(Int-12)/2019 dated 17.05.2019 was 

written to DRI, Delhi Zonal Unit, Delhi to carry out search at the premises of major 

buyer of Drones Shri Shreyansh Jain at B-10/3, 2nd Floor, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-

110007 Mobile No. 9999397702 and to record his statement. DRI, Delhi Zonal Unit, 

Delhi vide letter F. No. 25/40/2019-DZU dated 24.05.2019 submitted the panchnama 

and statement of Shri Shreyansh Jain. Panchnama dated 21.05.2019: Search of the 

premises of Shri Shreyansh Jain, B-10/3, IInd Floor, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-

110007 was carried out on 21.05.2019 under panchnama proceedings and during 

the search no incriminating documents related to the inquiry was found from the said 

premises. 
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3.5.5 Statement of Shri Shreyansh Jain, was recorded on 21.05.2019 wherein he 

inter-alia stated that: 

• He had come in contact of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand based at 

Ahmedabad through a facebook group namely “DJI Owners Network-India”. 

This group was about sharing information and knowledge and networking in 

respect of DJI brand drones in India;  

• He came in touch with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand in February 2018 and 

they used to talk and chat over phone and messaging apps and became good 

friends even though they had never met in person. 

• In June 2018, Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand informed him that he had a firm 

namely Camera Centre in Ahmedabad and he was selling DJI Osmo (Gimbal 

Camera), DJI Ronin S (Hand held Gimbal), DJI Spark (Drone Camera), DJI 

Mavi Air (Drone Camera); 

• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand informed him that he had clients in Delhi’s 

Chandni Chowk area and asked for his assistance as he did not trust them 

completely. In exchange Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand offered him 

commission for dealing with Delhi Customers. He agreed to this proposal as 

he was in search for new business opportunities;  

• He worked with Shri Chinmay from June 2018 to February 2019;  

• The goods were delivered to them directly and the payment was handed over 

to him in cash. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand then used to send his person 

for collection of sale proceeds from him. He used to deduct his commission 

and remaining sale proceeds were handed over to the person that Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had sent;  

• As per his knowledge, all the goods sold by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

were without invoice and all were cash transactions; 

• He did not have any record of goods sold by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

as neither any invoices were issued by him nor he had maintained any 

records;  
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• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand asked him to delete the message 

conversations with him; 

• The goods were sent by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand through transport, the 

details of which were shared with him. He in turn informed the buyers to come 

to that place (which was usually Angoori bagh transporters) and the buyers 

took delivery and made the payment in cash to him;  

• He did not have address and contact details of the buyers of Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand but he remembered names of few people which were Manoj, 

Ketan etc.; 

• He was not aware that Drones were restricted items and required DGFT 

licence, import clearance from DGCA, WPC type approval etc. for import of 

drones and thought that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was selling these 

without invoice for saving tax;  

• During the period of June 2018 to February 2019, Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand sold goods of roughly around 20 Lakhs and he got commission of 

around Rs. 500/- to 700/- per piece;  

• He had not invested any amount in this business and he made payment to 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand only after he had received the same from the 

buyers. 

 

3.5.6 Letter F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/Enq-25(Int-12)/2019 dated 17.05.2019 was 

written to DRI, Ludhiana Zonal Unit, Ludhiana to carry out search of major buyer of 

Drones Shri Kashish Kumar, Shop No. B-5A, Dhayan Singh Complex, Near Bus 

Stand, Ludhiana-141001, Mobile No. 8872241335 and record his statement. DRI, 

Ludhiana Zonal Unit, Ludhiana vide letter F. No. DRI/LDZU/856/Misc-08/2017 dated 

20.05.2019 submitted the panchnama and statements of Shri Kashish Kumar. 

Search of the premises of Shri Kashish Kumar, Proprietor of M/s. K. K. Drone 

Repair, Shop No. B-5A, Dhayan Singh Complex, Near Bus Stand, Ludhiana was 
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carried out on 17.05.2019 under panchnama proceedings and during the search one 

notebook having entries of purchase was seized from the premises. 

 

3.5.7 Statement of Shri Kashish Kumar was recorded on 17.05.2019 wherein he 

inter-alia stated that: 

- He had started using drones in making videos and photographs for his 

clients in event like weddings and parties along with repairing of drones;  

- He admitted to having purchased drone parts from Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand who owned M/s. Camera Centre in Ahmedabad the 

details of which were in the notebook seized from his shop namely two 

Gimbal of Mavic brand, one camera of Mavic brand, two boards of 

Mavic brand, three boards of Phantom 4 Pro brand, one motor of Mavic 

brand, Main board of Phantom 3 Pro and one Roll Arm of Phantom 3 

Pro; 

- He had not purchased any drone or drone parts from Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand besides the one mentioned above;  

- The payments were made through online banking or through advance 

cash to person named Shri Ganesh and a courier firm by the name of 

M/s. Tirupati Courier situated at main road of Fieldganj, Ludhiana who 

were introduced to him by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand;  

- He had account in Axis Bank with account No. 9160100207199097 in 

the branch located at Jassian Road, Ludhiana through which he made 

some of the payments;  

- He owned one Drone of DJI Phantom 4 Pro which he had purchased 

from Chandni Chowk and which he used in his business ; 

- He promised to provide the bank statements of the transactions 

pertaining to his deals with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand on 

20.05.2019. 
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3.5.8 Further statement of Shri Kashish Kumar was recorded on 20.05.2019 wherein 

he inter-alia stated that: 

- He had come in contact Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand of M/s. Camera 

Centre, Ahmedabad, through social media sites in the year 2017 for 

purchasing drone parts;  

- He had never purchased any drone from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand but had purchased drone parts from him;  

- He was engaged in photography and drone repair business and 

whenever he required any drone parts for his customer, depending on 

availability and price, he looked for the cheapest drone parts on internet 

and social websites;  

- He found some drone parts available with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand at suitable price and hence he purchased those parts for 

repairing the drones of his customers; 

- He had till date purchased two Gimbals of Mavic brand for Rs. 15,000/- 

each, one camera of Mavic brand for Rs. 1,000/-, two boards of Mavic 

brand for Rs. 15,000/- each, three boards of Phantom 4 Pro brand for 

Rs. 8,000/- each, one motor of Mavic brand for Rs. 3,000/-, Main board 

of Phantom 3 Pro brand for Rs. 7,000/- and one Roll Arm of Phantom 3 

Pro for Rs. 2,000/-;  

- He had received all drone parts through courier services namely M/s. 

DTDC and M/s. Tirupati Courier and were delivered directly to his shop 

without any bill; 

- The payments were made through online banking or through advance 

cash to person namely Shri Ganesh who was introduced to him by Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and to courier firm by the name of M/s. 

Tirupati Courier situated at Main road of Fieldganj, Ludhiana;  

- He contacted Shri Ganesh on his mobile No. 8437993950 and he didn’t 

have the address of Shri Ganesh; 
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- He provided the statement of his Axis Bank account having account No. 

916010020719097 in branch located at Jassian Road, Ludhiana from 

the period 01.01.2018 to 21.06.2018;  

- He had made only one payment through his bank to Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand on 09.04.2019 as was shown in his bank statement;  

- He was aware that drones were restricted items and required DGFT 

licence, import clearance from DGCA, WPC type approval etc.. He knew 

this as he was engaged in drone repair business and he knew about this 

from his friends in the same business. 

3.6 Follow up action at Angadias: 

 The angadia firms which were involved in transfer of funds for purchase and 

sale of Drones as admitted by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand in his statement dated 

16.05.2019 were also investigated. 

 

3.6.1 Officers visited the premises of M/s Akash Angadia at Meridian Building, S. G. 

Highway, Opposite High Court, Ahmedabad on 23.05.2019 to issue summons to 

them. Enquiry by the officers with the local persons / angadia firms at the location 

revealed that no such angadia firm namely M/s. Akash Angadia existed at the 

location and the officers drew visit note dated 23.05.2019 stating the same. 

 

3.6.2 Officers visited the premises of M/s. Aman Ankit Angadi at Zaveri Vad, 

Ratanpol, Ahmedabad on 23.05.2019 to issue summons to them. Enquiry by the 

officers with the local persons / angadia firms at the location revealed that no such 

angadia firm namely M/s. Aman Ankit Angadia existed at the location and the officers 

drew visit note dated 23.05.2019 stating the same.  

 

3.6.3 Statement of Shri Chaman Lal Nawaji Prajapati, Partner of M/s. Poornima 

Angadia Services was recorded on 29.05.2019: wherein he inter-alia stated that: 
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- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand used to do angadia from 2018 onwards 

and send money from Ahmedabad to Mumbai and received money from 

Mumbai and Delhi;  

- He produced some receipts in respect of money transferred or received 

by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand through M/s. Poornima Angadia 

Services. They kept the receipts for 2-3 months only and then destroyed 

the remaining receipts. 

- They had destroyed the remaining receipts of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand and he was not aware of the business of Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand;  

- He agreed with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand’s statement dated 

19.03.2019 and 14.05.2019. 

 

3.6.4 Statement of Shri Yogeshbhai Patel, Partner of M/s. P Vijay Kumar & Co., 

Ahmedabad was recorded on 18.07.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- They had provided angadia services to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

for cash transfer;  

- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand sent cash to Mumbai through their firm 

and sometimes received cash from Mumbai, Ludhiana, Delhi etc. 

through their firm which he collected from them; 

- He produced two transfer receipts related to cash received by Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand from Ludhiana through their firm;  

- Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had used their firm’s angadia services 

several times but they didn’t have transfer receipts for these 

transactions as they destroyed the transfer receipts after 2-3 months;  

- He confirmed that M/s. P. Vijay Kumar & Co. had provided angadia 

service to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand many times for cash transfer 

from January, 2018 to Jan-Feb, 2019;  
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- He agreed with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand’s statement dated 

19.03.2019, 14.05.2019 and 16.05.2019. 

 

3.6.5 Statement of Shri Yusuf Noor Mohammed Bhagad @ Kapadia Sheth was 

recorded on 01.08.2019 wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- He agreed with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand’s statements dated 

19.03.2019, 14.05.2019 and 16.05.2019;  

- He knew Shri Salam whose full name was Shri Salam Abdul Rahim  as 

he was  his nephew (brother’s son). Shri Salam was residing in China 

since 10-12 years and was working there as a commission agent. The 

China mobile number of Shri Salam was +8613454935365 and he used 

to contact him from this number. He didn’t have his email address and 

his residence address of China;  

- As per Shri Salam’s request he had received money from persons / 

angadia firms on his behalf several times and in turn sent the money to 

the persons sent by Shri Salam;  

- Shri Salam had told him that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand would 

send money to Mumbai through angadia and told him to collect the said 

money from angadia. He had received the same money from angadia 

i.e. Purnima;  

- As per the instruction of Shri Salaam, he had till date received cash 

several times from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand through angadia and 

the same had been given to persons of Shri Salam; 

- As Shri Salam used to send different persons to collect the money, he 

didn’t remember the names of the persons  

- He was not aware of the business of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

and the reason why he sent the money to Shri Salam. 
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3.7 Follow up action in respect of associates who assisted Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand in smuggling of Drones & other goods: 

 

3.7.1 Letter F.No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/Enq-25(Int-12)/2019 dated 10.07.2019 was 

written to DRI, Guwahati Zonal Unit, Guwahati to carry out search at residence 

premises of Shri Anil of Moreh and to record his statement. DRI, Imphal Regional 

Unit, Imphal vide letter F. No. 01/DRI/IMP/INV/2019/Pt-I dated 13.07.2019 submitted 

the panchnama dated 13.07.2019. 

 

3.7.2 Search of the premises of Shri Anil Kumar Pal, Moreh Ward No. 5, Nepali 

Basti, Moreh, Manipur was carried out on 13.07.2019 under panchnama proceedings 

and no incriminating documents related to the inquiry was found at the said 

premises. Shri Anil Kumar Pal was not present at the premises during panchnama 

proceedings as he had gone to Namphalong, Myanmar as his  wife was expecting a 

child.  

 

3.7.3 Summon dated 15.07.2019 was issued to Shri Anil Kumar Pal to appear on 

26.07.2019 at DRI Office, AZU, Ahmedabad for recording his statement. The 

summon was returned from Postal Department with remark “Not Found-No such 

address-Return to Sander”. Letter F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/ENQ-25(INT-12)/2019 

dated 30.07.2019 was written to Deputy Director, Imphal Regional Unit, Imphal to 

record his statement. DRI, Imphal Regional Unit, Imphal vide letter F. No. 

01/DRI/IMP/INV/2019/Pt-I dated 31.07.2019 submitted statement dated 31.07.2019 

of Shri Anil Kumar Pal wherein he inter-alia stated that: 

- He drove passenger Maruti Van from Moreh to Imphal;  

- He did not know Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and had never come in 

contact with him;  
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- During the month of November, 2018 he met a person who introduced 

himself as Jack from Ahmedabad and owned a photo studio at 

Ahmedabad but he did not give his address;  

- He met Shri Jack at ICP, Moreh parking while he was waiting for the 

passengers and Shri Jack along with two other Myanmarese nationals 

approached him and reserved his vehicle from Moreh to Imphal and 

they had two/three cartons with them. They told him that they were 

going from Moreh to Imphal; On the way, at Khudengthabi Assam Rifles 

Check Post, Shri Jack showed the cartons boxes which contained 

drones and he overheard the conversation between Jack and the 

Assam Rifles personnel’s that the drones were for use in 

marriage/wedding photography. Shri Jack showed his identity card and 

told them that he had a photo studio at Ahmedabad; On the way from 

Moreh to Imphal they had many conversations and they exchanged 

phone numbers; He dropped him at Hotel Sangai, Nagamapal at Imphal;  

- He didn’t know Shri Ranjit but he knew Shri Sagar who was a 

Myanmarese Nepali. Shri Sagar had an electronics shop at Namphalong 

Bazar, Myanmar; and he had met Shri Sagar along with Shri Jack at ICP 

Moreh but he didn’t know his residential address in Myanmar. He also 

didn’t have mobile number / any contact details of Shri Sagar.  

- The drones were transported from Namphalong to Moreh by his 

salesman and he had no idea how Shri Sagar had received the goods / 

drones at Namphalong, Myanmar;  

- He had carried drones three times for Shri Jack and every time Shri 

Jack called him from his mobile phone and booked his Maruti Van;  

- The drones were delivered by the labourer at Moreh and from Moreh, 

Shri Jack used to carry the drones in his Maruti Van up to Imphal;  

- On one occasion, he had dropped Shri Jack directly at Imphal 

International Airport;  
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- He was aware that drones were smuggled goods but as he was just a 

van driver and as Shri Jack had booked his Maruti Van, he agreed to 

carry Shri Jack along with the goods from Moreh to Imphal;  

- Shri Jack was a customer to him and he was paid Rs. 2,000/- for every 

trip;  

- He had lost his previous phone and Shri Jack’s mobile number was 

saved in his previous phone; He did not remember Shri Jack’s phone 

number and since the last four months Shri Jack had not contacted him. 

 

3.8 Further Statement of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was recorded on 

06.08.2019 wherein interalia stated that: 

- He agreed with correctness of the statements of the following persons 

and put his dated signature on the last page  of statements: 

o Shri Chaman Lal Prajapati of M/s. Purnima Angadia, 

Ahmedabad 

o Shri Yogeshbhai Patel, Partner of M/s. P Vijay Kumar & Co.,  

Ahmedabad  

o Kapadia Seth @ Shri Yusuf Noor Mohammed Bhagad  

- He was shown two visit notes dated 23.05.2019 of the Angadia firms 

and he stated that a person of Akash Angadia had informed him that 

their firm was situated at Meridian Building, S. G. Highway, Opp. High 

Court, Ahmedabad and person of M/s. Aman Ankit Angadia had 

informed him that their firm was situated at Zaveri Vad, Ratanpol, 

Ahmedabad. Accordingly, he had stated the angadia’s addresses in his 

previous statements;  

- He had never visited the aforesaid addresses for transferring money 

through angadia and the persons from Akash Angadia and M/s. Aman 

Ankit Angadia visited him to collect money.  
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- He agreed with correctness of the statement of Shri Shreyansh Jain of 

Delhi and put his dated signature on last page of statement. He stated 

that sometimes buyers of Drones from Delhi called him directly and 

sometimes Shri Shreyansh Jain called him for on behalf of customers 

who wanted to buy Drones (RPAs) and accordingly, he sent Drones in 

name of Shri Shreyansh Jain of Delhi through transporter;  

- Shri Shreyansh Jain along with buyers of Drones collected the Drones 

from transporter’s office in Delhi. Shri Shreyansh Jain collected payment 

for the Drones in cash from the buyers and gave the cash to his persons 

after deducting his commission @ Rs. 500-1500/-. 

- He agreed with correctness of the statements of Shri Parwez Ali of 

Kolkata and Shri Kashish Kumar of Ludhiana and put his dated 

signature on last page of statements. 

- He agreed with correctness of the statement of Shri Anil Kumar Pal of 

Moreh, Manipur and put his dated signature on last page of statement. 

Shri Anil Kumar Pal called him Jack as he had introduced himself as 

Jack to Shri Anil Kumar Pal. He hadn’t told him his real name as 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. 

 

3.8.1 Further Statement of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was recorded on 

23.08.2019 wherein he stated that: 

- The angadia viz Vipul of Ahmedabad & Stellar of Ahmedabad were both 

the same person and  he had in his earlier statement dated 14.05.2019 

stated that mobile / WhatsApp number of angadia Vipul of Ahmedabad 

was saved in his mobile as “Stellar”;  

- He don’t know the address of Vipul (Stellar) as he had never visited at 

their address for transferring money through them and persons of Vipul 

(Stellar) came to him to collect money;  
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- He agreed with his statement dated 19.03.2019 and regarding the 

commission paid to Shri Waqas & Shri Rayyan Veera who used to place 

orders of smuggled drones & its accessories and other items on his 

behalf, he reiterated that he didn’t give any amount / commission to 

them for orders placed on his behalf, He stated that Shri Waqas & Shri 

Rayyan Veera being authorised dealers of DJI, China used to get 

commission directly from DJI, China in respect of said orders. 

 

3.9 The various panchnamas and statements recorded in preceding paras 

revealed that: 

• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand knowingly indulged in smuggling of Drones & 

Other items from China to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar Border and then from 

Imphal to Ahmedabad and he knew that Drones (RPAs) were restricted items 

and Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-

ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication, Unique Identification 

Number (UIN), Unmanned Aircraft Operator Permit (UAOP) & Import 

clearance from DGCA (Directorate General of Civil Aviation), Import Licence 

from DGFT were reqired for legal import of Drones. 

• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand placed orders with DJI, China & MI China 

through Shri Waqas and Shri Rayyan Veera of Pakistan for purchase of 

drones, its accessories and other goods of DJI brand of China and MI brand of 

China from 2017 onwards. 

• After placing orders by Shri Waqas and Shri Rayyan Veera, they sent tracking 

details for order placed with DJI, China & MI China to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand, Proprietor of M/s. Camera Centre, Ahmedabad. 

• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand after receiving the tracking details of the 

orders placed from Shri Waqas and Shri Rayyan Veera, informed the tracking 

IDs of consignments to Shri Sagar, who transported the said consignments 

from warehouse in Dehong, China to Tamu, Myanmar through trucks. The said 
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consignments were then transported from Tamu, Myanmar to Moreh, Manipur 

through Indo-Myanmar border and handed over to Shri Ranjit or his driver Shri 

Anil of Moreh, Manipur. The said consignments were subsequently transported 

from Moreh to Imphal by road. Then, Shri Ranjit delivered the said 

consignment from Imphal to Ahmedabad through Air India flight mis-declaring 

the description of goods as camera stand, household goods, electronic items 

etc. 

• The investigation could not be extended to Shri Ranjit as his contact details 

and residence address were not available with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

and Shri Anil Kumar Pal. The same could also not be ascertained from the 

documentary evidences retrieved from mobile and laptop of Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand through forensic examination of the said devices.  

• The consignments were initially consigned in the name of Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand and later the consignments were consigned in the name of 

Shri Bharat Prajapati, Tempo Driver. The delivery of the consignments from 

Ahmedabad Airport was taken by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand or Shri 

Bharat Prajapati. 

• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand sent cash through angadia i.e. Purnima, P 

Vijay, Aman Ankit, Akash etc. of Ahmedabad to Shri Yusuf Noor Mohammed 

Bhagad@ Kapadia Seth of Mumbai  for payment of smuggled Drones and 

other items. Shri Yusuf Noor Mohammed Bhagad@ Kapadia Seth received 

the cash on behalf of Shri Salam and as per direction of Shri Salam, he gave 

the money to the persons sent by Shri Salam. Further, Shri Salam made 

arrangement for payment in Bank Account of DJI, China & Shri Yang of China 

in Yuan Currency (Chinese Currency). Further, 

•  Shri Vipul (Stellar) of Ahmedabad and Shri Aakash of Ahmedabad (both 

angadia firms) also made arrangement for payment in Bank Account of DJI, 

China and Shri Yang of China in Yuan Currency (Chinese Currency). Then, 

Shri Yang of China used to transfer the same to DJI, China. 
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• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand sold these smuggled Drones & its accessories 

and other smuggled items in cash to customers who visited his shop and no 

bill was issued in this regard as the drones and other items were smuggled for 

which he didn’t have any licit import documents or purchase documents. 

• Shri Parwez Ali, Shri Shreyansh Jain and Shri Kashish Kumar were the major 

buyers /commission agents of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand through whom 

he sold the smuggled Drones & it’s accessories to other buyers also. 

• As per the purchase documents contained in email and withdrawn during 

panchama and purchase documents retrieved from forensic examination of 

mobile and laptop of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, he smuggled drones & 

its accessories and other goods involving CIF value of Rs. 10,49,77,720/- 

involving evasion of Custom duty amounting to Rs. 2,93,59,449/- in the past 

(already cleared/sold by him to his buyers in India) in addition to the  seized 

drones and other goods having assessable value of Rs. 84,30,116/-. 

• The smuggled drones and its accessories by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, 

Proprietor of M/s. Camera Center, Ahmedabad are in violation of: 

i. Notification GSR 45(E) dated 28.01.2005 and Notification GSR 38(E) 

dated 19.01.2007 issued by Ministry of Communications and Information 

Technology (Wireless Planning and Coordination Wing) regarding 

“Equipment Type Approval (ETA)”, Office Memorandum issued from F. 

No. R-11020/02/2008-LR dated 02.02.2009 regarding Decentralization 

of “Equipment Type Approval (ETA)” and Office Memorandum issued 

from F. No. R-11017/05/2017-PP dated 07.12.2018 by the WPC 

(Wireless Planning & Coordination) Wing, Department of 

Telecommunication (DoT) in as much as Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand had not obtained ETA from WPC Wing of DoT. 

ii. Public Notice issued from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED dated 07.10.2014 & 

Civil Aviation Requirements (CAR), Section 3-Air Transport, Series-X, 

Part-I, issued from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED Vol.IV dated 27.08.2018 
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effective from 01.12.2018 issued by Director General of Civil Aviation 

(DGCA), New Delhi in as much as Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had 

not obtained import clearance and UIN & UOAP, as the case may be, 

from DGCA for Drones 

iii. DGFT Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016 in as much as 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had not obtained licence from DGFT for 

import of Drones. 

 

3.10 Valuation of the smuggled goods was done in terms of Section 14 of the 

Customs Act, 1962 read with Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Imported 

Goods) Rules, 2007 (hereinafter referred to as CVR, 2007). FOB value of smuggled 

goods was arrived on the basis of documentary evidences i.e. invoices, packing list 

of the smuggled goods etc. retrieved vide forensic examination of seized Lenovo 

Laptop & I-phone of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. Letter dated 13.05.2019 was 

written to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand to provide the details of freight and 

insurance charges to arrive at assessable value (CIF) of the smuggled goods who 

vide his letter dated 13.05.2019 replied that he didn’t have any documentary 

evidences regarding freight and insurance in respect of smuggled goods. Therefore, 

assessable value (CIF) of the smuggled goods (other than seized smuggled goods) 

was arrived at Rs. 10,49,77,720/- in terms of Rule 3 read with Rule 10 of CVR, 2007 

involving evasion of  Custom Duty amounting to Rs. 2,93,59,449/- 

 

3.11 Nature of goods for confiscation: 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand smuggled Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessory and 

other items in violation of: 

(i) Notification GSR 45(E) dated 28.01.2005 and Notification GSR 38(E) 

dated 19.01.2007 issued by Ministry of Communications and Information 

Technology (Wireless Planning and Coordination Wing) regarding 

“Equipment Type Approval (ETA)”  
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(ii) Office Memorandum issued from F. No. R-11020/02/2008-LR dated 

02.02.2009 regarding Decentralization of “Equipment Type Approval 

(ETA)” and Office Memorandum issued from F. No. R-11017/05/2017-

PP dated 07.12.2018 by the WPC (Wireless Planning & Coordination) 

Wing, Department of Telecommunication (DoT) 

(iii) Public Notice issued from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED dated 07.10.2014 & 

Civil Aviation Requirements (CAR), Section 3-Air Transport, Series-X, 

Part-I, issued from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED Vol.IV dated 27.08.2018 

effective from 01.12.2018 issued by Director General of Civil Aviation 

(DGCA), New Delhi  

(iv) DGFT Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016.  

 

3.11.1 Section 7 of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992 

read with Para 2.05 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20 prohibits import and export 

except under an IEC. Rule 2 (c) of Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 defines 

“Importer” or “Exporter” as a person who imports or exports goods and hold a valid 

Importer-Exporter Code Number granted under Section 7 of the Foreign Trade 

(Development & Regulation) Act, 1992. Therefore any import or export made by a 

person who is not the IEC holder is prohibited within the meaning of the Section 7 of 

the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992 and the goods attempted 

to be imported/exported without IEC are to be treated as prohibited goods. 

Therefore, the goods smuggled are in contravention of the provisions of Section 11 

of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 and Rule 11 of the 

Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993. Therefore, these smuggled High End 

Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessory and other items were “prohibited goods” as defined 

under Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962. Therefore the said smuggled goods 

were liable for confiscation under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 111(k) of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 
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3.12  Show Cause Notice F.No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/ENQ-25(int-12)/2019 dated 

27.08.2019 was issued by the Principal ADG, DRI, AZU Ahmedabad to Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor of M/s. Camera Center, Shop No. 11, 

Medicine Market, Dava Bazar, Near Gujarat Travels, Paldi, Ahmedabad asking him 

to show cause to the Principal Commissioner/Commissioner of Customs, 

Ahmedabad having his  office at 1st Floor, Customs House, Nr. Income Tax Circle, 

Navrangpura, Ahmedabad as to why:- 

(i) High End Drones (RPAs), it’s accessories and other goods valued at 

Rs.84,30,116/- (Rupees Eighty Four Lakhs Thirty Thousand One 

Hundred Sixteen only) and seized vide Seizure Memo dated 15.05.2019 

as detailed in Annexure-B to this Show Cause Notice should not be 

confiscated under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 111(k) of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

(ii) Smuggled High End Drones (RPAs), it’s accessories and other goods 

(already cleared &sold in the market)(excluding seized goods)valued at 

Rs. 10,49,77,720/- (Rupees Ten Crores Forty Nine Lakhs Seventy 

Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty only)  as detailed in Annexure-

A to this Show Cause Notice should not be held liable for confiscation 

under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 111(k) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

(iii) Custom duty amounting to Rs. 2,93,59,449/-(Rupees Two Crores Ninety 

Three Lakhs Fifty Nine Thousand Four Hundred Forty Nine only) 

applicable on smuggled High End Drones (RPAs) (already cleared and 

sold in the market) (excluding seized goods),  it’s accessories and other 

goods valued at 10,49,77,720/- as detailed in Annexure-A to this Show 

Cause notice should not be demanded and recovered under Section 

28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962; 

(iv) Interest as applicable from time to time should not be demanded and 

recovered on Custom Duty amount of Rs. 2,93,59,449/-(Rupees Two 
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Crores Ninety Three Lakhs Fifty Nine Thousand Four Hundred Forty 

Nine only) under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962; 

(v) Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of 

the Customs Act, 1962; 

(vi) Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 114A of the 

Customs Act, 1962; 

(vii) Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 114AA of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

(viii) Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 117 of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

 

3.12.1  Shri Waqas, Proprietor of M/s. BnW Collections, 3rd Floor, Arkay 

Square Sharah-e-Liaquat, Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan, & Shri Rayyan Veera, Proprietor 

of M/s. Prolink Media, Shop No. 228, 2nd Floor, Starcity Mall, Saddar, Karachi, 

Pakistan, Shri Sagar of Myanmar(address unknown), Shri Ranjit of Imphal (address 

unknown),Shri Anil Kumar Pal , Nepali Basti, Moreh, Ward No. 05, Near ISCKON 

Temple, More, Manipur-795131, Shri Shreyansh Jain residing at B-10/3, Second 

Floor, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007, Shri Parwez Ali residing at 187, G. T. Road, 

Bada Bazar, Shibpur, Howrah-711102, Shri Kashish Kumar, Proprietor of M/s. K. K. 

Drone Repair, Shop No. B-5A, Dhayan Singh Complex, Near Bus Stand, Ludhiana, 

Shri Salam of Mumbai (residing in China) (address unknown), Shri Aakash of 

Ahmedabad (address unknown), Shri Vipul (Stellar) of Ahmedabad (address 

unknown) and Shri Yang of China (address unknown) were also required to show 

cause to the Principal Commissioner/Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad as to 

why penalty should not be imposed on each of them under Section 112(a) & 112(b) 

of the Customs Act, 1962. 
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 4. DEFENSE REPLY:  

4.1 Shri Shreyansh Jain filed reply dated 16.09.2019 to Show Cause Notice wherein 

he inter-alia submitted that: 

- He was a proprietor of the firm named M/s Jain Shri International, established 

in 2016 and he engaged in trading of Electrolytic Capacitors. 

- He was no engaged in export or import of any kind of drones or its 

accessories. 

- He denied all the allegations made against him in the Show Cause Notice. 

- He knew Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand through a facebook group and had 

been in contact through phone qand internet only and had never personally 

met him. 

- He was merely acting as an agent working on a commission basis for Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand for the delivery of drones in Delhi and had no role 

in the import of drones from China. 

- He was not the owner of the imported goods nor he claimed ownership of the 

goods and hence, penalty is not imposable on him. He relied on the following 

judgements:  

(i) Garima Trade Services Ltd reported as 2002 (146) ELT 150(T) (ii) 

Nalakath Spices Trading Co. reported as 2007(213) ELT 283 (T) (iii) 

Sewa Ram & Bros reported as 2003 (151) ELT 344(T) 

- He was not aware that the drones were smuggled or of Chinese origin. As Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was not conducting his business covertly but was 

advertising his products through social networking sites and he was sending 

the goods through professional courier services like DTDC, hence, he did not 

suspect the goods to be smuggled. 

- He had been dragged into the case solely on the basis of the statements of the 

co-noticees and nothing was recovered from him and thus, penalty cannot be 

levied on him. He relied on the cases of: 
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(i)  Surinder Kumar Khanna reported as Criminal Appeal No. 949 of 

2018 arising out of SLP (Criminal) No. 9816 of 2017  

(ii)  Hari Charan Kurmi and Jogia Haram reported as AIR 1184, 1964 

SCR(6) 623 

 

4.2 Shri Parwez Ali filed two separate replies dated 26.09.2019 and dated 

17.10.2019 to Show Cause Notice wherein he, inter-alia, submitted as under: 

- He worked at a shop under the name National Electronics which was enlisted 

under his father’s name Hyder Ali. He dealt in electronic items like television, 

music systems and repairing of the same. 

- He had no knowledge of the goods being smuggled or any violation of Section 

111 of the Customs Act, 1962. He was not involved in import, export or 

transshipment of prohibited goods. 

- He had never met Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and had ever dealt with 

him. The statement of Shri Chinmay Annnd is not corroborated as he was not 

involved in such transaction. 

- He denied all the allegations made in the Show Cause Notice. 

- He had a limited annual income and was duly filing Income Tax returns and 

submitted copies of Form ITR-V filed with the Income Tax Authorities. 

- He did not proper knowledge and was not literate enough and hence, did not 

obtain proper records from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and he was also 

not aware about the process of import of drone or any other goods. 

 

4.3 Shri Kashish Kumar filed reply dated 28.12.2019 to Show Cause Notice 

wherein he, inter-alia, submitted as under: 

- He was engaged in photography services for events like weddings, parties, etc 

and he was using drones for the same. He was also engaged in repairing the 

drones. 
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- He did not purchase any drones from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand but 

purchased only cheap drone parts from him for repair of drones. 

- He purchased parts of drones amounting to Rs. 97,000/-. He paid either 

through cash or through banking channels. 

- He owned one Phantom brand drone which he used for wedding photography 

and he had purchased the same from Chandni Chowk, Delhi. 

- The parts purchased by him were not wireless equipments and hence did not 

violate the provisions of law/ notifications issued by WPC. 

- The parts purchased by him did not possess and marking of the country of 

origin i.e. China and he was not aware that the goods purchased by him were 

smuggled into India from China. He never aided in the smuggling of the said 

goods. 

- He refuted the allegation made in the Show Cause Notice that he was one of 

the major buyer/ commission agent of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. Also, 

he had never received any commission from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. 

- As he was not aware that the goods were liable for confiscation, hence, it was 

incorrect to impose penalty on him. 

 

4.4 Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand vide letter dated 3.8.2020, inter alia, submitted 

as under: 

- He denied all the allegations, averments and contentions raised in the SCN. 

- He denied to have imported any Drone, as alleged in the show cause notice; 

- He was not liable for payment of customs Duty as sought to be demanded in 

the SCN nor was he liable to penalty as proposed in the show cause notice. 

- The entire proceedings had been initiated without ascertaining the true nature 

of goods under seizure or goods alleged to have been smuggled. It had been 

assumed that all the goods under seizure and alleged to have been smuggled 

were drones. What has been seized were camera drone, an equipment for 
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aerial photography during events and weddings. Before branding the said 

goods as drone, it was obligatory on the part of the investigation to have 

sought an expert opinion on the nature of the goods under seizure. 

- The investigation having failed to seek expert opinion, the entire proceedings 

having been proceeded on the allegation that  the goods under seizure or 

alleged to have been smuggled were drone is not based on facts and evidence 

but on the assumptions. 

- Section 123 provides that where any goods to which the said section applies 

are seized under the reasonable belief that they are smuggled goods, the 

burden of proving that the same are not smuggled lies on the person from 

whose possession the said goods have been seized or the person who claims 

to be the owner of the said goods. Sub section (2) of section 123 provides that 

the provisions of the said section shall apply to gold, its manufactures, 

watches and any other class of goods which the Central Government by a 

notification in the official gadget specifies. The Government in this regard has 

issued Notification No. 103/2016-CUS (NE), dated.25.07.2016, whereby, the 

Silver Bullion and Cigarettes have been specified for the purpose of the said 

section. Thus, on going through the provisions of section 123 of the said Act 

and the Notification issued there under, it is evident that the Drones have not 

been specified under the said section or notification issued under the said 

section. Thus, the burden to prove that the said Drones under seizure and 

those mentioned in ANNAXURE-A to the show cause notice were smuggled 

lies on the department. 

- There was no evidence produced on the record that the said Drones were 

smuggled and brought into the country without payment of appropriate duty of 

Customs. They relied upon the decision in the case of   Manish Kakrania 

reported as 2O16 (339) E.L.T, 242 (PAT) 
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- The Drone cameras are freely importable and are available in locaI market. 

details of 39 consignments provided by Air Cargo reveal that the said goods 

were transported from Imphal to Ahmedabad and do not in anyway support the 

allegation that the goods transported from Imphal to Ahmedabad were 

smuggled and therefore the Order of confiscation was not sustainable. No 

presumption can be inferred that the goods under seizure were smuggled. In 

support of above contentions they relied on the following decisions  

a. A K Hamsa Mohideen reported as 2012 (276) ELT 503 (Mad)  

b. Pawan Kumar Sharma reported as 2016 (197) ELT 263 (Tri – Del)   

c. Ravinder Khurana reported as 2003 (161 ) ELT 360  

d. Naveed Ahmed Khan reported as 2OO5 (182) ELT 494 (Tri.-Bang.) 

e. Moti Singh reported as 2006 (205)  E.L.T. 225 (Tri. – Kolkata) 

f. Vikram Jain reported as 2003 (158)  ELT 205 (Tri.-Bang) 

- During recording of statements of the proprietor, some print out reports said to 

be have been obtained from the said iphone and laptop were shown and his 

signature in token of confirmation and agreeing to the details were obtained. It 

is submitted that the obtaining of signature during recording of statement and 

taking confirmation regarding contents of voluminous documents, clearly 

establish the way in which the investigation had proceeded and confirmations 

were obtained. The computer print out of the iphone and laptop has been 

considered as an evidence. It is submitted that in terms of Section 13g c of the 

customs Act, 1962. Computer print outs are admissible as documents 

provided the conditions mentioned under the said section has been followed. 

As per sub section (1) of the said section 138C, only those computer print outs 

which satisfy the condition of sub section (2) of the said section 138C are 

deemed to be a document for the purpose of the said Act. In this regard he 

referred to the case of Harsiaghar Gutka Pvt. Ltd. reported as 2008 (221) ELT 

77 (Tri.-Del.), wherein, it was held by the Honble Tribunal that condition in 
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section 368 having not been fulfilled in respect of the retrieved computer 

printout and therefore, the same would not be admissible as an evidence. 

Applying the ratio of above decision in the present case, the data retrieved 

through DFSL cannot be considered as evidence. Thus, the demand based on 

such inadmissible retrieved document is not sustainable. Similar view was 

taken by the Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Ambica Organics reported as 

2016 (344) ELT 97 (Tri.-Ahmd.). The said decision of the Hon'ble Tribunal has 

been upheld by the Hon’ble High court of Gujarat.  He also relied upon the 

case of Premium Packaging P. Ltd. reported as 2OO5 (184) E.L.T. 165 (Tri. - 

Del.). 

- Provisions of sub section (4) of section 138C of the said Act not having been 

complied and no certificate in support of compliance of the provisions of the 

said sub section having been brought on record, the documents as retrieved 

from the iphone and the laptop cannot be considered as an admissible 

documents and evidence to sustain any allegation against them in the present 

proceedings. He relied on the following decisions:   

a. Kuwer Industries reported as  2O19-TIOL-7O7-CESTAT-ALL; 

b. Premier Instruments & Controls Ltd.  reported as  Coimbatore, 2OO5 

(188) ELT 65 (Tri-Chennai) 

c. Anwar P.V. Vs P.K. Basheer,2017 (352)  ELT 416 (SC), and 

d. Popular Paints and Chemicals Vs CCE, Raipur, 2018-TIOL-1239-

CESTAT-DEL. 

e. Navbharat Fuse Company Ltd. reported ats 2020-TIoL-625-CESTAT-

DEL.  

- The entire action for demand and recovery of duty has been made based on 

the statements recorded during the course of investigations. The said 

confessional statements were obtained without considering the facts only with 

a view to create evidence against them. In this regard they relied upon the 
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decision of decision of the Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Hissar Pipes P. Ltd. 

reported as  2O15 (317) 136 (Tri.-Del) . Thus, based on sole confession of the 

proprietor, without any corroboration of purchase of excess raw material, 

manufacture of goods and receipt of funds, the charges of smuggling cannot 

be considered to have been established. He also relied upon the case of 

Manoj Kumar Pani reported as 2010 (260) E.L.T. 92 (Tri.-Del) 

- 7 parcels were seized while being transported from Domestic cargo Termiqal, 

Ahmedabad, near vasna Bus stand. The driver of the conveyance produced a 

Terminal challan issued by the cargo Service Center Pvt. Ltd., Domestic cargo 

Terminal, and Ahmedabad. During the course of investigation, the statement 

of the proprietor, was recorded on 10.03.2019, wherein, it was stated by him 

that the said goods under seizure were illegally imported by one Shree Ranjit 

of Imphal and then transported by Air form Imphal to Ahmedabad by Air. Thus, 

the place of dispatch of the said goods was a place inside India. There is 

absolutely no evidence brought on record to show as to how the said goods 

under seizure were brought from a place outside India to a place inside India, 

so as to be brought under the term "import". The term 

- "Import" has been defined under section 2 (23) of the said Act to mean that 

with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, bringing into India 

from a place outside India. Thus, in order to be covered under the ambit of 

import, it has to been brought on record that the said goods were brought into 

India from a place outside India. Similarly, the term "imported goods, has been 

defined in section 2 (2s) of the said Act to mean any goods brought into India 

from a place outside India but does not incrudes goods which have been 

cleared for home consumption. There is absolutely no evidence to show that 

the goods under seizure were not cleared for home consumption. The onus 

lied on the department to bring on record that the said goods under seizure 

were not cleared for home consumption and were brought into India without 
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payment of appropriated duty. The proprietor had never claimed that he had 

imported the said goods under seizure or the goods mentioned in ANNEXURE 

-A to the show cause notice. The said Proprietor at all times had claimed to 

have purchased the goods from one Ranjit of Imphal. That being so, the 

noticee can by no stretch of imagination be considered as the importer of the 

goods under seizure or goods mentioned in ANNEXURE-A to the show- cause 

noticee. It is a well settled law that the liability to pay customs auty as always 

on the importer and the said liability can never be transferred or shifted on to 

any other person. The noticee not being the importer of goods under seizure 

or those mentioned in ANNEXURE-A to the show cause notice, is not riabie to 

pay any duty of customs. As such, the proposal made in the show cause 

notice for demanding and recovering Customs Duty from the noticee was 

legally not sustainable. 

- The proprietor had always maintained that the goods were brought from 

Myanmar into India through Moreh border by Ranjit or Sagar and thereafter, 

the said goods were sent to him by the said persons from Imphal to 

Ahmedabad. Thus, the proprietor was in no way concernred or involved in the 

importation of goods and was purchasing the goods after being imported and 

brought into the land mass of India. However, the said fact was not recorded in 

the statements and in all the statements, distorted facts were recorded. 

- No inquiry appears to have been made by DRI with the officers of the Customs 

at Moreh, to ascertain the facts. No evidence has been brought on record in 

support of allegation of smuggling of the said goods under seizure. The 

proprietor was only concerned after the goods had entered the landmass of 

India and therefore cannot be said to be concerned with the smuggling of the 

said goods. Mere failure on part of proprietor to produce some document to 

satisfaction of investigating authority ipso facto not to lead to inevitable 

conclusion that goods were smuggled. In this regard they relied on the 

decision in case of  we place reliance on the decision of the Hon'b1e Tribunal 
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in the case of Om Merchant Exports P. Ltd. reported as 2017 (358)  E.L.T, 643 

(Tri. - All.)  and A.K. Hamsa Mohideen reported as 2004 (171)  E.L.T. 327  

(Tri..- Chennai). 

- The duty of Customs has been demanded from the proprietor, only on the 

ground of seizure of goods from his trading premises, even though he was not 

the importer. AII the goods under seizure were town seizure i.e. either seized 

during transportation from places within India or from the premises in India. In 

case, of town seizure duty cannot be demanded from the person from whose 

possession the goods were seized. For demanding duty, clinching evidence 

have to brought on record to show that the said person from whose 

possession the goods were seized, was the importer of the said goods. The 

demand of duty in the present case had been made on mere assumption and 

applying t1le rate of duty based on mere presumptions. As such, the said 

demand of duty against the proprietor is not sustainable. In support of above 

contention, they placed reliance on the decision of the Hon’ble Tribunal in the 

case of Mahadev Enterprise vide Final Order No. A/11111|2013-WZB/AHD, 

dated 30-8-2013 in Appeal No.C/4/2007-SM.  

- They relied upon Circular F.N. 04/ 149/65-Cus-lll, dated 14-12-65 which 

provided guidelines for town seizure, which reads as under : 

(a)   Except for the commodities which attract the provisions of Section 178A 

of SCA or Section 123 of the Customs Act, the burden to prove that the 

goods seizure are smuggled is on the Customs authorities. 

(b)  When the goods are recovered from a person who is not proved to be 

the importer of the goods and claims to be a purchaser of the imported 

go0ds, onus is always on the customs authorities to establish that the 

goods were imported contrary to any import or prohibition or restriction 

and they have to bring home the guilt to the per.sqn alleged to have 

committed a particular offence by- adducing satisfactory evidence. 
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(c)   From the above it will be seen that there are three essential Ingredients 

of the offence under Section 167(8) of the SCA or under Section 123 of 

the Customs Act and they are: 

-   that the importation of certain goods has been prohibited or 

restricted; 

- that the goods in question, belonging-to -such  category, have 

been imported into Indla i.e. the goods are of foreign origin; 

- that such importation has been contrary to such prohibition or 

restrictron. 

Unless all the three ingredients are proved by the Department, the 

offence is not established. In other words, even if the import of a 

particular commodity has been prohibited for quite some time and it is 

also proved that the seized goods of that commodity are of foreign 

origin, it would not be sufficient evidence to hold that the goods seized 

are smuggled unless there is evidence which conclusively leads to the 

inference that the said goods were imported into the country to any 

prohibition or restriction. In this regard, they relied upon the case of 

Sadbhavana reported as 2003 (158) E.L.T. 652. 

- Reliance was placed on the communication addressed by the investigating 

department to Air India, Domestic Cargo, Ahmedabad and the communication 

received from Air India. In the communication addressed by the Investigating 

Department, documents in respect of consignments sent from Imphai to 

Ahmedabad by Air India Flight by using different consignees name i.e 

Chinmay Anand/Chinmay Roy/Chinmay/Bharat Prajapati, were called for and it 

is in this context that Air India had submitted 39 sets of Airway Bills and 

delivery orders. On going through the above communication and documents, it 

is revealed that the investigating department had assumed that Chinmay 
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Anand, Chinmay Roy and Chinmay were one and the same person and in all 

the said 39 Airway bills, drones were transported from Imphal to Ahmedabad, 

were delivered to him. Further, the Air India supplied the copies of the Air way 

Bills and Delivery Orders in respect of all the consignments carried by it. Thus, 

it was obligatory on the part of the investigating department to have carried out 

investigationsbased on the Delivery orders as to the description of the goods 

carried and the consignee. The investigating department having failed to 

investigate the facts and put on record, the evidence to arrive at a logical 

conclusion, the investigation is inconclusive. It is well settled that based on an 

inconclusive investigation, no adverse inference can be drawn. 

- The documents submitted by Air India, revealed that 39 consignments, said to 

have been consigned to proprietor noticee, were consigned by 9 different 

consignors, whose mobile numbers were also mentioned in the air way bills. In 

fact, out of 39 consignments, in 25 cases, the consignor has been shown as 

Rajesh. During the course of investigation, no efforts appeared to have been 

made to locate the said consignors and ascertain the facts. 

- The Search warrant being the basic document has not been relied upon and 

brought on record. Therefore the veracity of the facts of panchnama based on 

the search carried out could not be verified. Further, in absence of valid 

authorisation, the the search of Camera Center was conducted without any 

authorization and as such, the entire action of withdrawing of documents, 

iphone and laptop and detention of goods was void ab initio as the search 

itself was illegal and no action based on such illegal search can be made. 

- At Para 8 of the subject notice, it was mentioned that Forensic examination of 

iphone and laptop seized under panchnama dated 10.03.2019 was carried out. 

In this regard they submit that the said iphone and laptop were never seized 

but were only withdrawn. The said instruments having not been seized, it was 
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not open for the department to record that the said two instruments were 

seized. 

- During recording of statement on 19.03.2019, the proprietor noticee was 

shown documents bearing pages 1 to 23 said to be having pictures of box 

numbers and tracing record regarding the said boxes obtained from the official 

site of courier SF Express, China. At no place in the said panchnama dated 

10.03.2019 and the Annexure B, any tracing number had been recorded. 

Therefore, the facts as recorded in the said statement were not based on facts 

and reveal that the statement was recorded at the behest of the investigating 

officer to suit his requirements. 

- A total time of total time of 3 hours and 43 minutes was taken for forensic 

examination of the withdrawn laptop and a total time of 38 mins was taken for 

forensic examination of iphone, therefore contents were not printed in 

presence of panchas as no such facts have been recorded. The status of the 

external pen drive was not shown to panchas, as such, the documents 

retrieved cast a doubt about its authenticity and genuineness. No such 

adverse inference can be drawn based on the said retrieved documents from 

the pen drive. 

- No evidence has been brought on record, which suggest that the goods under 

seizure or alleged to have been smuggled can be considered as RPA. Thus, 

the said allegation based on the oral statement of the proprietor noticee, being 

contradictory to the authoritative guidelines, is required to be discarded. 

- Statement of the proprietor noticee dated 13.05.2019, refers to the fact that the 

goods under seizure were purchased vide invoice dated 16.02.2019 and 

1,9.02.2019 and the said detained goods were not included in the said work 

sheet. However, on going through the said work sheet, it is established that 

the said two invoices of 16.02.2019 and 19.02.2019, have been included. The 

above fact reveals of the manner in which the statement of work sheet was 
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prepared and the signature of proprietor noticee has been obtained on the 

statement. The said statement being factually incorrect does not have any 

evidentiary value.  

- The original email dated 19.02.2019, was sent from DJI, china to Bnw 

collection giving the logistics information only. The said email also referred to 

some PI No., name of the customer and the ship to country as Pakistan. Thus, 

from the said email, it is evident that the goods under the said email were 

consigned by DJI china to Bnw collection, Pakistan. The said mail was 

forwarded to the proprietor noticee only for information. Similarly, a copy of the 

invoice dated 19.02.2019 was also retrieved. Ongoing through the said 

invoice, it is revealed that the goods under the said invoice were sold to Bnw 

collections, Pakistan. The country of departure was shown as Mainland China 

and the ship to country was shown as Pakistan. It is not underrstood as to how 

the goods shipped to Pakistan would travel to Dehong on the china Myanmar 

border, when the distance between Shenzhen and Dehong is more than 2000 

Kms. Further, the invoice having been raised on Bnw collections, the 

payments under the said invoices as per accounting practice and procedure 

are required to be settled by Bnw collections only. 

- The Public Notice issued by DGFT for placing the Drones under the restricted 

Category mentions the drones under HS code 88. The allegation of drones 

being considered under restricted category whereas the goods have been 

shown in invoices under HS code 95 and 85. Therefore, the goods cannot be 

considered as drones. Thus, the charges against them based on the said 

documents fails on this count also.Thus, the goods in any case would have 

been delivered at the warehouse at Bai Wang as per the email. There is no 

evidence as to how the said goods were shifted from Bai Wang to Dehong and 

then to Moreh. Thus, the entire reliance placed on the emails and invoices do 

not any way even remotely suggest that the goods under the said invoice were 
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smuggled into India. The entire inference has been drawn based on 

unwarranted assumptions unsupported by any documents and evidence on 

record. 

- Proforma invoice dated 2l.04.2017 which has been mentioned in the 

worksheet showing a total CIF Value as Rs. 9,40,979.9725/-   was raised by 

by DJI  showing the name of the customer as "Banarasi Photo" and contact as 

Banarasi. It is not understood as to on what basis, the investigator has 

connected the said invoice to the noticee. Therefore, merely on the basis of 

such third party invoice, alleged to have been retrieved from iphone, it cannot 

be alleged that the goods under the said invoice were smuggled by the 

noticee. In the said worksheet, an invoice issued by Grant Industries Ltd., 

dated 08.06.2017, said to have been retrieved from the iphone of the 

proprietor noticee has been considered. The said invoice has been raised in 

US $, whereas, in the worksheet, the details have been shown in Chinese 

currency CNY, which is not permissible for arriving at the value. The 

investigator should have considered the Value in US $ itself and then the 

conversion rate should have been applied. Further, in the said invoice, the 

express cost to drone of US$ 580 has been considered, which meant that the 

value of the invoice was CIF, however, the investigator has not considered the 

said value as CIF and has added freight and insurance on a hypothetical 

basis. Further, on going through the said invoice, the delivery time has been 

shown as within 3 days after full payment. Thus, the import of the said goods 

was conditional on payment of the full invoice amount. It was incumbent on the 

part of the investigation to have extended inquiry as to whether any payment 

was made against the said invoice by the noticee. There being no evidence 

brought on record about the payment made by the noticee against the said 

invoice, it cannot be concluded that the goods under the said invoice was 

imported by the noticee. Mere retrieval of the said invoice from iphone does 

not in any way establish that the goods under the said invoice were smuggled 
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by the notice. The entire inference is based on mere assumptions and 

presumptions. 

- In the said worksheet, an invoice issued by one Chen Tian, dated 08.07.2017, 

said to have been retrieved from the iphone of the proprietor has been 

considered. The said invoice has been raised in US $, whereas, in the 

worksheet, the details have been shown in Chinese currency CNY, which is 

not permissible for arriving at the value. The investigator should have 

considered the Value in US $ itself and then the conversion rate should have 

been applied. The investigator has considered the said value as FOB  and has 

added freight and insurance on a hypothetical basis. Further, on going through 

the said invoice, it is noticed that the proprietor noticee has been make 

arrangement for payment through Paypal.  The said invoice it appears had 

been sent from email id kelly521520@gmail.  Thus, it was incumbent on the 

part of the investigation to have extended inquiry as to whether any payment 

was made against the said invoice by the noticee. There being no evidence 

brought on record about the payment made by the noticee against the said 

invoice, it cannot be concluded that the goods under the said invoice was 

imported by the noticee. Mere retrieval of the said invoice from iphone does 

not in any way establish that the goods under the said invoice were smuggled 

by the noticee. The entire inference is based on mere assumptions and 

presumptions. 

- In the worksheet, a proforma Invoice dated 26.03.2018 issued to ProLink 

Media of Pakistan and the payment is prepayment. In the said invoice, the 

total price and shipping cost has also been mentioned. However, the 

investigator has not considered that the said shipping cost has been included 

in the invoice value and has instead considered the total price as FOB value 

and arrived at CIF value by adding freight on notional basis and insurance, 

which is not permissible. The said proforma invoiced was issued to ProLink 

Media of Pakistan. It has also been mentioned in the said invoice that the said 
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invoice was due on presentation, which means presentation in the bank and 

the payments term was pre payment. Thus, the said proforma invoice was 

issued only for making pre payment and it is only after making the payments 

that the goods would have been shipped. There is no evidence which suggest 

that the pre payments under the said invoices were made by the noticee.   The 

mere retrieval of the same from the laptop or iphone, in absence of any 

positive corroborative evidence on record, cannot lead to conclusion that the 

goods under the said proforma invoice were smuggled by the noticee. 

- the invoices at S. No. 2 to 21 of the work sheet also depict the same 

information as such, the submissions made herein above may be adopted for 

the said invoices also.     

- Proforma invoices dated 10.12.2018 and 20.12.2018 were issued for alleged 

purchase through BnW Collection and proforma invoice dated 09.11.2018 of 

Wanliang (HK) Trading Ltd.  The proforma invoices issued to BnW 

Collection, reveal the country as Pakistan and pre payment terms. The said 

invoices also reveal the shipping charges. The shipping cost having been 

shown in the invoice has to be considered and the value inclusive of shipping 

charges are considered as CIF value. Thus, the value arrived in the said 

worksheet is factually incorrect and cannot be considered in the proceedings.  

The proforma invoice issued by Wanliang (HK) Trading Limited, dated 

09.11.2018, shows the price in “rnb”, whereas the investigating officer has 

considered the same in CNY.  In this regard they relied upon the decision 

passed by Hon’ble Tribunal in the case of Mahavir Spinnng Mills Ltd. reported 

as 1992 (61) E.L.T. 730 (Tribunal) and the decision of Hon’ble Kerala High 

Court in the case of Karan Vir Mehta. reported as 1998 (97) E.L.T. 42 (Ker.) 

wherein it was held that proforma invoice being only an invitation to offer, is 

not evidence of sale price in the absence of actual import in pursuance of such 

invoice. Therefore loading of value by the Commissioner on the basis of such 

file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__183193
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__291017
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proforma invoice cannot be sustained and was set aside.  They also relied on 

case of Swarn Fabrics   reported as  2004 (170) E.L.T. 380 (T) and   Ramana 

International   reported as  2005 (180) E.L.T. 368 (T). 

- Nowhere the name of the proprietor noticee has been mentioned the said 

documents; that all the said documents refers to different persons and its mere 

retrieval from iphone/laptop cannot lead to inference that the sais documents 

were related to the noticee and that the goods mentioned under the said 

documents were smuggled by the noticee.   In support of above contention, 

they  placed reliance on the following decisions : 

(i) V.K. Impex reported as 2002 (141) E.L.T. 564 (T); 

(ii) Rajendra Sanghvi reported as 2001 (130) E.L.T. 638 (T); 

(iii) South India Television (Pvt.) Ltd. reported as 2001 (136) E.L.T. 243 (T); 

(iv) Taito Watch Manufacturing Industries reported as 2004 (173) E.L.T. 17 

(T); and  

(v) Sai Impex reported as 1992 (62) E.L.T. 616 (T) 

-  The import of drone (Remotely Piloted Aircraft) required prior clearance of 

the DGCA. The said allegation are made based on Civil Aviation 

Requirements (CAR) dated 27.08.2018 effective from 01.12.2018. A 

reference has also been made to public notice dated 07.10.2014, wherein, it 

has been notified that the DGCA was in the process of formulating the 

regulations for certification and operations for use of Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems (UAS) in the Indian Civil Airspace and till such regulations are 

issued, no non-Government agencies, organizations or individual will launch 

the UAS in the Indian Civil Airspace for any purpose whatsoever. In the 

ANNEXURE-A, prepared for the alleged computation of demand covers a 

period prior to 01.12.2018 also. It is well settled law that any regulation issued 

by the Government is prospective in nature and cannot be applied 

retrospectively. Thus, the said regulations cannot be applied for the alleged 

file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__510158
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__540162
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__423215
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__390216
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__408057
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__519006
file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/GST-ExCus/__186137
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import prior to 01.12.2018. Further, the said CAR is applicable to RPA System 

which is piloted from a remote pilot station. In the instant case the equipment 

in question are undisputedly for use in aerial photography.  There is no 

evidence brought on record with suggest that the equipment under 

consideration under the proceedings had the parameters of a RPA System 

and were piloted from a remote pilot station. Thus, the very applicability of the 

said CAR in case of the equipment under consideration have not been 

proved.  Assuming though not admitting that the equipment under 

consideration could be considered as RPA, then also it was obligatory on the 

part of the investigation to have put on record that the said equipments was 

capable of flying about 50 feet of the ground level. There being no such 

evidence brought on record, the provisions of CAR dated 27.08.2018 which 

were made effective from 01.12.2018, cannot be applied the equipments 

under consideration in the presents proceedings. 

- CAR dated 27.08.2018 has been issued under the provisions of Rule 15A and 

Rule 133A of the Aircraft Rules, 1937. On going through, the said Rules of 

1937, Rule 3(7) defines the term aircraft to mean as under : 

“Aircraft” means any machine which can derive support in the 

atmosphere from reactions of the air against the earth surface and 

includes balloons whether fixed or free, airships, kites, gliders and 

flying machines.  

There is no evidence on record, which suggest that the equipment 

under consideration in the present proceedings had the parameters 

and properties to be included in the definition of the aircraft. Unless 

the said equipment under consideration in the proceedings are 

covered under the definition of aircraft, the guidelines under CAR 

would not be applicable and it cannot be alleged that the CAR was 

not followed by the noticee.    
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- The equipment under consideration does not under fall under the 

category of RPA, the provisions of para 5 of the CAR cannot be made 

applicable in a blanket manner. 

- Even if equipment under consideration is to be considered as RPA, 

then also evidence was required to be brought on record that the said 

equipment was in other than NANO category. There being no such 

evidence on record, the provisions of para 5 of CAR as made 

applicable in the allegations is not sustainable.  

- Para 3 of Notification No. 16/2015-2020, dated 27.06.2016 was 

introduced as policy condition No.3 under chapter 88 of the ITC (HS), 

2012- Schedule 1 (Import Policy) according to which different goods 

have been referred and the description of said goods have been 

separated by “/”. The use of “/” signifies that the all the goods 

mentioned therein are used as synonyms. In the last category, the 

term drones has been used and it is based on this term that the 

allegation has been made about the equipment under consideration to 

be restricted. The descriptions having been separated by “/” , clearly 

testifies that only drones which are either UAS, UAV or RPA  are 

restricted. The subject notice does not bring on record any evidence to 

show that the equipment under consideration had all the properties 

and parameters of a drone which were either UAS, UAV or RPA. The 

entire allegation is based on a mere presumption that the equipment 

under consideration was akin to UAS, UAV or RPA. It was obligatory 

on the part of the investigator to have sought an expert opinion on the 

categorization of the equipment under consideration under any of the 

above categories. In absence of any such evidence and expert opinion 

on record, the allegation made in the subject notice are 

unsubstantiated and no adverse inference can be drawn on such 

inference.  
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- The rule of construction is to be adjudged by the principal of noscitur a 

sociis. The said rule of construction means the meaning of a word is to 

be judged by the company it keeps. Applying the above Rule of 

Construction in the present case, the term drone having been used 

does not necessarily means all category of drones but only those 

drones which could be categorized as UAS, UAV or RPA. In the 

present case, even if the equipment under consideration are 

considered as drones, then also only those drones which are  UAS, 

UAV or RPA are restricted for imports. There is no evidence on record 

which suggest that the equipment under consideration had the 

characteristics and the properties of UAS, UAV or RPA. Therefore the 

application of the said notification for the equipment under 

consideration is without any basis and no action can be taken based 

on the said notification.   

- the said policy condition No. 3 has been introduced under chapter 88 

of the ITC (HS) Schedule 1 whereas the documents (invoices) raised 

on BnW collection Pakistan, mentions the HSN either under chapter 

95 or chapter 85. Therefore, the said notification 27.07.2016 is not 

applicable to the goods under consideration.   

- The notification dated 28.01.2005 and 19.01.2007 was issued by the 

Ministry of Communication & Information Technology (Wireless 

Planning and Co-ordination Wing) for Equipment Type Approval 

(ETA).  The notification dated 28.01.2005 was issued in exercise of 

powers conferred by section 4 and 7 of the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885 

and section 4 and 10 of the Indian Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933 and 

in supersession of Rules of 2004 for indoor use of low power 

equipment in the frequency band 2.4 regards GHz to 2.4 835 GHz. 

The subject notice refers to Rule 3 of the Rules of 2005 which came 

into force from 28.01.2005. Rule 3 commences with a non obstante 
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clause meaning thereby the said provisions would prevail over any 

other provisions content in any low for the time being in force. The said 

Rule 3 further provides that no license shall be required by any person 

to establish, maintain, work, pusses or deal in any wireless equipment 

on non interference, non protection and shared basis in the frequency 

band 2.4 GHz to 2.4 835 GHz with the transmitter power and height of 

antenna specified in the table given in the said rule. In order to said 

make applicable, the following ingredients must be satisfied.  

1. The equipment must be a wireless equipment ;  

2. Should be of transmitter power above 2.4 835 GHz; and   

3. The maximum output power of transmitter, maximum effective 

radiated power and the height of antenna should be as per the 

table given in the said Rule 3. 

- The subject notice does not bring on record any evidence on export opinion to 

show that the equipment under consideration was a wireless equipment, the 

transmitter power  was more than 2.4 835 GHz and the effective radiator 

power and height of antenna was as specified in table to Rule 3. Thus, there 

being no evidence of any para meters having been confirmed in the 

equipments under consideration, the said Rules of 2005 are not applicable in 

the present case and allegation made in the subject notice for violation of the 

said rules is without basis and evidence on record. 

- The subject notice as para 19.7 refers to the notification dated 19.01.2007. On 

going through Rule 3 of Rules of 2007 issued by the said notification, it is 

submitted that by virtue of the said notification the frequency band was 

modified to 5.825 GHz to 5.875 GHz. The notable difference between Rule 3 

of 2005 and 2007 was that in the formal case it referred to wireless equipment 

whereas in the later case it referred to the wireless access system including 

radio local area networks. There is no evidence or expert opinion brought on 
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record which suggest that the equipment under consideration were wireless 

access system of frequency band of more than 5.875 GHz. Thus the 

allegations contained with regards to violation of Rules 2007 are without any 

basis and a required to be withdrawn. 

-  The subject notice at para 19.8 refers to the office memorandum dated 

02.02.2009. The said office memorandum only decentralizes the ETA and the 

powers for issuance were conferred on Regional Licenses Officers. As stated 

above that the said ETA is required for RPA only and there being no evidence 

that the equipment under consideration was RPA, the ETA is not applicable in 

the present case.  

- Similarly, at para 19.9, a reference to office memorandum dated 07.12.2018 

has been relied upon in sustaining the allegations against them. The said 

office memorandum pertains to ETA for import of RPA. As they have been 

consistently contending that the equipment under consideration were not RPA 

and therefore the said office memorandum for ETA is not applicable.  

- The subject notice at para 20 has alleged that based on the instructions issued 

in respect of drones by Various Government Agencies, permissions / license 

were required as per category of drones defined under para 3 of CAR. On 

going through, para 3 of CAR, it is revealed that the said para categorizes the 

civil RPA in accordance with the maximum all up weight (pay load) into 5 

categories. It is submitted that the said categorization is in respect of RPA only 

and there being no evidence or expert opinion to show that the equipments 

under consideration were RPA, the tabulation made in para 20 of the subject 

notice is of no consequence in sustaining the allegation against the noticee.  

- The subject notice at para 22.1 alleges that the valuation of the smuggle 

goods was required to be done in terms of section 14 of the said act read with 

Customs Valuation (determination of value of imported goods) Rules, 2007 

(Valuation Rules, 2007). The said allegation of valuation is refuted without 
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prejudice to our contention that we are not being importers and therefore no 

duty of Customs can be recovered from the noticee. 

- The assesseble value of seized goods has been arrived on the basis of invoice 

sent through emails by Shri Waqas. The said invoices sent by Waquas are for 

the goods consigned to BnW Collection at Pakistan. Therefore the said 

invoices by any stretch of imagination could be considered for arriving the 

transaction value at the place of importation in India. 

- The subject notice also alleges that the value of Phantom Pro seized from the 

premises of Camera Centre, which were kept for repairs was arrived at based 

on the last purchase of the said Phantom Pro of Shi Rayyan Veera. It is 

submitted that the specific details of the said last purchase was required to be 

put on record showing the date of importation in India and the person who had 

imported for making the said invoices as base for arriving at  the transaction 

value of Phantom Pro. In absence of any such evidence on record, the 

transaction value of invoice of Rayyan Veera could not be applied in the 

present case for arriving at the transaction value.  

- As regards assessable value of MI Drone, the same has been arrived on the 

basis of some details from the e-commerce website from Alibaba.com . It is 

settled law that the value cannot be based on the price reflected in the website 

as they are not the price for the delivery at the time and place of importation.   

- The valuation adopted in the present proceedings is contrary to settled the 

legal position. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Eicher Motors Ltd. 

Vs Union of India reported at 1999 (106) ELT 3 (SC), held that the transaction 

value should be the bases of Customs valuation and assessment duty. The 

Hon'ble Supreme Court observed that as per the Provisions of Rule 4 (2) of 

the Customs valuation Rules, 1988, the transaction value of the imported 

goods under sub rule (1) Shall be accepted except under the conditions that 

the transaction is not covered under sub clause (a) to (d) of the Proviso to the 
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said sub rule 4(2). It is not the case of department that the goods imported 

were under the proviso of clause (a) to (d) and therefore the transaction value 

is not acceptable. As per the ratio laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in 

the case of Eicher Motors (Supra) the transaction value declared by the 

importers was required to be accepted and the proceeding initiated vide the 

subject notice are required to be withdrawn.  

- Some data retrieved from laptop and iphone of the Proprietor has been 

considered as the basis for enhancing the value.  The Hon'ble Tribunal in the 

case of Kailaschandra Jain Vs Collector of Customs reported at 1996 (86) ELT 

529, was dealing with question of valuation of the goods imported at Cochin. 

The Hon'ble Tribunal held that in order to apply the comparable price of goods, 

it should be on the same commercial level in terms of quality of goods and its 

quantity. In the present case no consideration has been considered for the 

difference in the product itself and the price is sought to be enhanced based 

on import of altogether different product. The impugned enhancement and 

adoption of value is thus not sustainable.  

- A declaration showing the price of the imported goods have been discarded in 

a routine way. In this regard they relied upon the decision of Hon'ble Tribunal 

in the case of Chem Crown (I) Ltd., reported as 1998 (100) ELT 126      

- The transaction value is to be adopted unless the department produce 

objective reasons and strong evidence to show that the declared value was 

not bonafide and correct. The burden to discharge the above rests with the 

department.   They placed reliance on the decision of Hon'ble tribunal in the 

case of Spices Trading Corporation   reported as 1998 (104) ELT 665 ;  

NITISH TOOLS PVT. LTD.   reported as 2009 (237) E.L.T. 482 (Tri. - Chennai) 

and RASHESH & CO.   reported as  2008 (227) E.L.T. 573 (Tri. - Mumbai)   

- No reliable evidence of contemporaneous imports have been brought on 

record, therefore, to confiscate under Section 111(m) of the said Act is not 

sustainable. 
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- Shri Parvez Ali in his statement only admitted of having purchased the drones 

without giving any details and bringing on record as to whether the said drones 

were used or new. Shri Parvez Ali has stated that the two pieces of drones 

(Tello) were received by him through courier. The investigating authorities 

have not extended or sought any explanation with regards to the details of 

courier in order to corroborate the statement of Parvez Ali. The said 

corroboration was vital to test the veracity of the statement of Parvez Ali. In 

absence of any such corroboration, it cannot be inferred that smuggled or 

imported drones were supplied by us to him.  

- The statement of Shreyansh Jain only revealed that he was getting 

commission for receiving the money from the buyers and giving it to the 

person of Chinmay. Further, in his said statement, it was stated by him that 

hand held gimbal and gimbal cameras were sold by Chinmay. Thus, it was not 

clear as to whether all the goods alleged to have been sold in Delhi by them 

for which the payments were received by Shreyansh, were drones. The 

department has proceeded on mere presumption and assumption that the all 

the goods sold by us in Delhi were drones. Thus, the said statement of 

Shreyansh Jain does not in any way lend any support to allege that the drones 

were smuggled or imported by us. 

- Shri Kashish Kumar in his statement stated that the goods were received 

through courier and the payment were made either to online or in cash in 

advance to Ganesh and Tirupati courier. However, no efforts to bring on 

record any evidence of Ganesh or Tirupati courier has been made during the 

investigation and the investigation is in conclusive to that extent for want of 

corroboration. It’s a trite law that no adverse inference can be drawn based on 

and in concussing inquiry.  

- The statements of the Indian buyers only suggest that they had allegedly 

supplied to them drone and drone parts to the extent of Rs. 27,97,000/- only 

and therefore without prejudice to any of their above contention, it is submitted 
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that the evidence of sale of drone and drone parts of above value only could 

be alleged against them.  

- The partner of Purnima Agadia Services  and partner of P. Vijaykumar & Co. in 

their  statement had stated that they did not know the business of Chinmay 

and on the other hand had agreed to the statement of Shri Chinmay, which is 

contradictory and cannot be considered as an evidence against them. The 

statements of angadia firms do not in any way support the allegation of 

smuggling of drones by them.   

- Statement of Yusuf Noor Mohammad Bhagad does not lead to conclusion that 

the money which was sent through angadia by Chinamay allegedly was 

towards payment of alleged smuggling of drones. In any case, the facts of 

statements dated 19.03.2019, 14.05.2019 and 16.05.2019 could not have 

been agreed by Shri Bhagad.  

- Statement of Anil Pal recorded on 31.07.2019 clearly supports the fact that 

they were not involved in the import of drone and were purchasing and taking 

possession thereof after the said goods had entered the land mass of India. It 

s a trite law that the burden of payment of customs duty is on the importer and 

cannot be shifted to any other person. In the present case, there was 

absolutely no evidence which suggest that we were the importers of the said 

goods and therefore the demand of duty made against us is without any basis 

and evidence on record. The proceedings initiated vide the subject notice for 

demand of duty from us is without authority of law and same are required to 

withdrawn in interest of justice. 

- The goods in question were not liable to confiscation under the said Section 

111(d), Section 111(l) and Section 111(m). 

- There was nothing on the record which revealed that the Noticee had acted in 

any way in defiance of Law. They relied on on the decision of the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in case of Hindustan Steel Ltd. VS. State of Orissa reported at 
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AIR 1970 SC (253) (1979 ELT (J402). They also relied on decision of Tribunal 

in the case of Hari Impex reported as 1999 (105) ELT 503 (Tribunal). 

- No evidence direct or even indirect has been adduced to show that the noticee 

had some knowledge of contravention of law, as such, proposal for imposition 

of penalty is not justified. In support of above, the Noticee places reliance on 

the decision of the Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Liladhar Pasoo Forwarders 

P. Ltd.  reported as 2000 (122) ELT 737 (T).   

- No evidence has been brought on record which suggests at the first place that 

the goods under seizure were liable for confiscation, Even if assumed that the 

said good are liable for confiscation, then also for imposition of penalty it is 

required to be proved that the noticee had knowledge or reasonable belief that 

the goods imported were liable to confiscation. There being no material 

evidence on record against the Noticee to prove that he was in any way 

connected with the import of the goods, imposition of penalty was not 

warranted. In support of above contention, they relied on the following 

decisions  

a. Adarsh Kumar   reported as  2000 (122) ELT 830 (T);   

b. Vishwanath Dewra  reported as 2001 (137) E.L.T. 967 (Tri. – Kolkata) 

c. Green Express Transport Service reported as 2010 (257) E.L.T. 441 

(Tri. - Del.); 

d.  Raj Television Network reported as 2007 (215) E.L.T. 71 (Tri. - 

Chennai),  

e. M. Vasi, reported as 2003 (151) ELT 312 (Tri.-Mum.), 

- The entire action against noticee was based on some statement made by him 

and some alleged documents. It has consistently been held by various courts 

and tribunals that a statement cannot be relied upon unless the same is 

corroborated by other tangible evidence. In the present case, there was no 

evidence brought on record to support the allegation made against noticee in 
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the subject notice. Thus, the entire action against noticee is based on no 

material evidence and is based only on presumption and assumption. It is 

submitted that no action can be taken on mere presumption and assumption. 

The relied on the decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Radha 

Kishan Bhatia reported as 2004 (178) ELT 8 (SC) 

- They desired to cross examine the following persons whose evidence had 

been relied upon in sustaining the allegation against the noticee.  

1. Anil Pal 

2. In charge of Air India Cargo, Ahmedabad  

3. Parvez Ali 

4. Shreyansh Jain 

5. Kashishkumar 

6. Representative of Purnima Angadia, Ahmedabad 

7. Yusuf Noor Mohammed Bhagad 

8. Investigating officer 

9. Panchas who had witnessed the Forensic Examination of iphone and 

laptop. 

 

4.4.1 Vide email dated 10.08.2020, Shri Nirmal Tiwari, Authorised Representative of 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand submitted that:  

    - The personal hearing in the Show Cause Notice F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/ENQ-

25 (INT- 12)/2019, dated 27.08.2019 issued to Chinmay Anand of 

Ahmedabad, was held on 07.08.2020, whereby, it was informed that they have 

already filed a preliminary reply to the said show cause notice on 03.08.2020  

requesting for cross examination of 9 persons; 

- The adjudicating authority allowed virtual cross examination of Parvez Ali, 

Shreyansh Jain, Kashiskumar, representative of Purnima Angadia, 

Ahmedabad, Yusuf Noor Mohmmad Bhagad, and two panchas who witnessed 
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the Forensic examination of iphone and laptop provided their existing mobile 

numbers are available /on record/provided by them.  

- The request for cross examination of Anil Pal is not possible as all letters sent 

to him by the department were returned unserved. However, his cross 

examination may be allowed if his existing mobile number is furnished. It was 

stated that Deputy Director, DRI, Ahmedabad had provided complete postal 

address of Anil Pal to DRI, Gauhati, his residential premises of Anil Pal was 

searched on 13.07.2019 under a panchnama where his bank details have also 

been mentioned.  Statement of Anil Pal recorded on 31.07.2019 has 

mentioned his mobile No. as 8145970992, which is active as on date. 

Therefore, the presence of Anil Pal can be secured for cross examination. 

- The adjudicating authority asked him about the relevance of seeking cross 

examination of In-charge of Air India Cargo at Ahmedabad. The representative 

explained the relevance and then the adjudicating authority requested the 

representative to submit a questionnaire, which intended to seek from In-

charge of Air India Cargo at Ahmedabad; that the details are as under: 

Step wise procedure for booking a cargo by Air India domestically. The 

said step wise procedure should include as to whether the identity of the 

consignor is establish before a booking a consignment, whether any 

scanning or screening is under taken for ascertaining the description of 

the goods. Further, at the destination what procedures are being 

followed before giving the delivery of the consignment to the named 

consignee. Is the recipient of the consignment required to produce or 

submit documents and prove his identity.  

- Their request for cross examining the investigating officer of DRI, which was 

not allowed by the adjudicating authority and they do not insist for cross 

examination of the investigating officers now.  

- The details of phone numbers of the person insisted for cross examination 

were as under: 
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Sl.No. Name of the person Phone number 

1.  Shreyansh Jain 9999397702 

2.  Parvez Ali 8335845894 

3.  Kahishkumar 8872241335 

4.  Anil Pal 8415970992 

5.  Chamanlal Prajapati of Purnima 

Angadia, Ahmedabad  

9925355606 

6.  Yusuf Noor Mohmmad Bhagad 9920245201 

                                                                         

- The mobile number of Shreyansh Jain has been taken from his statement 

dated 21.05.2019 (RUD20). The mobile number of Kashishkumar has been 

taken from his statement dated 17.05.2019 (RUD22). The mobile number of 

Chamanlal Prajapati has been taken from his statement dated 29.05.2019 

(RUD25) and mobile number of Yusuf Noor Mohammad has been taken from 

his statement dated 01.08.2019 (RUD27).  

- As regards Panchas, who witnessed the forensic examination at Mumbai, the 

same were called by the officers of DRI, Ahmedabad as is evident from the 

panchnama, therefore, they are not in a position to provide their mobile/ 

telephone numbers. However, the cross examination of the said panchas was 

requested/ insisted.  

- The cross examination of Shri Bharat Prajapati, Tempo Driver and the 

panchas who witnessed the proceedings on 10.03.2019 may also be allowed 

in the interest of justice as the cross examination of above persons are 

essential to bring on record the true and correct nature of the goods and the 

transactions which are vital for refuting the allegations made in the show cause 

notice. 
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PERSONAL HEARING & CROSS EXAMINATIONS:  

5. Personal Hearing in the matter was granted on 26.09.2019, 18.10.2019, 

09.01.2020 and 05.08.2020.  

• Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand sought adjournment on different grounds for 

all the personal hearings.  

• Shri Anil K Pal sought adjournment for the personal hearing dated 26.09.2019 

but there was no reply to other Personal Hearing Notices. 

• The address of Shri Waqas, Shri Rayyan Veera, Shri Sagar, Shri Ranjit, Shri 

Salaam, Shri Vipul, Shri Aakash, Shri Yang is either unknown or out of India, 

so Personal Hearing Notices were served through PRO, Customs in terms of 

Section 153(b) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

• Shri Gaurav Prakash, Advocate representing Shri Shreyansh Jain attended 

the Personal Hearing on 26.09.2019 wherein he reiterated the facts submitted 

in his written reply. He contended that Shri Shreyansh had no mens rea and 

thus, no penalty was imposable on him; that he was only collecting money of 

sale value and giving the same to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and had no 

role in the import of the drones. As the drones were being sold online also, he 

had no inkling that the drones were procured illegally by Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand. 

• Shri B. K. Singh, Advocate (representing Shri Parwez Ali) attended the 

Personal Hearing on 26.09.2019 and 18.10.2019 wherein he stated that Shri 

Parwez Ali had a very low income and was a mechanic and supported himself 

through his TV, Music System, etc repair shop. He also submitted few 

photographs of his shop and was earning around Rs. 30-35 thousand per 

month from his shop; that he had purchased few drones from Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand to sell for wedding videography, social functions without 

being aware of the fact that they were smuggled imported goods; that he also 

didn’t know that they were restricted goods. 
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• Shri Poojan Malhotra, Advocate representing Shri Kashish Kumar attended the 

Personal Hearing on 09.01.2020 and reiterated the contents of his written 

submissions; stated that Shri Kashish had purchased only parts of drones from 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and not drones and parts of drones were not 

restricted as per Notification No. 103/2016-Cus(n.T.) dated 25.7.2016. The 

parts of drones were not wireless but were with wire and of low quality. and 

valued at Rs 97,000/- and smuggling activity could not be sustained for such a 

low value. 

 

5.1  Cross examination of various persons held on 14.08.2020 

Cross examination of Shri Rajeev K Rawal, Shri Yousuf Noor Mohamad Bhagad, 

Shri Dnyaneshwar Manohar Sangle and Shri Chamanlal Prajapati was done by Shri 

N K Tiwari, Authorised Representative of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor 

of M/s. Camera Center, through video conferencing facility, on 14.08.2020. In reply 

to the various questions asked by Shri N  K Tiwari,  they stated as below: 

 

5.1.1  Shri Rajeev K Rawal, S/o Kirthi Raval, 105, Karamchari Nagar, Ghatlodia, 

Ahmedabad and Panch Witness during the Panchnama dated 10.3.2019:   

Question Where do you do? 

Answer I am a free lancer dealing in IT Services. 

  

Question  To whom do you provide IT Services? 

Ans I don’t want to disclose the names of my Clients as they are not fixed. 

  

Question  Were you a witness in a Panchnama dated 10.3.2019? 

Ans I don’t remember. 

  

Question  Did you go as a Witness? 

Ans I faintly remember that I had been a witness, as I was in that area on a IT Service 

call. I had stopped for a cold drink. There I was approached by an officer to remain 

as a witness. 
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Question  Where you picked from roadside? 

Ans The matter being quite old, I dont remember. 

  

Question  When you reached there what did you see? 

Ans When I reach the location, I saw the officers waiting for some vehicle 

  

Question How many persons were there with you? 

Answer Due to present condition, I do not recall exactly the number of persons. Most 

probably there were 3 

  

Question Do you know the identity of those persons? 

Answer They were department officers and there was another person also 

  

Question Whether that person had come before you? 

Answer We had reached approximately at the same time with 1 or 2 mins difference 

  

Question  What were you waiting for? 

Answer I was told that a rickshaw was coming and the same was to be searched by the 

officers.  

  

Question  In the Panchnama, the vehicle was intercepted at a particular place, True? 

Ans Yes     

  

Question How many persons were there in the Rickshaw? 

Answer I think there was one person only 

  

Question  What did the officers do? 

Ans The officers informed the person and conducted primary search of the rickshaw. 

Some check was done on road and thereafter a detail check was conducted at OK 

Studio, Paldi, Ahmedabad 

  

Question  Where did you go and what happened there? 

Ans We went to O K Studio, Paldi Ahmedabad. There the officers searched the 

premises for documents in presence of Shri Anand who was a senior citizen. 

  

Question Which documents did the officers withdraw? 

Answer I dont know the documents they withdrew as the event happened One and half  
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years back 

  

Question Did you see and sign the papers withdrawn by the officers 

Answer Yes 

  

Question What did you do thereafter? 

Answer We went to another shop and the officers conducted a search there. We were there 

till 2.30 am. Mr. Anand’s son was there during the course of search.  

  

Question Was the shop open when you went there? 

Answer It was half open. One officer was already there.  

  

Question What things did you find in that shop? 

Answer Drones and Cameras were found in the shop.  Except 1 or 2 Drones, the remaining 

Drones were in packed condition. 

  

Question Whether there were old drones as well? 

Answer I dont remember 

  

Question Was a Panchnama drawn at that premises 

Answer Yes 

  

Question  When you went to O K Studios, were you shown a search warrant? 

Answer Yes I was shown and I signed it 

  

Question Were you shown a Search Warrant for the search conducted at Camera 

Center? 

Ans I don’t remember 

  

Question Do you provide IT services to DRI, Ahmedabad? 

Answer Yes 

  

Question Have you signed on any other documents after the day of the search? 

Answer I don’t remember 

  

Question If I show you the document can you identify your signature 
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Answer Yes 

  

Question You are being shown a Arrest Memo dated 16.5.2019, does this document 

contain your signature? 

Answer Yes I confirm my signature on the said document 

  

Question Were you called for signing the document on that day? 

Answer I had gone to DRI office for some IT related work. There I was called and I signed 

the document. 

 

5.1.2 Shri Yousuf Noor Mohamad Bhagad @ Kapadia Seth, Flat No. 2101, Bismillah Heights, S.K 

BurhanKamruddin Street, Teli Mohalla, Nagpada, Mumbai: 400 008, to whom Shri Chinmay Anand 

used to transfer the payments:    

 

Question Can you read English? 

Answer I can read english but I cannot understand it. 

  

Question  Do you know Shri Chinmay Anand? 

Ans I dont know him. 

  

Question  Have you ever met Chinmay Anand? 

Ans I have not met him 

  

Question  Have you ever talked to Chinmay Anand? 

Ans Yes, I have talked to him on phone 

  

Question  Was your statement recorded by the DRI officers on 1.8.2019? 

Ans Yes   

  

Question  Did you read the statements of Shri Chinmay Anand and signed on the 

same? 

Ans Yes I had read the statement, but I did not understand it. 

  

Question  Have you ever used Whatsapp Application? 

Ans Yes. 
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5.1.3 Shri Dnyaneshwar Manohar Sangle, A/602, Azad Nagar Co-operative Society, A.D Marg, 

Sewri, Mumbai: 400 015, a Panch Witness to two Panchnamas  28.3.2019 and 29.3.2019 

underwhich Mobile phone and Laptop belonging to  Shri Chinmay Anand were examined:    

 

Question What do you do? 

Answer I am serving on  Contract basis in DRI 

  

Question  On 28.3.2019 and 29.3.2019, two Panchnaamas were made. Did you see those 

Panchnaamas? 

Ans Yes I saw the Panchnama and read it also 

  

Question  What happened during the course of Panchnama? 

Ans Mobile phone and Laptop were examined. 

  

Question  What did they do ? 

Ans After examining the laptop and mobile, the same were closed. I do not remember 

what was done during that time. 

  

Question  What happened during the Panchnama? Did they print any documents? 

Ans Yes lab printouts were taken 

  

Question  How  many papers did you sign? 

Ans 4-5 papers were signed by me 

  

Question  What did you do on 29.3.2019? 

Ans The same process that was done on 28.3.2019  was repeated on 29.3.2019 

  

Question  You mean to say that on 28.3.2019 and 29.3.2019 you only signed 4-5 papers 

only? 

Ans Yes. 

 

 5.1.4  Cross Examination of Shri Chamanlal Prajapati, Poornima Angadia Services, First Floor, 

German Silver Market,  Machchi Pole, Ratanpole,  Ahmedabad: 380001 through whom Shri 

Chinmay Anand used to transfer money: 

  

Question Where do you work? 

Answer I am working in Poornima Angadia, Ahmedabad. 
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Question  How long have you been working there? 

Ans 15 years 

  

Question  What is your position 

Ans I am a Partner in Poornima Angadia, Ahmedabad 

  

Question  What is your area of work? 

Ans I am looking after Tapal, Parcel and Transfer of Cash (upto Rs.4-5 lakhs) 

  

Question  Where do you deliver cash? 

Ans The cash is delivered to Bombay, Delhi etc. 

  

Question  If someone comes with cash, do you take it? 

Ans Yes take the cash and transfer it. As an identity we take the name and mobile 

number of the sender as well as the receiver.   

  

Question  In Bombay, how do you deliver the cash? 

Ans We call the person whose mobile number has been provided to us by the sender 

and deliver the cash to him. 

  

Question  Do you know why the cash is being sent? 

Ans No, we just deliver the cash. 

  

Question  How is cash brought from Mumbai? 

Ans Cash is brought as parcels. The same is delivered to the person whose mobile 

number has been provided by the sender by calling him to our office. 

 

5.2  Cross examination of various persons held on 17.09.2020 

Cross examination of Shri Pankaj Ramaji Nagora and Shri Bharat Prajapati was done 

by Shri N K Tiwari, Authorised Representative of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, 

Proprietor of M/s. Camera Center, through video conferencing facility, on 

17.09.2020. In reply to the various questions asked by Shri N  K Tiwari,  they stated 

as below: 
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5.2.1  Shri Pankaj Ramaji Nagora, S/o S/o Ramaji Nagora, Bhula Mukhino Vado, Kochrab 
Gam,Paldi, Ellis Bridge, Ahmedabad: 380 006 and Panch Witness during the Panchnama dated 
10.3.2019:   
Question What do you do? 

Answer I do job in Paldi.and I am into editing marriage albums. 

  

Question What kind of job do you do? 

Answer I am into editing of marriage albums. 

  

Question  Were you a witness in a Panchnama dated 10.3.2019 drawn by the officers of 

DRI? 

Answer Yes. 

  

Question  Who called you as a Witness? 

Answer The DRI Officer called me to be a witness . 

  

Question  Where were you when you were called? 

Answer I had come near the shop of Shri Mehul Anand for work relating to editing of marriage 

albums. There, I was approached by an officer who requested me to remain present 

as Panch witness. 

  

Question  What time were you called? 

Answer I was called around 7:00 PM. 

  

Question What did the officer ask you to do? 

Answer I was asked to remain present during panchnama proceedings and give a copy of my 

Aadhaar card and sign on the document. 

  

Question Did you see any goods? 

Answer No. 

  

Question How long did the proceedings last? 

Answer I stayed for around 1:30 hours. 

  

5.2.2  Shri Bharat Prajapati, Someshwar Nagar, In front of Vasna Bus Stand, Ahmedabad, Temp 
Driver who used to transport the goods for Shri Chinmay MEhulbhai Anand from Airport Cargo 

Terminal to his shop. 

Question  What do you do?  

Answer  I am out of job currently.  
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Question  What did you do before?  

Answer  I was working as a Tempo Driver.  

Question  Where did you take the goods?  

Answer  I transported the goods to the shop.  

Question  Do you know Chinmay Anand?  

Answer   I knew his father, Shri Mehul Anand. Chinmay Anand was less known to me. I knew 
him after he asked him to transport goods from airport to his shop.  

Question  Did Chinmay Anand ask you to bring goods on 10.03.2019 from airport to his 
shop?  

Answer  Yes.  

 
Question  After taking delivery of goods at the airport, what happened? 

Answer  I was stopped by some officers who wanted to check the cargo I had loaded in my 
Tempo.  

Question  What were you carrying?  

Answer  I don't know anything about the cargo as I am concerned only about the fare.  

Question  What happened after that?  
Answer  The cargo in the Tempo was checked by the officers and thereafter. I was asked 

where I was carrying the cargo to. I was then asked, to proceed to the shop.  

Question  Did anyone accompany you to the shop?  

Answer  Yes. One officer sat in my Temp and we both reached the shop.  

Question  What happened thereafter?  

Answer  When we reached Paldi, we found the shop closed. Then, from there we went to 
Vasna and waited there. Therefater, at around 2:30 we came back.    

Question  Did you sign any document?  

Answer  Not as far as I remember.  

Question  Were you called by the DRI officers after that?  

Ans   No  

Question  What did you do after the panchnama proceedings?  

Answer   I carried the goods to DRI office from Paldi and reached the office around 11:30 PM 
and unloaded the goods there.  
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Question  Did the DRI officers pay you?  

Ans   Yes  

 
 
5.3 Sufficient opportunities were granted to S/Shri Shreyansh Jain, Parvez Ali, Kahish 

Kumar, Anil Pal and Vishwas Vitthal Zalte however, in some cases the letter were 

received back undelivered whereas in the other cases the person did not respond to 

phone calls or tried to avoid cross examination :   

Sl.No. Name of the person Remarks 

1.   Shreyansh Jain Cross examinations were granted on 

14.08.2020, 25.08.2020 and 07.09.2020, 

however he did not respond to phone calls 

2.  Parvez Ali  Shri B K Singh, Advocate vide letter Did not 

respond to phone calls. However, as Shri N 

K Tiwari wanted to cross examin Shri Parvez 

Ali only, efforts were made to contact him on 

his mobile, he did not respond to phone calls. 

3.  Kahish Kumar Sought adjournments every time he was 

asked to remain present for cross 

examination 

4.   Anil Pal Phone was switched off on all the three 

dates 

5.  Vishwas Vitthal Zalte,   The letters intimating the date of cross 

examination was returned back undelivered 

 

5.4. Letters F.No. VIII/10-41/Pr.Commr.//O&A/2019 dated 10.8.2020 and 8.9.2020 were 

written to the Manager Cargo, Cargo Division,  Air Cargo Complex, Old Airport, 

Ahmedabad: 380 016 requesting him to provide the following details: 

Step wise procedure for booking a cargo by Air India domestically. The 

said step wise procedure should include as to whether the identity of the 

consignor is establish before a booking a consignment, whether any 

scanning or screening is under taken for ascertaining the description of 

the goods. Further, at the destination what procedures are being followed 

before giving the delivery of the consignment to the named consignee. Is 

the recipient of the consignment required to produce or submit 

documents and prove his identity. 

 However, no reply received from them till date. 
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5.5 FURTHER WRITTEN SUBMISSION BY SHRI CHINMAY MEHULBHAI 

ANAND: 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand vide letter received on 23.9.2020, interalia submitted 

as below: 

- He reiterated the averments, contentions and submissions made by them vide 

their written submission dated 03.08.2020.   

- Non Cross examination of Anil Pal, Parvez Ali, Shreyansh Jain and Kashish 

kumar had seriously prejudiced their defense. As it had been consistently held 

by various courts that in case the witnesses were not made available for cross 

examination, their evidence may not be considered for drawing any inference 

during the course of adjudication. In view of above, he requested that the 

evidence of all the witnesses may not be considered while adjudicating the 

case.  

- The search carried out by the DRI Officers at premises of Camera Centre was 

without search warrant and the search being illegal was void ab initio. As such, 

all the goods under seizure were not liable to confiscation and the same were 

required to be returned to them. 

- Cross examination of Shri Bharat Prajapati, tempo driver, on 17.09.2020 

revealed that the true and correct facts had not been brought on record. The 

allegations having been made without revealing the true and correct facts were 

thus without any basis and no action on such evidence could be initiated. 

- Cross examination of the both the panch witnesses, who had signed the 

panchnama dated 10.03.2019, revealed that they were not from the same 

locality;  that the panchnama was prepared by the officers at their whims and 

fancies and not as what was seen and stated by the panch as was evident 

from the cross examination of both the panchaas. 

- Cross examination of Shri Rajeev K Rawal, panch witness, on 14.9.2020 

revealed  that he was not an independent witness as he provided IT services 

to DRI and therefore was known to the department and officers. Further, the 
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facts narrated by him during the cross examination were not included in the 

Panchnama dated 10.3.2019. 

- Cross examination of Shri Pankaj Ramaji Nagora on 17.09.2020 revealed that 

he was approached at 7 pm by an officer to remain present as panch witness; 

that he did not see any goods; that he did not remember signing any 

document; and that he was there only for one and a half hour.  

- Since, the panchnama was not witnessed by the panchas, it had no 

evidentiary value and therefore the entire proceeding based on the said 

panchnama was void and no action based thereon could be initiated as also 

adverse inference based on the evidence said to have been collected under 

the said panchnama could be relied upon. 

- Cross examination of Shri Dnyaneshwar Sangle, who was one of the panch 

witness during the forensic examination conducted at DRI Office at Mumbai, 

on 28/29.03.2019 revealed that he had signed only four to five pages. 

Whereas, the show cause notice relied on more than 100 pages which were 

retrieved from the laptop and I phone. Since the entire exercise was not in 

presence of panchas and the same did not have any evidentiary value. 

- The entire forensic examination was conducted by the officers for retrieval 

documents without putting Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand to notice and in his 

absence and therefore the entire process of retrieval of documents cannot be 

considered as an evidence for arriving at any inference. 

- Cross examination of Shri Chamanlal Prajapati of Poornima Angadia on 

14.08.2020 revealed that he carried cash on their behalf and delivered it to the 

person whose details have been given after confirming his identity. The said 

carrying of cash does not lead to conclusion that the same was carried as 

purchase proceeds for the alleged smuggled drones and therefore the same 

cannot be considered as an evidence for arriving at any inference. 

- Cross examination of Shri Yousuf Noor Mohammed Bhagad on 14.08.2020 

revealed that he had received money from the angadia and gave to a third 
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person, without knowing any purpose or details of transaction of money. The 

said statement of Yousuf does not lead to conclusion that he had given the 

money to third person, which were for drones smuggled by them. 

- There was a calculation error at S. No. 10 of the said Annexure A to the SCN.  

After multiplying the quantity and unit price, the FOB value should have been 

81904 CNY instead of 881904 CNY. 

- In all cases in Annexure- A, to the show cause notice,  Customs Tariff Heading 

has been considered as 88022000 which covers Aeroplanes and other air craft 

of an unladen weight not exceeding 2000 Kgs, when for personal use, the 

GST rate is 28%. In the present case, the goods under consideration have 

been alleged to have been sold and therefore the same cannot be considered 

for personal use. As such, the rate of GST applicable for the goods under the 

said sub heading was 5 %. Thus, computing the entire demanding by 

considering the GST at 28% is without authority of law.  

- Battery, Ronin, Gimbals etc. mentioned in Annexure –A to the SCN should 

have been classified as parts and the duty rate should have been charged 

accordingly.   

- Osmo Pocket mentioned in the description of the goods was a Camera and 

therefore exempted from payment of duty of Customs. The said fact had not 

been considered while calculating the demand raised against them. 

- In three cases of Osmo pocket and P4P Battery shown in Annexure A the 

details of dealers name was not mentioned. Therefore, the demand on the 

said three cases had been made against them without any basis and on 

presumption. 

- Till date, they have not been supplied with the details of booking procedure 

from Ahmedabad Air Cargo or Air India. The same was required to ascertain 

the complete process of booking a consignment by air including the identity of 

goods and the consignor. 
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

6.  I have carefully gone through the show cause notice with the relevant case 

records, the defense reply as well oral submission made by the noticees during the 

course of personal hearing & cross examinations and the available case records.The 

facts reveal that a specific Intelligence was received by DRI, Ahmedabad that Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand Proprietor of M/s. Camera Centre located at Shop No. 

11, Medicine Market, Paldi, Ahmedabad, was importing suspicious consignments of 

electronic items from Imphal to Ahmedabad in his name or in the name of Shri 

Bharat Prajapati who was a tempo driver. He was dealing in Drones especially of DJI 

brand make/origin of China. A consignment of contraband / restricted items i.e 

Drones and its accessories were loaded in a green coloured tempo having 

registration No. GJ-01-TA-1266 from Cargo Service Centre India Pvt. Ltd., Domestic 

Cargo Terminal, Sardar Vallabhai International Airport Terminal III, Ahmedabad 

(herein after referred to as ‘CSCIPL’) for delivery to Vasna Bus Stand on 10.03.2019.   

The DRI officers identified the tempo and detained the goods which were 

smuggled from China to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar border and then from Imphal 

to Ahmedabad as domestic cargo by Air India flight by mis-declaring them in Air Way 

Bills in violation of DGFT Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016, provisions 

of Customs Act, 1962, without obtaining Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC 

(Wireless Planning and Co-ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication, 

DGCA Import Clearance &UNI (Unique Identification Number) etc.  The said goods 

valued at Rs. 84,30,116/- (Rupees Eighty Four Lakhs Thirty Thousand One Hundred 

Sixteen only) were seized vide Seizure Memo dated 15.05.2019.   

 

6.1 I find that investigation in the matter revealed that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand had been smuggling Drones (RPAs) & related items from China through Shri 

Rayyan Veera and Shri Waqas, the payments for which were being made to DJI, 

China directly through various non-banking channels such as angadias. Shri Rayyan 

Veera and Shri Waqas used to send the tracking Nos. of consignments to Shri 
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Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand who in turn sent the same to Shri Sagar of Tamu, 

Myanmar; that Shri Sagar then brought the consignments from warehouse in 

Dehong, China to Tamu, Myanmar and from Tamu, Myanmar to Moreh through Indo-

Myanmar border; that the said consignments were then transported from Moreh to 

Imphal by Shri Ranjit or his driver Shri Anil by road and from Imphal to Ahmedabad 

through Air India flight by mis-declaring the description of goods as camera stand, 

household goods, electronic items etc.; that in Ahmedabad, the delivery of smuggled 

consignments containing Drones & other items was taken by Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand or by Shri Bharat Prajapati. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand  had 

since 2017 smuggled Drones & its accessories of DJI Brand valued at Rs. 

10,49,77,719.70/-. Show Cause Notice to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand and others 

were issued proposing:  

- confiscation of seized goods as well smuggled goods which had already been 

cleared/ sold ,  

- demand of Customs duty of Rs. 2,93,59,449/-  with interest on smuggled 

goods,  

- Imposition of penalty under Section 112(a) & 112(b), 114A, 114AA and 117A 

of the Customs Act, 1962 on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

- Imposition of penalty under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962 

on other notices. 

 

6.2  I find that DRI have conducted a thorough investigation and clearly established 

the nefarious modus adopted by the syndicate to smuggle Drones (RPAs) & other 

items, supplied by Chinese companies, into India. The Chinese companies were 

supplying drones, based on orders received from Pakistan-based firms, to a 

warehouse in Dehong, in China’s Yunnan province. From Dehong in China, the 

Myanmarese smugglers were tasked with getting them to and across the China-

Myanmar international border into Myanmar. Once in Myanmar, these drones were 

transported hundreds of kilometres to a place called Tamu in Myanmar. From Tamu 
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they were transported across the international border into India through Moreh and 

on to Imphal. While all transportation up to Imphal was by various modes of road 

transport, the final leg from Imphal to Ahmedabad was done using domestic airlines 

by misdeclaring the prohibited cargo as camera stands, household goods, electronic 

items, etc. to elude detection by Indian agencies. From Ahmedabad, the drones were 

supplied to various locations across the country by using private couriers. The 

money against the smuggled drones were sent by the Ahmedabad based smuggler 

to the Chinese company through hawala channels operating out of Mumbai. 

 

6.3 Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand placed orders with DJI, China & MI China 

through Shri Waqas and Shri Rayyan Veera of Pakistan for purchase of drones, its 

accessories and other goods of DJI brand of China and MI brand of China. Once the 

order was placed, Shri Waqas and Shri Rayyan Veera sent tracking details of order 

to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand who forwarded the same to Shri Sagar for 

transporting the consignments from warehouse in Dehong, China to Tamu, 

Myanmar. The said consignments were then transported from Tamu, Myanmar to 

Moreh, Manipur through Indo-Myanmar border and handed over to Shri Ranjit or his 

driver Shri Anil of Moreh, Manipur. The said consignments were subsequently 

transported from Moreh to Imphal by road and delivered to Ahmedabad through Air 

India flight by mis-declaring it as   camera stand, household goods, electronic items 

etc.  

The payments for these goods were made in cash by Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand. He sent  cash through angadia i.e. Purnima, P Vijay, Aman Ankit, Akash etc. 

to Shri Yusuf Noor Mohammed Bhagad @ Kapadia Seth of Mumbai  who used to 

hand over the cash to the person  sent by Shri Salam. On receipt of cash,  Shri 

Salam used to convert it into Yuan Currency and deposit it in the Bank Account of 

DJI, China & Shri Yang of China.  Alternatively, Shri Vipul (Stellar) and Shri Aakash 

(both angadia firms) also made arrangement for payment in Bank Account of DJI, 
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China and Shri Yang of China in Yuan Currency (Chinese Currency). In both the 

cases Shri Yang used to transfer the amount received by him to DJI, China. 

 Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, sold smuggled Drones & its accessories and 

other goods in cash to customers who visited his shop without issuing any bill as he 

didnot have any licit import documents or purchase documents. Shri Parwez Ali, Shri 

Shreyansh Jain and Shri Kashish Kumar were the major buyers /commission agents 

of smuggled Drones & its accessories and other goods.   

 

6.4  I find ‘Drone’ is a layman terminology for Unmanned Aircraft (UA). There are 

three subsets of Unmanned Aircraft, a) Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA), b) 

Autonomous Aircraft and c) Model Aircraft. Drones, also called unmanned aerial 

vehicles (UAVs), have no human pilot onboard, and instead are either controlled by a 

person on the ground or autonomously via a computer program. These stealth craft 

are becoming increasingly popular, not just for war and military purposes, but also for 

everything from wildlife and atmospheric research to disaster relief, sports 

photography, for photography during marriages, other social functions, etc.  

 

GRADE A2 - DJI Mavic Mini 2.7K Quad HD Drone 
 

6.4.1 The Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) has defined remotely piloted 

aircraft (RPA) as an unmanned aircraft piloted from a remote pilot station. The 

remotely piloted aircraft, its associated remote pilot station(s), command and control 

links and any other components forms a Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS). 

Also, as per the civil aviation requirements – issued under the provisions of Rule 15A 
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and Rule 133A of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 – these RPAs will need a Unique 

Identification Number (UIN), Unmanned Aircraft Operator Permit (UAOP) and need 

to adhere to other operational requirements. Civil RPA is categorized in accordance 

with Maximum Take-off Weight (MTOW) (including payload) as indicated below: 

 

Nano Less than or equal to 250 grams. 

Micro Greater than 250 grams and less than or equal to 2 kg. 

Small Greater than 2 kg and less than or equal to 25 kg. 

Medium Greater than 25 kg and less than or equal to 150 kg. 

Large Greater than 150 kg. 

 

RPAs are restricted items and can’t be carried in hand baggage. Any entity 

intending to import RPA in India shall obtain Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from 

WPC Wing, Department of Telecommunication for operating in de-licensed 

frequency band(s). Such approval is valid for a particular make and model.The 

applicant, other than Nano category, is required to apply to DGCA along with ETA for 

import clearance. Based upon the import clearance issued by DGCA, DGFT issues 

license for import of RPA. Hence, the imports of drones in India are governed by 

regulations as drones are included in the ‘restricted’ list of items that may be 

imported into India, which means that without prior approval, no drone can be 

imported into the country. Before an operator can import a drone into India he or she 

must obtain an equipment type approval from the Department of Telecommunication 

for operating the drone on a delicensed frequency band. Once the approval is 

granted, the operator has to then approach the DGCA to obtain an import clearance. 

Once the import clearance is granted an applicant must approach the Director 

General of Foreign Trade for the issuance of an import licence. Thereafter, on grant 

of the import licence, drone may be imported into India. I, therefore, briefly discuss 

the following provisions of law, which are relevant to the present case: 
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6.4.2  Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016 issued from F. No. 

01/93/180/95/AM-10/PC-2 (B)/Vol.IV by the Directorate General of Foreign Trade, 

import of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) / Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAVs) / 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAs) states that drone is ‘Restricted’ and requires prior 

clearance of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and import licence 

from DGFT, which is reproduced herein below: 

Notification No. 16/2015-2020 

New Delhi, Dated: 27 July, 2016 

 

Subject: Import policy of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)/Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle (UAVs)/Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAs)/drones. 

 

S.O. (E): In exercise of powers conferred by Section 3 of FT (D&R) Act, 1992, 

read with paragraph 1.02 and 2.01 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020, as 

amended from time to time, the Central Government hereby introduces policy 

condition No.3 under Chapter 88 of ITC (HS), 2012 – Schedule – 1 (Import 

Policy), as under: 

 

3. Import of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)/Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

(UAVs)/Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAs)/drones is ‘Restricted’ 

requiring prior clearance of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 

(DGCA) and import licence from DGFT. 

 

2. Effect of this Notification Import of unmanned Aircraft System 

(UAS)/Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAVs)/Remotely Piloted Aircraft 

(RPAs)/drones is ‘Restricted’; it would require prior clearance of Directorate 

General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and import licence from DGFT. 

 

(Anup Wadhawan) 

Director General of Foreign Trade 

 

[Issued from F. No. 01/93/180/95/AM-10/PC-2 (B)/Vol.IV] 

 

6.4.3  Public Notice issued from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED dated 07.10.2014 

issued by Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), New Delhi, states that DGCA is 

in process of formulating regulations for certification and operation for use of 
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Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the Indian Civil Airspace and till such 

regulations are issued, no non-government agency, organisation, or an individual 

shall launch a UAS in Indian Civil Airspace for any purpose whatsoever. 

 

6.4.4 Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) issued Civil Aviation Requirements 

(CAR), Section 3-Air Transport, Series-X, Part-I, Issue-I from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED 

Vol.IV dated 27.08.2018 effective from 01.12.2018 regarding requirements for 

Operation of Civil Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS). As per para 5 of the 

said CAR, for import of RPAs, Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless 

Planning & Coordination) Wing, Department of Telecommunication for operating in 

de-licensed frequency brand(s) is required. Also, import clearance from DGCA for 

RPAs (other than nano category) is required. After receipt of import clearance from 

DGCA, license for import of RPAs from DGFT is required and after receipt of import 

licence from DGFT, Unique Identification Number (UIN) / Unmanned Aircraft 

Operator Permit (UOAP) as the case may be is required from DGCA. Relevant paras 

of said CAR are reproduced herein below: 

3. CATEGORIES OF RPA 

3.1 Civil RPA is categorized in accordance with Maximum All-up-Weight 

(including payload) as indicated below: 

i) Nano : Less than or equal to 250 grams. 

ii) Micro : Greater than 250 grams and less than or equal to 2 kg. 

iii) Small : Greater than 2 kg and less than or equal to 25 kg. 

iv)  Medium: Greater than 25 kg and less than or equal to 150 kg. 

v) Large : Greater than 150 kg. 

 

4. APPLICABILITY 

4.1 This CAR is applicable to Civil Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, which 

are Remotely Piloted from a Remote Pilot Station. 

 

5. APPLICATION PROCESS 

5.1 For RPA imported to India: 

a) Any entity intending to import RPAS in India shall obtain Equipment 

Type Approval (ETA) from WPC Wing, Department of 
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Telecommunication for operating in de-licensed frequency band(s). 

Such approval shall be valid for a particular make and model. 

b) The applicant, other than Nano category, shall apply to DGCA for import 

clearance as per format given in Annexure-IA. Based upon the import 

cleared issued by DGCA, DGFT shall issue license for import of RPAS. 

c) Upon receipt of import license, the applicant shall apply to DGCA for 

UIN/UOAP, as applicable. 

 

6.4.5  Notification GSR 45(E) dated 28.01.2005 issued by Ministry of 

Communications and Information Technology (Wireless Planning and Coordination 

Wing) notifies Use of low power Equipment in the frequency band 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 

GHz (Exemption from Licensing Requirement) Rules, 2005 and according to Rule 3 

no licence shall be required by any person to establish, maintain, work , possess or 

deal in any wireless equipment, on non-interference, non-protection and shared 

(non-exclusive) basis, in the frequency band 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz and the same is 

reproduced herein below: 

 

3. Use of wireless equipment in the band 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz.- 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force, no 

licence shall be required by any person to establish, maintain, work, possess 

or deal in any wireless equipment, on non-interference, non-protection and 

shared (non-exclusive) basis, in the frequency band 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz 

with the transmitter power, Effective Radiated Power and height of antenna as 

specified in the Table below, namely :- 

TABLE 

Maximum out power 

of transmitter 

Maximum Effective 

Radiated Power 

Height of Antenna 

1 W (30 dBm) in 

Spread of 10 MHz or 

higher 

4 W (36 dBm) Within 5 metres above the 

roof top of existing authorised 

building 

 

…………………. 

 

6. Equipment.- (1) The wireless equipment shall be type approved and 

designed and constructed in such a manner that the bandwidth of emission 
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and other parameters shall conform to the limits specified in the Table referred 

to in rule 3. 

 

(2) The application for obtaining equipment type approval shall be made to the 

Central Government in such form as may be specified by that Government in 

this behalf. 

 

6.4.6  Notification GSR 38(E) dated 19.01.2007 issued by Ministry of 

Communications and Information Technology (Wireless Planning and Coordination 

Wing) notifies Outdoor Use of wireless Equipment (Exemption from Licensing 

Requirement) Rules, 2007 and according to Rule 3 no licence shall be required by 

any person to establish, maintain, work , possess or deal in any wireless equipment 

for the purpose low power Wireless Access System, including Radio Local Area 

Networks, in the frequency band of 5.825 to 5.875 GHz and the same is reproduced 

herein below: 

3. Use of wireless equipment in the 5.825 to 5.875 GHz.- 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force, no 

licence shall be required by any person to establish, maintain, work, possess 

or deal in any wireless equipment for the purpose of low power Wireless 

Access System, including Radio Local Area Networks, in the frequency band 

of 5.825 to 5.875 GHz with the Maximum Effective Isotropic Radiated Power 

and maximum power of transmitter as specified in the Table below, namely :- 

TABLE 

Frequency 

band 

Maximum power 

transmitter 

Maximum Effective 

Isotropic Radiated Power 

5.825 to 5.875 

GHz 

1 W (30 dbm) in spread of 

10 MHz or higher 

4 Watt peak or 36 dbm 

 

…………………. 

5. Equipment.- (1) The wireless equipment shall be type approved and 

designed and constructed in such a manner that the bandwidth of emission 

and other parameters shall conform to the limits specified in the Table referred 

to in rule 3. 
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(2) The application for obtaining equipment type approval shall be made to the 

Central Government in such form as may be required by that Government in 

this behalf. 

 

6.4.7  WPC (Wireless Planning & Coordination) Wing, Department of 

Telecommunication vide Office Memorandum issued from F. No. R-11020/02/2008-

LR dated 02.02.2009 issued instructions regarding Decentralization of “Equipment 

Type Approval (ETA)” in delicensed frequency bands and the same is reproduced 

herein below: 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Subject: Decentralization of “Equipment Type Approval (ETA)” in 

delicensed frequency bands. 

 I am directed to refer to above subject and to convey that it has been 

decided by the competent authority that henceforth, the Equipment Type 

Approval (ETA) in respect of equipments falling in the delicensed frequency 

bands is decentralized and would be issued by respective RLOs of WPC 

Wing. 

2.1 Since the notifications in delicensed frequency bands mandate 

“Equipment Type Approval (ETA)” in such bands, the applicants have to obtain 

ETA, before considering their imports. ETA would need to be given only in 

delicensed frequency bands and it would be the responsibility of RLOs to 

ensure compliance of technical parameters of equipments as per the 

notifications pertaining to delicensed bands, while issuing the ETA. 

 

2.2 Therefore, the applicants applying for import licences in delicensed 

frequency bands should first obtain ETA from RLOs of WPC Wing and then 

these cases would be considered by RLOs for issue of import licences and 

updating the equipment library in respect of such equipments. 

 

2.3 Accordingly, the facility for updating the equipment library, including that 

for equipments in the delicensed bands, in the ASMS has been made 

available to all RLOs for both licensed & delicensed bands so that the same 

can be done at RLOs. Necessary software may be obtained by RLOs from 

WPC Wing. 

 

3. The Equipment Type Approval (ETA) may be issued as per the 

guidelines enclosed. 
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6.4.8  WPC (Wireless Planning & Coordination) Wing, Department of 

Telecommunication vide Office Memorandum issued from F. No. R-11017/05/2017-

PP dated 07.12.2018 issued procedure for Equipment Type Approval (ETA) for Civil 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) and the same is reproduced herein below: 

Office Memorandum 

Subject: Procedure of Equipment Type Approval (ETA) for Civil Remotely 

Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS). 

 

 On 27th August, 2018, DGCA has issued Civil Aviation Requirements 

(CAR), Section 3, Series X, Part I on Operation of Civil Remotely Piloted 

Aircraft System (RPAS). This CAR is effective from 1st of December, 2018. 

 

2. As per requirements mentioned at Para 5.1 and 5.2 of CAR, all 

categories of RPAS either imported or purchased in India, and working in de-

licensed (licensed exempt) frequency brand(s), requires ETA from WPC Wing. 

 

3. Applicants may apply on-line with relevant documents and prescribed 

fee on WPC Wing URL http://210.212.79.17/Login.aspx or link at 

SaralSanchar Portal of DoT https://saralsanchar.gov.in/index.php for obtaining 

Equipment Type Approval (ETA). 

 

4. The applicants are required to use digital sky platform of DGCA for 

applying towards Import Clearance/Unique Identification Number 

(UIN)/Unmanned Aircraft Operator Permit (UAOP) etc. as per CAR dated 27th 

August, 2018 and DGCA RPAS Guidance Manual First Ediciton-2018. The 

web link for digital sky platform is https://digitalsky.dgca.gov.in 

 

5. For any clarification, regarding on line filing of ETA application, 

respective Regional Licensing Officers (RLOs) may kindly be contacted. 

 

6.4.9  Section 7 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 

Importer-exporter Code Number. —No person shall make any import or export 

except under an Importer-exporter Code Number granted by the Director-

General or the officer authorised by the Director-General in this behalf, in 

accordance with the procedure specified in this behalf by the Director-

General.   

 

http://210.212.79.17/Login.aspx
https://saralsanchar.gov.in/index.php
https://digitalsky.dgca.gov.in/
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Provided that in case of import or export of services or technology, the 

Importer-exporter Code Number shall be necessary only when the service or 

technology provider is taking benefits under the foreign trade policy or is 

dealing with specified services or specified technologies.  

6.4.10 Rule 2 (c) & 11 of the Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993  

2. Definitions.- 

In these rules unless the context otherwise requires, - 

(a) …. 

(b) ….. 

(c)  "importer" or "exporter" means a person who imports or exports goods and 

holds a valid Importer-exporter Code Number granted under section 7 

 

11. Declaration as to value and quality of imported goods. - 

On the importation into, or exportation out of, any customs ports of any goods, 

whether liable to duty or not, the owner of such goods shall in the Bill of Entry 

or the Shipping Bill or any other documents prescribed under the Customs Act, 

1962 (52 of 1962), state the value, quality and description of such goods to the 

best of his knowledge and belief and in case of exportation of goods, certify 

that the quality and specification of the goods as stated in those documents, 

are in accordance with the terms of the export contract entered into with the 

buyer or consignee in pursuance of which the goods are being exported and 

shall subscribe a declaration of the truth of such statement at the foot of such 

Bill of Entry or Shipping Bill or any other documents. 

 

6.4.11 Section 11 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 

Contravention of provision of this Act, rules orders and foreign trade policy. — 

(1)   No export or import shall be made by any person except in accordance 

with the provisions of this Act, the rules and orders made thereunder 

and the foreign trade policy for the time being in force. 

(2)  Where any person makes or abets or attempts to make any export or 

import in contravention of any provision of this Act or any rules or orders 

made thereunder or the foreign trade policy, he shall be liable to a 

penalty of not less than ten thousand rupees and not more than five 

times the value of the goods or services or technology in respect of 

which any contravention is made or attempted to be made, whichever is 

more. 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/851264/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/729032/
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(3)  Where any person signs or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used, 

any declaration, statement or document submitted to the Director-

General or any officer authorised by him under this Act, knowing or 

having reason to believe that such declaration, statement or document 

is forged or tampered with or false in any material particular, he shall be 

liable to a penalty of not less than ten thousand rupees or more than five 

times the value of the goods or services or technology in respect of 

which such declaration, statement or document had been submitted, 

whichever is more. 

(4)  Where any person, on a notice to him by the adjudicating Authority, 

admits any contravention, the Adjudicating Authority may, in such class 

or classes of cases and in such manner as may be prescribed, 

determine, by way of settlement, an amount to be paid by that person. 

(5)  A penalty imposed under this Act may, if it is not paid by any person, be 

recovered by any one or more of the following modes, namely:— 

(a)  the Director-General may deduct or require any officer 

subordinate to him to deduct the amount payable under this Act 

from any money owing to such person which may be under the 

control of such officer; or 

(b)  the Director-General may require any officer of customs to deduct 

the amount payable under this Act from any money owing to such 

person which may be under the control of such officer of customs, 

as if the said amount is payable under the Customs Act, 1962 (52 

of 1962); or 

(c)  the Director-General may require the Assistant Commissioner of 

Customs or Deputy Commissioner of Customs or any other officer 

of Customs to recover the amount so payable by detaining or 

selling any goods (including the goods connected with services or 

technology) belonging to such person which are under the control 

of the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy 

Commissioner of Customs or any other officer of Customs, as if 

the said amount is payable under the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 

1962); or 

(d)  if the amount cannot be recovered from such person in the 

manner provided in clauses (a), (b) and (c),— 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/541457/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/793730/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/147859/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/124830031/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/196773862/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/183794187/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/161694151/
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(i)  the Director-General or any officer authorised by him may 

prepare a certificate signed by him specifying the amount 

due from such person and send it to the Collector of the 

District in which such person owns any property or resides 

or carries on business and the said Collector on receipt of 

such certificate shall proceed to recover from such person 

the amount specified thereunder as if it were an arrear of 

land revenue; or 

(ii)  the Director-General or any officer authorised by him 

(including an officer of Customs who shall then exercise his 

powers under the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) and in 

accordance with the rules made in this behalf, detain any 

movable or immovable property belonging to or under the 

control of such person, and detain the same until the 

amount payable is paid, as if the said amount is payable 

under the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962); and in case, any 

part of the said amount payable or of the cost of the 

distress or keeping of the property, remains unpaid for a 

period of thirty days next after any such distress, may 

cause the said property to be sold and with the proceeds of 

such sale, may satisfy the amount payable and costs 

including cost of sale remaining unpaid and shall render the 

surplus, if any to such person. 

(6)  Where the terms of any bond or other instrument executed under this 

Act or any rules made thereunder provide that any amount due under 

such instrument may be recovered in the manner laid down in sub-

section (5), the amount may, without prejudice to any other mode of 

recovery, be recovered in accordance with the provisions of that sub-

section. 

(7)  Without prejudice to the provisions contained in this section, the 

Importer-Exporter Code Number of any person who fails to pay any 

penalty imposed under this Act, may be suspended by the Adjudicating 

Authority till the penalty is paid or recovered, as the case may be. 

(8)  Where any contravention of any provision of this Act or any rules or 

orders made thereunder or the foreign trade policy has been, is being, 

or is attempted to be, made, the goods (including the goods connected 

with services or technology) together with any package, covering or 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/178920309/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/188768829/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/364610/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/174913687/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/121076120/
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receptacle and any conveyances shall, subject to such conditions and 

requirements as may be prescribed, be liable to confiscation by the 

Adjudicating Authority. 

 

6.4.12 Section 2 of the Customs Act, 1962   

Definitions. – 

33)    "prohibited goods" means any goods the import or export of which is 

subject to any prohibition under this Act or any other law for the time being in 

force but does not include any such goods in respect of which the conditions 

subject to which the goods are permitted to be imported or exported have 

been complied with; 

 

 39)   "smuggling", in relation to any goods, means any act or omission which 

will render such goods liable to confiscation under section 111 or section 113; 

 

6.4.13 Section 111 in the Customs Act, 1962 

111. Confiscation of improperly imported goods, etc.—The following goods 

brought from a place outside India shall be liable to confiscation:— 

(a)  .... 

(b)  any goods imported by land or inland water through any route other than 

a route specified in a notification issued under clause (c) of section 7 for 

the import of such goods; 

(c)  .... 

(d)  any goods which are imported or attempted to be imported or are 

brought within the Indian customs waters for the purpose of being 

imported, contrary to any prohibition imposed by or under this Act or any 

other law for the time being in force; 

(e)  .... 

(f)  any dutiable or prohibited goods required to be mentioned under the 

regulations in an import manifest or import report which are not so 

mentioned; 

(g) .... 

(h) .... 

(i) .... 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1027459/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/240591/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/584164/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/780637/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1262180/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/470850/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1478422/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1483700/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/97857/
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(j) .... 

(k)  any dutiable or prohibited goods imported by land in respect of which 

the order permitting clearance of the goods required to be produced 

under section 109 is not produced or which do not correspond in any 

material particular with the specification contained therein; 

6.4.14 Section 112 of the Customs Act, 1962  

. Penalty for improper importation of goods, etc.- Any person, - 

(a)   who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act which act or 

omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under section 

111, or abets the doing or omission of such an act, or 

(b)   who acquires possession of or is in any way concerned in carrying, 

removing, depositing, harbouring, keeping, concealing, selling or 

purchasing, or in any other manner dealing with any goods which he 

knows or has reason to believe are liable to confiscation under section 

111, shall be liable, - 

(i)    in the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force 

under this Act or any other law for the time being in force, to a 

penalty 4[not exceeding the value of the goods or five thousand 

rupees], whichever is the greater; 

(ii)      in the case of dutiable goods, other than prohibited goods, 

subject to the provisions of section 114A, to a penalty not 

exceeding ten per cent. of the duty sought to be evaded or five 

thousand rupees, whichever is higher : 

Provided that where such duty as determined under sub-

section (8) of section 28 and the interest payable thereon under 

section 28AA is paid within thirty days from the date of 

communication of the order of the proper officer determining such 

duty, the amount of penalty liable to be paid by such person under 

this section shall be twenty-five per cent. of the penalty so 

determined;  

(iii)   in the case of goods in respect of which the value stated in the 

entry made under this Act or in the case of baggage, in the 

declaration made under section 77 (in either case hereafter in this 

section referred to as the declared value) is higher than the value 

thereof, to a penalty 7[not exceeding the difference between the 

declared value and the value thereof or five thousand rupees], 

whichever is the greater;  

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/453010/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1212904/
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(iv)   in the case of goods falling both under clauses (i) and (iii), to a 

penalty 9[not exceeding the value of the goods or the difference 

between the declared value and the value thereof or five thousand 

rupees], whichever is the highest;  

(v)  in the case of goods falling both under clauses (ii) and (iii), to a 

penalty 10[not exceeding the duty sought to be evaded on such 

goods or the difference between the declared value and the value 

thereof or five thousand rupees], whichever is the highest. 

 

6.4.15 Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962   

Penalty for short-levy or non-levy of duty in certain cases. –  

Where the duty has not been levied or has been short-levied or the 

interest has not been charged or paid or has been part paid or the duty or 

interest has been erroneously refunded by reason of collusion or 

any wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts, the person who is liable to 

pay the duty or interest, as the case may be, as determined under sub-section 

(8) of section 28 shall also be liable to pay a penalty equal to the duty or 

interest so determined:] 

Provided that where such duty or interest, as the case may be, as 

determined under sub-section (8) of section 28, and the interest payable 

thereon under section  28AA, is paid within thirty days from the date of the 

communication of the order of the proper officer determining such duty, the 

amount of penalty liable to be paid by such person under this section shall be 

twenty-five per cent of the duty or interest, as the case may be, so determined: 

Provided further that the benefit of reduced penalty under the first 

proviso shall be available subject to the condition that the amount of penalty so 

determined has also been paid within the period of thirty days referred to in 

that proviso : 

Provided also that where the duty or interest determined to be payable 

is reduced or increased by the Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate 

Tribunal or, as the case may be, the court, then, for the purposes of this 

section, the duty or interest as reduced or increased, as the case may be, shall 

be taken into account: 

Provided also that in case where the duty or interest determined to be 

payable is increased by the Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal 

or, as the case may be, the court, then, the benefit of reduced penalty under 

the first proviso shall be available if the amount of the duty or the interest so 

increased, along with the interest payable thereon under section  28AA , and 
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twenty-five percent of the consequential increase in penalty have also been 

paid within thirty days of the communication of the order by which such 

increase in the duty or interest takes effect : 

Provided also that where any penalty has been levied under this 

section, no penalty shall be levied under section 112 or section 114. 

           

Explanation. - For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that - 

(i)    the provisions of this section shall also apply to cases in which the 

order determining the duty or interest under sub-section (8) of 

section 28 relates to notices issued prior to the date* on which the 

Finance Act, 2000 receives the assent of the President; 

(ii)    any amount paid to the credit of the Central Government prior to 

the date of communication of the order referred to in the first 

proviso or the fourth proviso shall be adjusted against the total 

amount due from such person.] 

 

6.4.16 Section  114AA of the Customs Act, 1962    

Penalty for use of false and incorrect material. –  

If a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to be 

made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or document which is false 

or incorrect in any material particular, in the transaction of any business for the 

purposes of this Act, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five times the 

value of goods. 

 

6.4.17 Section 117. Penalties for contravention, etc., not expressly mentioned  

 Any person who contravenes any provision of this Act or abets any such 

contravention or who fails to comply with any provision of this Act with which it 

was his duty to comply, where no express penalty is elsewhere provided for 

such contravention or failure, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding  one 

lakh rupees.  

 

6.4.18 Section 123 in the Customs Act, 1962 

  Burden of proof in certain cases.— 

(1)   Where any goods to which this section applies are seized under this Act 

in the reasonable belief that they are smuggled goods, the burden of 

proving that they are not smuggled goods shall be— 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/145099/
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(a)  in a case where such seizure is made from the possession of any 

person,— 

(i)  on the person from whose possession the goods were 

seized; and 

(ii)  if any person, other than the person from whose possession 

the goods were seized, claims to be the owner thereof, also 

on such other person; 

(b)  in any other case, on the person, if any, who claims to be the 

owner of the goods so seized.] 

(2)  This section shall apply to gold 2[and manufactures thereof] watches, 

and any other class of goods which the Central Government may by 

notification in the Official Gazette, specify. 

 

6.5 In view of the above legal provisions, the import of Drone/RPA (Remotely 

Piloted Aircraft) is restricted as per Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016 

issued by Director General of Foreign Trade, New Delhi and requires prior clearance 

of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and import licence from DGFT. 

Further, Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-

ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication and DGCA UIN (Unique 

Identification Number) etc. are also required for import of Drones. Following 

permissions/licences etc. are required to be obtained as per the category of drones 

defined under para 3 of Civil Aviation Requirements (CAR) issued by DGCA from F. 

No. 05-13/2014-AED Vol.IV dated 27.08.2018: 

Sr. 
No. 

Category of drone DGFT 
Licence 

DGCA 
UIN 

DGCA 
UAOP 

ETA from 
WPC, DoT 

Import clearance 
from DGCA 

1 Nano (less than or equal to 
250 grams) 

Yes No No Yes No 

2 Micro (greater than 250 
grams and less than or 
equal to 2 kg.) 

Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

3 Small (greater than 2 kg 
and less than or equal to 
25 kg) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

4 Medium (greater than 25 
kg and less than or equal 
to 150 kg) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

5 Large (greater than 150 kg) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1758527/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/986435/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1927718/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/325192/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/256086/
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6.5.1   A conjoint reading of para 3 of Civil Aviation Requirements (CAR) issued by 

DGCA from F. No. 05-13/2014-AED Vol.IV dated 27.08.2018 and the details 

available on the website of DJI, China and MI, China in respect of  brand and model 

numbers of drones (RPAs) smuggled by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, following    

permission / licence etc are required: 

Sr. 
No. 

Smuggled 
drone brand, 
model name 

Weight Category 
of drone 

DGFT 
Licence 

DGCA 
UIN 

DGCA 
UAOP 

ETA from 
WPC, DoT 

Import 
clearance 

from DGCA 

1 Tello 80 gm Nano Yes No No Yes No 

2 MI 1376 
gm 

Micro Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

3 DJI Mavic Air 
Flymore 
Combo 

430 gm Micro Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

4 DJI Mavic 2 
Pro/Zoom 

907 - 
950 gm 

Micro Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

5 DJI Phantom 4 
Advanced 

1368 
gm 

Micro Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

6 DJI Phantom 4 
Pro 

1375 
gm 

Micro Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

7 DJI Inspire 2 3440 to 
4250 
gm 

Small Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

8 DJI Matrice 
200 / 210 / 210 
RTK 

6140 
gm 

Small Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

9 DJI Matrice 
600 Pro 

15500 
gm 

Small Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

6.5.2  The DRI officers apprehended Tempo bearing registration No. GJ-01-TA-

1266 on 10.3.2019. The said tempo was found to be carrying 7 parcels containing 

following items: 

Sr.No. Item Qty.  CIF Value (in Rs.) 

1 DJI Mavic AIR Flymore Combo 8 535713.6 

2 DJI Mavic 2 Pro (NA) 9 975775.2 

3 DJI Ronin-S-NA 34 1556699 

4 DJI Mavic 2 Fly More Kit 19 422532.5 

5 DJI Mavic 2 Zoom (NA) 6 510178.5 

   4000898 

 

 On interrogation, Shri Bharat Prajapati, revealed that he had taken delivery of 

the said items from Cargo Service Center, Domestic Cargo Terminal, Sardar 

Vallabhai Patel International Airport, Terminal III, Ahmedabad on 10.32019 and was 

on way to deliver the same to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand at M/s O K Studio, 

101, Shree Raj Centre, Near ADC Bank, Opp. Vasna Bus Stand, Paldi, Ahmedabad. 
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Shri Bharat Prajapati produced a Tax Invoice No. AADDT1819T191929 DATED 

10.3.2019.  The said receipt is scanned herein below for reference: 

 

It is evident from the above receipt that ‘Drones’   had   been misdeclared as 

‘Camera Stand’.  This clearly shows that ‘Drones’ were being smuggled into India 

and transported to Ahmedabad in guise of Camera Stand.  

 I find that DRI, Ahmedabad vide letter F. No. DRI/AZU/GI-02/ENQ-25(Int-

12)/2019 dated 18.03.2019 requested Air India, Air Cargo Complex, Domestic 

Cargo, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad to provide  documents in respect of consignments 

sent from Imphal to Ahmedabad as Domestic cargo by Air India Flight under different 

consignee’s names i.e. Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand / Chinmay Roy / Chinmay / 

Bharat Prajapati (RUD-5). The Assistant Manager Cargo, Air India Limited, Cargo 

Division, Air Cargo Complex, Old Airport, Ahmedabad vide their letter Ref: 

AMD/C/Misc/78 dated 25.03.2019 submitted 39 sets of AWBs and Delivery Orders 

issued against the respective shipments. The details contained in the said 

documents are tabulated herein below: 
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Sr. 
No. 

Delivery Order 
No. 

Airway Bill 
No 

Arrived 
from 

Arrived 
by 

Date Contents Pcs Weight Delivered 
to 

1 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
919 

33521714 Imphal AI 019 10.3.19 Camera 
Stand 

7 253.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

2 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
880 

33521526 Imphal AI 019 7.3.19 Camera 
Stand 
Defective 
Electronic 
item 

5 102.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

3 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
797 

33521180 Imphal AI 019 1.3.19 Camera 
Stand  

5 102.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

4 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
543 

33499314 Imphal AI 019 11.02.19 Camera 
Stand 

5 102.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

5 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
531 

33499211 Imphal AI 019 10.2.19 Camera 
Stand 

5 100.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

6 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
505 

33499056 Imphal AI 019 07.02.19 Camera 
Stand 

5 140.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

7 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
498 

33352863 Imphal AI 019 4.2.19 Camera 
Stand 

7 210.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

8 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
410 

33352690 Imphal AI 019 1.2.19 Camera 
Stand 

4 190.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

9 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
398 

33352620 Imphal AI 019 31.1.19 Camera 
Stand 

5 210.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

10 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
238 

33352211 Imphal AI 019 19.1.19 House Hold 4 153.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

11 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
220 

33352174 Imphal AI 019 18.1.19 Camera 
Stand 

7 154.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

12 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
197 

33352060 Imphal AI 019 16.1.19 Camera 
Stand 

5 259.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

13 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
100 

33351861 Imphal AI 019 9.1.19 Camera 
Stand 

7 207.0 Chinmay 
Anand, 
however 
delivery 
taken by 
Bharat 
Prajapati 

14 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
77 

33351802 Imphal AI 019 6.1.19 Camera  4 130.0 Bharat 
Prajapati 

15 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
39 

33351695 Imphal AI 019 4.1.19 Camera 
Stand 

4 210.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

16 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5593 

33351485 Imphal AI 019 29.12.18 Camera 
Stand 

5 142.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

17 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5484 

33351076 Imphal AI 019 21.12.18 Camera 
Stand 

4 120.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

18 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5447 

33351010 Imphal AI 019 18.12.18 Camera 
Stand 

3 60.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

19 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5440 

33350973 Imphal AI 019 17.12.18 Camera  2 450.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

20 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5348 

33350752 Imphal AI 019 12.12.18 Camera 
Stand 

3 105.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

21 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5305 

33350602 Imphal AI 019 9.12.18 Camera 
Stand 

2 60.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

22 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5239 

33350531 Imphal AI 019 5.12.18 Camera 
Stand 

4 110.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

23 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5213 

33350494 Imphal AI 019 3.12.18 Defective 
Camera 
items 

3 109.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

24 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5074 

33350203 Imphal AI 019 25.11.18 Defective 
Camera 

2 62.0 Chinmay  

25 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
5051 

33350170 Imphal AI 019 24.11.18 Electronics 
Goods 

4 75.0 Kamlesh 
(signed by 
Chinmay 
Anand) 

26 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4394 

33348486 Imphal AI 019 10.12.18 House hold 
goods 

2 52.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

27 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4330 

33348346 Imphal AI 019 6.10.18 Defective 
Electronics 

2 72.0 Chinmay 
Anand 

28 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4313 

33348313 Imphal AI 019 5.10.18 Defective 
Electronic 
Items 

2 84.0 Chinmay 
Roy.  

29 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4201 

33358092 Imphal AI 019 28.9.18 House Hold 
Goods 

1 63.0 Chinmay   

30 AMD/CGO/DD/ 33347871 Imphal AI 019 22.9.18 House Hold 1 50.0 Chinmay 
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4092 Goods Roy   

31 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4063 

33347790 Imphal AI 019 20.9.18 House Hold 
Goods 

1 40.0 Chinmay   

32 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4003 

33347650 Imphal AI 019 16.09.18 House Hold 
Goods 

1 14.0 Chinmay   

33 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
3988 

33347602 Imphal AI 019 15.07.18 House Hold 
Goods 

2 45.0 Chinmay   

34 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
3963 

33347506 Imphal AI 019 13.09.18 House Hold 
Goods 

1 45.0 Chinmay   

35 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4201 

33347871 Imphal AI 019 21.12.18 House Hold 
Goods 

1 63.0 Chinmay   

36 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
3908 

33347392 Imphal AI 019 9.9.18 House Hold 
Goods 

2 43.0 Chinmay   

37 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4996 

33349960 Imphal AI 019 19.11.18 House Hold 
Goods 

2 58.0 Chinmay   

38 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4708 

33349330 Imphal AI 019 1.11.18 House Hold 
Goods 

5 150.0 Kamlesh 
Patel   

39 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4650 

33349116 Imphal AI 019 26.10.18 Electronic 
Returned 
goods 

5 183.0 Kamlesh 
Patel   

40 AMD/CGO/DD/ 
4159 

33347996 Imphal AI 019 26.09.18 House Hold 
Goods 

1 24.0 Jack, 
delivery 
taken by 
Chinmay 
Anand. 

  

 On going through above, I find that even though the delivery orders show 

delivery of the parcels to  S/Shri  Bharat Prajapti, Chinmay Anand, Chinmay Roy, 

Chinmay, Kamlesh Patel and Mr. Jack the same have been delivered to Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand as is evident from the following documents: 

a. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had issued a letter addressed to Air India 

Cargo Manager, requesting him to allow Shri Bharat Prajapati to collect parcel 

on his behalf. The said letter is scanned herein below for reference: 
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b. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Mehta had recevied the parcel which was  consigned 

to Shri Kamlesh. The fact that the parcel was recieved by Chinmay is evident 

from his signature appearing as ‘Receiver’s Signature’ in the delivery order. 

The relevant delivery order is scanned herein below: 

 

 

c. Shri Kamlesh Patel also received the parcel consigned to Shri Chinmay as is 

evident from the below scanned image of delivery order dated 10.8.2018. 
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d. Shri Kamlesh Patel received the parcel consigned to Shri Chinmay Anand as 

is evident from the below scanned image of delivery order dated 10.8.2018 

 

e. Shri Chinmay Anand received the parcel consigned to Shri Chinmay Roy as is 

evident  from his signature and mobile number in below scanned image of 

delivery order dated 10.8.2018  
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f. Shri Chinmay Anand received the parcel consigned to Mr. Jack as is evident 

from his signature and mobile number  in below scanned image of delivery 

order dated 10.8.2018 

 

 In view of above evidences, I hold that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was 

transporting the smuggled ‘Drones and their accessories’ from Imphal to Ahmedabad 

by mis-declaring the same as Camera Stand, House Hold Goods, Defective 

Cameras etc. and to hide his identity he used names of the consignee as Mr. Jack, 

Chinmay, Chinmay Roy, Kamlesh etc.  

  

6.5.3  During the search at the premies of M/s Camera Center, Paldi, Ahmedabad, 

the officers took printout of incriminating emails and other details/ documents which 

they found relevant to the case and placed the same in a made up file and serially 

page numbered them. The said file was marked as No.2.  On going through the said 

file, I find that the same contains set of documents relating to purchase of ‘Drones’ 

by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand from DJI, China through Muhammad Waqas, 
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CEO / Founder of BNW Collections, Karachi, Pakistan. I briefy discuss one set of 

such documents as below: 

a. Page No. 303: The said page is an e-mail corresspondence between DJI 

Baiwang Technology Co. Ltd. China and BnW Collections, Karachi, Pakistan wherein 

DJI, China forwarded Commercial Invoice and Packing List for shipment ASN: 

BW51902182KZV. The said email was forwarded by BnW Collections to Shri Chimay 

Mehulbhai Anand on his email id anand.chinmay.m@gamil.com. The said email 

corresspondence is scanned herein below for reference: 

 

  

Page 297: The said page is Invoice No. 1902193KSA dated 19.02.2019 for ASN: 

BW51902182KZV and Order No. 21051523 issued by DJI Baiwang Technology Co. 

mailto:anand.chinmay.m@gamil.com
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Ltd. China to BnW Collections, Karachi, Pakistan. The total value of goods has been 

shown as CNY 704330.00. The invoice is scanned herein below for reference: 

 

 

Page 295: The said page is Packing List for Order No. 21051523   issued by DJI 

Baiwang Technology Co. Ltd. China to BnW Collections, Karachi, Pakistan. The 

Packing List is scanned herein below for reference 
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Pages 291 to 277 contain the details of the items covered under the Invoice No. 

1902193KSA dated 19.02.2019 for ASN: BW51902182KZV and Order No. 

21051523. The said pages are scanned herein below for reference: 

Page No. 289 and 291: 

 

Page No. 285 and 287: 
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Page No. 281 and 283 

 

Page No. 277 and 279 
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Comparision of the above items with the inventory of the items seized from the 

premiese of Camera Center, Paldi, Ahmedabad  on 10.3.2019 revealed that the 

seized items formed the major portion of the consignment  of ‘Drones’ shown to have 

been sent by DJI Baiwang Technology Co. Ltd. China to  BnW Collections, Karachi,  

Pakistan. Thus, making it evidently clear that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had 

smuggled ‘Drones’ etc. through Muhammed Waqas of Karachi.  

 

  I find that valuation of smuggled goods in the impugned SCN has been done in 

terms of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with Customs Valuation 

(Determination of Value of Imported Goods) Rules, 2007 (hereinafter referred to as 

CVR, 2007). The FOB value of smuggled goods has been arrived on the basis of 

following documentary evidences: 

a. Email of Shri Waqas withdrawn under Panchnama dated 10.3.2019 ( 1 to 

158) 

b. Documentary evidences in respect of other suppliers (159 to 163) 

c. Documentary evidences found in image folder (164 to 174) 

d. Documentary evidencs in respect of Rayyan Veera of Prolink Media (175 to 

218)   

 

In order to to arrive at the assessable value (CIF) of the said smuggled goods 

a letter dated 13.05.2019 was written to Shri Chinmay Annad to provide the details of 

freight and insurance charges in respect of smuggled goods. Shri Chinmay Annad 

vide his letter dated 13.05.2019 informed that he didn’t have any documentary 

evidences regarding freight and insurance in respect of smuggled goods. Therefore, 

assessable value (CIF) of the said smuggled goods (other than seized smuggled 

goods) (as per Annexure A to this SCN) was arrived at Rs. 10,49,77,720/- in the 

impugned SCN in terms of Rule 3 read with Rule 10 of CVR, 2007 concluding 

evasion of  custom duty of Rs. 2,93,59,449/-. However, on going through Annexure A 
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to the show cause notice, descrepancies have been noticed in the Total Price (CNY) 

of some Items. The said discrepencies are tabulated herein below: 

Date of 
mail / 

Invoice 

Dealer 
Name 

Name of item Qty UNIT 
PRICE 
(CNY) 

TOTAL 
PRICE 
(CNY) - 

Annexure A 

Actual 
Total 
Price 
(CNY) 

Difference 

22.01.2019 BnW 
Collection 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO (na) 
ONYX BLACK 

16 5119 881904 81904 -800000 

22.12.2018 BnW 
Collection 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO (na) 
ARCTIC 
WHITE 

8 4802 38422.72 38416 -6.72 

22.12.2018 BnW 
Collection 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO (na) 
ONYX BLACK 

8 4802 38422.72 38416 -6.72 

21.06.2018 Prolink 
Media  

Phantom4 
Advanced(NA) 

40 7200 144000 288000 144000 

 

It is thus evident from the above table that: 

- Price of 16 numbers of ‘DJI MAVIC AIR FLYMORE COMBO (na) ONYX 

BLACK’ was taken as 8,81,904 CNY  instead of  81,904 CNY.   

- Price of 8 numbers of ‘DJI MAVIC AIR FLYMORE COMBO (na) 

ARCTIC WHITE’ was taken as 38422.72 CNY instead of 38416 CNY  

- Price of 8 numbers of ‘DJI MAVIC AIR FLYMORE COMBO (na) ONYX 

BLACK’ was taken as 38422.72 CNY instead of 38416 CNY  

- Price of 40 numbers of ‘Phantom4 Advanced(NA)’  was taken as 

1,44,000 CNY instead of 2,88,000 CNY   

    In view of the above descrepancies, the CIF value and customs duty for the 

above mentioned four items have accordingly been re-worked as below: 

Name of item Qty CIF value as 
per 

Annexure A 
(in Rs.) 

Amended 
CIF (in 

Rs.) 

Customs 
Duty as per 
Annex. A (in 

Rs.) 

Correct 
Customs 
duty (in 

Rs.) 

Difference in 
CIF Value 

Difference 
in duty 
 (in Rs.) 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO (na) 
ONYX BLACK 

16 11429806.55 1061506.6 3683140.9 342060 -10368299.95 -3341081 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO (na) 
ARCTIC WHITE 

8 484011.0038 483926.35 155967.71 155940 -84.65 -27.71 
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Thus, considering the re-worked CIF value and cutoms duty, the Noticee had 

smuggled Drones & its accessories and other goods having CIF value of Rs. 

9,64,56,297/- (Rs. 10,49,77,720 – Rs. 85,21,423) involving customs duty of Rs. 

2,66,13,506/- (Rs. 2,93,59,449 - Rs. 27,45,943). 

6.5.4  The value of seized drones and other goods were quanitified to be Rs. 

84,30,116/-, the details are as below:    

S. 
No.  Name of item Qty 

UNIT 
PRICE(CNY) 

(IN USD) 

TOTAL 
PRICE(CNY) 

(IN USD) 
CIF 
Value(INR) Remarks 

1 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO  63 5119 322497 4218744.50 

As per 
Invoices viz. 
16.02.2019 & 
19.02.2019 

received from 
Waqas 

through e-
mail 

2 
DJI MAVIC 2 Pro 
(NA) 9 8288 74592 975775.25 

3 DJI RONIN-S NA 34 3500 119000 1556698.50 

4 
MAVIC 2 FLY 
MORE KIT 27 1700 45900 600440.85 

5 
DJI MAVIC 2 
ZOOM(NA) 6 6500 39000 510178.50 

6 
Phantom 4 (used 
Drones) 4 8400 33600 439538.40 

As per 
invoice dated 
14.09.2019 
received from 
Rayyan 
Veera 

7 MI  3 499(USD) 1497(USD) 128740.12 

as per 
Alibaba.com 
Website 

Total  8430116.14   

 

6.5.5 Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand has, in his defence reply 3.8.2020, contended 

that he had never imported Drones as was alleged in the SCN; that the goods seized 

were transported from Imphal to Ahmedabad and do not in anyway support the 

allegation that the goods transported from Imphal to Ahmedabad were smuggled; 

that the entire action for demand and recovery of duty had been made based on the 

statements recorded during the course of investigations. The said confessional 

DJI MAVIC AIR 
FLYMORE 
COMBO (na) 
ONYX BLACK 

8 484011.0038 483926.35 155967.71 155940 -84.65 -27.71 

Phantom4 
Advanced(NA) 

40 1868099.247 3715146 601976.3 1197169 1847046.75 595192 

TOTAL 14265927.81 5744505.26 1851109.37 4597052.58 -8521422.55 -27,45,943 
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statements were obtained without considering the facts only with a view to create 

evidence against him; that he purchased the goods from one Ranjit at Imphal and 

therefore  by no stretch of imagination he can be considered as the importer of the 

goods under seizure or goods mentioned in Annexure A to the show cause noticee; 

that since he was not the importer, customs duty cannot be demanded from him; that 

the invoices issued by the suppliers of smuggled goods in China showed the 

movement of the goods in the referred to in the way bills, within China or to Pakistan 

and do not in any way suggest that the goods were illegally imported into India and 

then acquired by him; that all the documents recovered during the investigation 

refered to different persons and its mere retrieval from iphone/laptop cannot lead to 

inference that the said documents were related him, and that the goods mentioned 

under the said documents were smuggled him etc.  

In this regard, as already discussed in para supra, I find that the documents 

recovered from his business premises clearly reveal the modus adopted by him to 

smuggle the goods into India from China. The department is not required to prove 

with mathematical precision that the goods are smuggled or non-duty paid as 

authorities act based on suspicion to prevent revenue leakage. Once the goods are 

considered as of foreign origin, duty is cast on person from whom goods were seized 

to prove goods were duty paid. Goods have to be presumed as non-duty paid when 

evidence is not produced by person concerned with the duty payment. I find that Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand has in his various statements confirmed that he was 

involved in smuggling of Drones and its accessories through the Indo - Mayanmar 

land border. He has confirmed that he had smuggled goods having CIF value of 

Rs.10,49,77,720/- and the payments of  the smuggled goods were sent through 

hawala and got deposited in the account of the Suppliers. Once the amount was 

desposited in the account, the same was communicated to the consignees in whose 

name the suppliers had issued the invoices. The smuggled goods were sold by him 

in cash without bills to various buyer.  In this regard I refer to refer to the decision of 
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Hon’ble CESTAT in the case of Lark Chemicals Pvt. Ltd reported as 2014 (301) 

E.L.T. 138 (Tri. - Mumbai) wherein it was held as follows: 

6.2 It is well settled principle of statutory interpretation that a law should 

not be interpreted in such a way as to make its provisions redundant. In a 

smuggling activity it is sometimes impossible to precisely pinpoint where 

the activity took place. Merely because of that fact, it cannot be said that 

the law should not take its course. An offender cannot be allowed to 

break the law and also enjoy the benefit of law. The Hon’ble High Court 

of Karnataka in the Ralectronics case [1994 (71) E.L.T. 26 (Kar.)] held 

that - “the power of investigation and collecting materials which may lead 

to further enquiry or adjudication is part of the machinery created by the 

law to prevent tax evasion. The machinery provisions in a fiscal 

legislation are to be liberally construed so as to effectuate the purpose 

behind the said machinery. Therefore, when the cause of action arises 

within the territorial jurisdiction of a particular officer, he is competent to 

have the matter investigated even in an area outside his jurisdiction. It is 

not a case of stretching the jurisdiction beyond his territory at all.” 

6.3 It has been argued that there is no evidence led by the Revenue to 

show that the goods are smuggled. Only in the case of Mifepristone, Mr. 

Jajodia had admitted in his statements that they were smuggled. Further, 

the test reports of Cadilla do not tally with the Chinese test reports. In his 

statement dated 25-11-2002 recorded under Section 108 of the Customs 

Act, Mr. Jajodia had clearly admitted that he had arranged to smuggle 24 

kgs of Mifepristone through carriers. This position has been reconfirmed 

by Mr. Jajodia in his further statement dated 17-12-2002 and also before 

the Addl. Metropolitan Magistrate when he was arrested and applied for 

bail. These statements have never been retracted. If that be so, the 

department is not required to prove the foreign origin of the goods and 

file:///C:/Program%20Files/GST-ExCus/__213005
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the smuggled nature of the goods. It is a settled legal position that 

“admitted facts need not be proved” as held by the Hon’ble High Court of 

Madras in the case of Govindasamy Raghupati [1998 (98) E.L.T. 50 

(Mad.)]. 

6.4 As regards DSP, the initial version of Mr. Jajodia about its 

procurement was that the same was supplied by Earnest Healthcare. 

From the statements of Mr. I. John, MD of the said firm, dated 12-12- 02, 

16-12-02 and 7-1-03, it is evident that the said goods had not been 

supplied by them and they had only issued fabricated invoices as per the 

request of Mr. Jajodia. This position has been further confirmed by the 

employees of Earnest Healthcare, namely, statement dated 17-12-2002 

of Mr. Chandrasekhar Vyas who confirmed that they had not 

manufactured DSP since early 1999 and they did not have facility to 

manufacture huge quantity of 187 kgs. of DSP. This is further 

corroborated by Gurudayal Kaushik, Supervisor, in his statement dated 

13-1-03 and by Ms. Sameera Gazge, Secretary of Mr. I. John dated 15-1-

03. Thereafter, Mr. Jajodia changed the story and stated that he had 

procured DSP from 3 Delhi firms, namely, Vishnu Pharma, Casio Pharma 

and Verma Pharmaceuticals. Of these Vishnu Pharma and Casio 

Pharma were found to be non-existent and Mr. Aditya Verma of Verma 

Pharmaceuticals had confirmed that they had not supplied any material 

to Mr. Jajodia or LCPL. Mr. Jajodia then took another plea that he had 

obtained DSP from one Mr. Harishbhai but he was not able to give any 

details about the whereabouts of the said Harishbhai. From the above, it 

is easily seen that Mr. Jajodia had kept on changing his stories and when 

one story was proved false, he resorted to another one. If the goods 

indeed were procured locally, there should not have been any difficulty 

for him to identify the source of procurement. 

file:///C:/Program%20Files/GST-ExCus/__294015
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6.4.1 There are other corroborative evidences to show that DSP 

supplied to M/s. Cadilla were of foreign origin. In his statement dated 13-

12-2002, Shri Pramod G. Rungta, an employee of LCPL, who had 

forwarded DSP to M/s. Cadilla Healthcare had clearly admitted that 

“LCPL were dealing in imported chemicals and bulk drugs; whenever the 

imported materials were given to him for dispatches, they used to have 

similar type of labels and the certificates of analysis (COA) or test reports 

with them, that he used to send bills along with COA to their clients, that 

in view of his experience he can say that the Dexamethasone Sodium 

Phosphate covered by 33 invoices issued to M/s. Cadilla was imported 

and received from M/s. Tianjin and they were in original packing. He had 

further confirmed that during his working tenure with LCPL he had never 

seen LCPL procuring these goods from any Indian company and these 

were all imported goods”. Mr. Jajodia himself admitted to the smuggled 

nature of the goods supplied before the Additional Chief Metropolitan 

Magistrate at the time of filing his bail application on 20-12-2002 

(subsequent to his arrest on 17-12-2002) and promised to pay the duty 

liability. Accordingly the Addl. CMM granted bail and also directed him to 

deposit a further sum of Rs. 25 lakhs, in addition to the amount of Rs. 1 

crore already paid by Mr. Jajodia. When a fact has been admitted before 

a judicial authority and bail was obtained on such admission, we do not 

think there is any need for further evidence to show that the goods are 

smuggled. It is a well settled position in law that statements recorded 

under Section 108 of the Customs Act is an admissible evidence under 

Section 25 of the Evidence Act. In Illias v. Collector of Customs, Madras 

decided on 31 October, 1968 [AIR 1970 SC 1065 = 1969 SCR (2) 613 = 

1983 (13) E.L.T. 427 (S.C.)], the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that even 

though the customs officers have been invested with many of the powers 

which an officer in charge of a police station exercises when investigating 
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a cognizable offence he does not thereby become a police officer within 

the meaning of S. 25 of the Evidence Act and so the confessional 

statements made by accused persons to customs officials would be 

admissible in evidence against them. The Apex Court followed their 

decision to the same effect in the case of Romesh Chandra Mehta v. 

State of West Bengal, (1969) 2 SCR 461 = 1999 (110) E.L.T. 324 (S.C.). 

6.4.2 Another corroborative evidence with regard to the foreign origin of 

DSP is the test reports for the product given by the Chinese 

manufacturer, M/s. Tianjin recovered from M/s. Cadilla to whom the said 

goods had been supplied by M/s. LCPL. The said reports clearly mention 

the date of manufacture, date of expiry, batch not and also bears the seal 

of the manufacturer. The details given in the said test reports have been 

verified by M/s. Cadilla in their laboratory and found to be tallying. This 

also goes to show that the DSP supplied to M/s. Cadilla by M/s. LCPL 

were of Chinese origin. As regards the difference in the test reports, we 

have perused them. The difference, if any, is very minor. For e.g. as per 

the test report of the Chinese manufacturer, the assay for DSP for a 

particular batch is 99.74% whereas the same tested in the Cadilla’s lab 

shows the same as 100.09%. While the Chinese manufacturer has 

followed the specifications given in British Pharmacopoeia, M/s. Cadilla 

has followed the US Phamacopoeia. The difference, if any, is very 

marginal, if one takes into account the difference in the testing conditions, 

dates of testing and the methodology used and so on. Therefore, on 

account of this insignificant variation, it cannot be concluded that the 

material supplied to M/s. Cadilla were not of foreign origin. In the case of 

CC, Bangalore v. Vikram Jain [2009 (244) E.L.T. 504 (Kar.)], the Hon’ble 

High Court of Karnataka held that the department is not required to prove 

with mathematical precision that the goods are smuggled or non-duty 
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paid as authorities act based on suspicion to prevent revenue leakage. 

Once the goods are considered as of foreign origin, duty is cast on 

person from whom goods were seized to prove goods were duty paid. 

Goods have to be presumed as non-duty paid when evidence is not 

produced by person concerned with the duty payment. 

6.5 In Collector of Customs, Madras and Others v. D. Bhoormull [2002-

TIOL-253-SC-Cus. = 1983 (13) E.L.T. 1546 (S.C.) the Hon’ble Apex 

Court held as follows :- 

“30. It cannot be disputed that in proceedings for imposing penalties 

under clause (8) of Section 167, to which Section 178A does not apply, 

the burden of proving that the goods are smuggled goods, is on the 

Department. This is a fundamental rule relating to proof in all criminal or 

quasi-criminal proceedings, where there is no statutory provision to the 

contrary. But in appreciating its scope and the nature of the onus cast by 

it, we must pay due regard to other kindred principles, no less 

fundamental, or universal application. One of them is that the prosecution 

or the Department is not required to prove its case with mathematical 

precision to a demonstrable degree; for, in all human affairs absolute 

certainty is a myth, and as Prof. Brett felicitously puts it-”all exactness is a 

fake”. El Dorado of absolute Proof being unattainable, the law, accepts 

for it, probability as a working substitute in this work-a-day world. The law 

does not require the prosecution to prove the impossible. All that it 

requires is the establishment of such a degree of probability that a 

prudent man may, on its basis, believe in the existence of the fact in 

issue. Thus legal proof is not necessarily perfect proof often it is nothing 

more than a prudent man’s estimate as to the probabilities of the case. 
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31. The other cardinal principle having an important bearing on the 

incidence of burden of proof is that sufficiency and weight of the evidence 

is to be considered to use the words of Lord Mansfield in Blatch v. Archar 

(1774) 1 Cowp. 63 at p. 65 “According to the Proof which it was in the 

power of one side to prove and in the power of the other to have 

contradicted”. Since it is exceedingly difficult, if not absolutely impossible 

for the prosecution to prove facts which are especially within the 

knowledge of the opponent or the accused, it is not obliged to prove them 

as part of its primary burden. 

32. Smuggling is clandestine conveying of goods to avoid legal duties. 

Secrecy and stealth being its covering guards, it is impossible for the 

Preventive Department to unravel every link of the process. Many facts 

relating to this illicit business remain in the special or peculiar knowledge 

of the person concerned in it. On the principle underlying Section 106, 

Evidence Act, the burden to establish those facts is cast on the person 

concerned : and if he fails to establish or explain those facts, an adverse 

inference of facts may arise against him, which coupled with the 

presumptive evidence adduced by the prosecution or the Department 

would rebut the initial presumption of innocence in favour of that person, 

and in the result prove him guilty. As pointed out by Best in “Law if 

Evidence’ (12th Edn. Article 320, page 291), the “presumption of 

innocence is, no doubt, presumptio juris : but every day’s practice shows 

that it may be successfully encountered by the presumption of guilt 

arising from the recent (unexplained) possession of stolen property,” 

though the latter is only a presumption of fact. Thus the burden on the 

prosecution or the Department may be considerably lightened even by 

such presumption of fact arising in their favour. However, this does not 

mean that the special or peculiar knowledge of the person proceeded 
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against will relieve the prosecution or the Department altogether of the 

burden of producing some evidence in respect of that fact in issue. It will 

only alleviate that burden to discharge which very slight evidence may 

suffice.” 

6.6 It is in the light of the above decision of the Hon’ble Apex Court, one 

has to see whether the department has proved the charge of smuggling 

against the appellant. In the case before us the Department had clearly 

established the smuggled nature of the goods by conducting a thorough 

investigation. The claims made by Mr. Jajodia with respect to 

procurement of DSP from Indian sources were thoroughly verified and 

found to be bogus. Then the onus is on the appellant to prove that they 

have licitly procured the goods which they failed to do. The Hon’ble High 

Court of Bombay, in the case of Phoenix Mills Ltd. v. UOI [2004 (168) 

E.L.T. 310 (Bom.)] held that - “There is an essential distinction between 

burden of proof and onus of proof. The burden of proof lies upon the 

person who has to prove a fact and it never shifts, but the onus of proof 

shifts. Onus means the duty of adducing evidence.” In this case, the 

department established the nature of foreign origin of the goods from the 

documents recovered from M/s. Cadilla and the statement of the VP of 

the said firm stating that they had procured Mifepristone and DSP of 

Chinese origin from M/s. LCPL for which no duty paying documents were 

given to them. When Mr. Jajodia was confronted, he admitted to 

smuggling Mifepristone through carriers and as regards DSP, he stated 

that had procured them indigenously. The department verified the details 

of indigenous procurement as given by Mr. Jajodia and found them to be 

false. Then the onus shifts back to Mr. Jajodia and LCPL to adduce 

evidence about the licit procurement of DSP which they have completely 

failed to do. On the other hand the evidence by way of test reports of the 
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orginial manufacturer and the statement of the VP of M/s. Cadilla, 

statement of the employee Mr. Rungta, admission by Mr. N.P. Jajodia 

before the Addl. CMM at the time of consideration of bail clearly establish 

the smuggled nature of the goods. In view of these strong corroborative 

evidences available on record as to the nature of the goods, reliance 

placed by the appellant on a few judicial pronouncements (cited supra) in 

support of their contention fails completely. 

6.7 An argument has been put forth by LCPL that they have not 

smuggled the goods themselves and therefore, they are not liable to pay 

any duty. This argument is completely misplaced. The goods were 

smuggled at their behest and on their behalf and they sold the smuggled 

goods. The bill for the supply of smuggled goods were issued in the 

name of M/s. LCPL and it is LCPL who received the proceeds for the 

supply/sale of goods. Therefore, they are liable to discharge the duty 

liability in respect of the smuggled goods procured by them and we hold 

accordingly. Once the duty liability is upheld, the liability to pay interest is 

automatic and consequential. 

6.5.6  I also refer to the judgement of the Hon’ble High Court of Madras in the case 

of Govindasamy Ragupathy reported as 1998 (98) E.L.T. 50 (Mad.) wherein it was 

held as follows:  

18. Coming to the retracted confession alleged on the part of the 

respondent and heavily relied upon by the first appellate court to interfere 

with, the convincing judgment of the trial court even barely dealing with 

this aspect of law, a confession once made by the accused it has to be 

viewed with enormous evidentiary value. It is only confession made 

before the Police or in custody in the presence of Police which cannot be 

relied upon within the meaning of Sections 25 and 26 of the Evidence Act 

excepting for the specific purposes of Sections 27 and 32 of the Evidence 
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Act. Barring the above circumstances under which a confession 

statement has been given with the Police Officer or in the presence of the 

Police Officer in custody, no other confession made before any authority 

or prosecuting officials could be viewed with suspicion and they have 

enormous evidenciary value and conviction could be based on the 

evidence of such confession statement alone as pronounced in various 

decisions of the Apex Court. Even law does not admit a refractory version 

of the confession made before the Customs Officer. In Surjeet Singh 

Chhabra v. Union of India & Others reported in 1997 (89) E.L.T. 646 

(S.C.) = Judgment Today 1996 (10) S.C. 239, it is held that in an 

unauthorised import of gold - confession by accused before the Customs 

Officers that though retracted is admissible and hinds the accused since 

Customs Officers are not Police Officers and there is also no 

contravention of the principles of natural justice. It is further held that 

the `confession before the Customs Officer is admission and 

retraction cannot be accepted.’ `Where there is confession no need 

to allow cross-examination of Panch witnesses in view of 

confession.’ 

19. In K.I. Pavunny v. Assistant Collector (Head Quarter), Central 

Excise, Collectorate, Cochin [Judgments Today 1997 (2) S.C. 120 = 

1997 (90) E.L.T. 241 (S.C.)], it is reiterated holding that the appellant 

therein when he gave confessional statement under Section 108 of the 

Customs Act was not a person accused of an offence. It is further 

contemplated therein that `the appellant while giving statement under 

Section 108 of the Customs Act, was bound to speak the truth with the 

added risk of being prosecuted if he gave false evidence.’ Threat 

emanates from the statute and officers merely enforce the law. Held 

further that `the officer exercising powers under the Customs Act is an 

authority within the meaning of Section 24 of the Evidence Act.’ 
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20. It is further held in the same judgment that `the confession 

statement under Section 108 even though later retracted is a voluntary 

statement and was not influenced by threat, duress or inducement etc., 

and is true one’ - `Confession when retracted has to be tested under 

Sections 24 to 30 of Evidence Act - Burden is on the accused to prove 

that confession was made under threat and only if accused is able to 

prove that it was not voluntary then onus shifts to prove that it was made 

voluntary.’ 

21. While such being the position of law, the lower court wasting much 

of its time in trying to establish that since there is evidence for early 

retraction of the confession by the accused in his application itself it 

decided to discard the veracity of the confession statements made by the 

accused in Exhibits P-6 to P-8 would go to show only its miserable 

misconception of law since early or delayed retraction is not at all the 

criterion to decide the evidenciary value of the confession statement 

made before a Customs Official such as one in the case in hand, 

especially in the light of the above decisions of the Apex Court. 

 

6.5.7  I  find that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand knowingly indulged in smuggling of 

Drones & Other items from China to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar Border and then 

from Imphal to Ahmedabad as he was aware of the fact that  Drones (RPAs) were 

restricted items and Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless Planning 

and Co-ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication, Unique Identification 

Number (UIN), Unmanned Aircraft Operator Permit (UAOP) & Import clearance from 

DGCA (Directorate General of Civil Aviation), Import Licence from DGFT were 

required for legal import of Drones.  
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6.5.8  Shri Chinmay Mehuldbhai Anand vide letter dated 23.9.2020, while relying on 

submissions made by various witnesses during their cross examination,  disputed 

the authenticity of Panchnama dated 10.3.2019 drawn at the permises of M/s 

Camera Center, Ahmedabad and the Panchnama drawn for forensic examination 

conducted at DRI Office at Mumbai, on 28/29.03.2019. In this regard, I briefly 

discuss both the Panchanamas and the relevance of relevance of cross examination 

of witnesses to the said documents as below: 

a. Panchnama dated 10.03.2020 was drawn at the premises of M/s Camera 

Center, Paldi, Ahmedabad in the presence of Panch witnesses S/ Shri Rajeev K 

Raval , Shri Pankaj Ramaji Nagora and Shri Mehul Anand. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand has never disputed the the ownership of the goods recovered from the tempo 

or the items seized from his shop nor did he raise any question to the recovery of 

documents/ printout of emails at the material time or during later part of investigation. 

The entire panchnama proceedings were conducted in presence of his father Shri 

Mehul Anand, who also has not raised any question regarding authenticity of the said 

document. I would like to refer to the statement of Shri Bharat Prajapati recorded on 

10.3.2019  wherein he has interalia stated that he alongwith his father were into the  

business of selling fruits with near Vasna Bus Stand; that they have been in this 

business for  years; that he was the owner of Atul Shakti Tempo bearing registration 

No. GJ-1-TA-1266; that the said tempo was used to transport of fruits from Naroda 

fruit market etc. However, during his cross examination on 17.9.2020, stated that he 

was working as a tempo driver and that he is out of job, which is contrary to what 

was stated by him in his statement dated 10.3.2019. I therefore find that the 

submissions made by him during the cross examination were manipulated and 

therefore cannot be totally relied upon.  

Shri Pankaj Ramaji Nagora, Panch witness in the panchnama dated 

10.3.2019,  during his  cross examination stated that he was called by the officer at 7 

pm and  that he remained their for one and a half hours  is also doubtful as fact that 

the search proceeding continued upto 2245 hours on 10.3.2019  was corroborated 
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by the submission made by Shri Bharat Prajapati during his cross examination 

wherein in reply to a question he stated that  he had carried the seized goods to DRI 

office from Paldi and reached the office around 11.30 pm and unloaded the goods 

there.  

In view of the above, I find no reason to doubt the authenticity of the 

Panchnama dated 10.3.2019. 

b. Panchnama dated 28.3.2019 and dated 29.03.2019 were drawn in presence of 

Shri Dnyaneshwar Manohar Sangle and Shri Vishwas Vithal Zalte for retrieval of data 

from the Laptop and Iphone belonging to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. On going 

through the said panchnamas, I find that on 28.03.2019 Shri Mahesh Kumar Gupta 

of Cyber Forensic Laboratory, DRI, Mumbai carried out forensic examination to 

retrieve data/ details stored in the Lenovo-Z50-70 laptop by connecting its hard Disc 

to the forensic devide (UFED Software). On completion of the cyber forensic 

proceedings, Extraction Report was generated and handed over to Shri Ajeet Singh 

Choudhary, IO, DRI, AZU.  The Panch witnesses had put their dated signature on 

the said extraction report.  Similarily, I find that on 29.03.2019 Shri Mahesh Kumar 

Gupta of Cyber Forensic Laboratory, DRI, Mumbai carried out forensic examination 

to retrieve data/ details stored in i phone (Model No. MT762ZA/A)  by connecting its 

hard Disc to the forensic devide (UFED Software). On completion of the cyber 

forensic proceedings, Extraction Report was generated and handed over to Shri 

Ajeet Singh Choudhary, IO, DRI, AZU, Ahmedabad.  The Panch witnesses had put 

their dated signature on the said extraction reports. The said extraction reports are 

produced herein below for reference: 
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EXTRACTION REPORT OF LAPTOP 
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EXTRACTION REPORT FOR i PHONE 

 

 

  I therefore find that the  facts mentioned in the Panchnamas are corroborated 

by the submissions made by Shri Dnyaneshwar Manohar Sangle during his cross 

examination on 14.9.2019 and therefore do not find any merit in the contentions 

made by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand in this regard. 
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 6.5.9  Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand has raised an issue regarding error in 

calculating at S. No. 10 of the said Annexure A to the SCN.  In this regard, I find that 

the issue has been addressed by me in detail at para 6.5.3 supra, and therefore the 

same needs no further attention. 

 

6.5.10 Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand has in his defence reply pointed out that 

‘Drones’ under CTH 88022000 attract GST @ 5% instead of 28% as they had not 

used by them for personal use but had sold in the open market. In this regard, I find 

that import of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)/Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

(UAVs)/Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAs)/drones is ‘Restricted’ requiring prior 

clearance of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and import license from 

DGFT and it is for this reason that the said items can only be imported for personal 

use. It is for this reason that CTH 88022000 covers Aeroplane and other aircraft of an 

unladen weight not exceeding 2000 kgs for personal use only and there is no CTH 

for sale of such items in the open market. Likewise, there is no separate chapter 

head for spares and other accessories of such items. I, therefore, find that the rate of 

duty has been correctly applied to demand duty on the goods/drones/RPAs.  

 

6.5.11  Thus, I conclude that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand was engaged in  

smuggling of Drones its accessories and other goods from China to Imphal through 

Indo-Myanmar border and then from Imphal to Ahmedabad as domestic cargo by Air 

India flight by mis-declaring them in Air Way Bills in violation of DGFT Notification 

No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016, provisions of Customs Act, 1962, without 

obtaining Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC (Wireless Planning and Co-

ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication, DGCA Import Clearance 

&UNI (Unique Identification Number) etc. 

 

6.6 As regards, confiscation of goods under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 

111(k) of the Customs Act, 1962, I find that  Ministry of Commerce & Industry, 
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Department of Commerce, Directorate General of Foreign Trade, vide Notification 

No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27-7-2016 (Ext.P3) has introduced policy condition for 

import of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)/Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

(UAVs)/Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAs)/Drones as “Restricted”. The Policy 

Condition ‘Restricted’ is defined under ITC (HS), 2017, Schedule I - Import Policy as 

items, import of which is permitted under an Import Licence/Authorization/Permission 

granted by the Director General Foreign Trade (DGFT). It further stipulates that 

Application for import of ‘Restricted’ items may be made in ANF 2B, as per detailed 

policy/procedure prescribed in Chapter 2 of FTP and HBP vI. Further, as per 

Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27-7-2016, import of “Drone” require prior 

clearance of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation and import license from DGFT.   

   

6.6.1 Further Section 7 of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992 

read with Para 2.05 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20 prohibits import and export 

except under an IEC. Rule 2 (c) of Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 defines 

“Importer” or “Exporter” as a person who imports or exports goods and hold a valid 

Importer-Exporter Code Number granted under Section 7 of the Foreign Trade 

(Development & Regulation) Act, 1992. Therefore any import or export made by a 

person who is not the IEC holder is prohibited within the meaning of the Section 7 of 

the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992 and the goods attempted 

to be imported/exported without IEC are to be treated as prohibited goods.  

 

6.6.2 As per Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962, “Prohibited goods” means any 

goods the import or export of which is subject to any prohibition under the Act or any 

other law for the time being in force but does not include any such goods in respect 

of which the conditions subject to which the goods are permitted to be “imported or 

exported” have been complied with (emphasis supplied). The provision  thereunder 

is a clear and vibrant indicator to show that, in respect of import of goods requiring 
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prior permission, permission is a necessary corollary to classify the goods non-

prohibited, which thus means, the goods are classified, ‘prohibited’ and ‘non-

prohibited’ in accordance with the tenor and terms of the law in force. That apart, 

provisions of Section 3 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 

1992, make the situation abundantly clear that, whenever there is a restriction 

created by an order published in the official Gazette, it shall be deemed to be goods 

prohibited under Section 11 of the Customs Act.    

 

6.6.3 In the instant case, Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand has not 

produced/submitted any clearance of the DGCA and import license from DGFT, as 

required for clearance of the drone imported by him, which thus means, Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand  has failed to comply with the conditions subject to which 

the goods are permitted to be imported. Therefore, the drones brought by him have 

acquired the character of “Prohibited goods” as defined under the Customs Act, 

1962. Hence, the drones imported by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand were seized 

lawfully as a ‘Prohibited item’. All these acts of omission and commission amount to 

“Smuggling” as defined under Section 2(39) of the Customs Act, 1962. Therefore, 

the said smuggled goods i.e Drones & its accessories and other goods having CIF 

value of Rs. 9,64,56,297/- have already been sold and the goods having value of Rs. 

84,30,116/- having been  seized and are in Custody of the department are liable to 

absolute confiscation under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 111(k) of the Customs 

Act, 1962.   

 

6.7  Coming to the issue of redemption fine for the smuggled goods already sold 

and not available for confiscation, redemption fine is imposable, as per judgement of 

the Hon’ble Madras  High Court in the case of M/s Visteon Automotive Systems India 

Limited reported as 2018 (9) G.S.T.L. 142 (Mad.) wherein it has been held that: 
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‘ 23. The penalty directed against the importer under Section 112 

and the fine payable under Section 125 operate in two different fields. 

The fine under Section 125 is in lieu of confiscation of the goods. The 

payment of fine followed up by payment of duty and other charges 

leviable, as per sub-section (2) of Section 125, fetches relief for the 

goods from getting confiscated. By subjecting the goods to payment of 

duty and other charges, the improper and irregular importation is sought 

to be regularised, whereas, by subjecting the goods to payment of fine 

under sub-section (1) of Section 125, the goods are saved from getting 

confiscated. Hence, the availability of the goods is not necessary for 

imposing the redemption fine. The opening words of Section 125, 

‘Whenever confiscation of any goods is authorised by this Act ....’, brings 

out the point clearly. The power to impose redemption fine springs from 

the authorisation of confiscation of goods provided for under Section 

111 of the Act. When once power of authorisation for confiscation of 

goods gets traced to the said Section 111 of the Act, we are of the 

opinion that the physical availability of goods is not so much relevant. 

The redemption fine is in fact to avoid such consequences flowing from 

Section 111 only. Hence, the payment of redemption fine saves the 

goods from getting confiscated. Hence, their physical availability does 

not have any significance for imposition of redemption fine under 

Section 125 of the Act. .....’  

      (Emphasis supplied) 

 

6.7.1  The issue for quantum of redemption fine to be imposed has been addressed 

by Hon’ble CESTAT, Bangalore, in the case of Appeal No. C/526 - 541/2007 & 

C/656/2008 filed by M/s Sai International and others. Hon’ble CESTAT has in its 

order held as follows: 
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“7. After considering the submissions of both the parties and the perusal 

of the various decisions, I am of the considered view that the issue of 

imposition of redemption fine and penalty has been settled and now 

various Benches of the Tribunal have consistently held that the 

redemption fine of 10% of the value of the goods and penalty of 5% of 

the value of the goods is sufficient punishment to the importer. 

Therefore, following the ratios of various decisions cited supra, I hold 

that the imposition of redemption fine to the extent of 10% of the value 

of the goods and penalty of 5% of the value of the goods is sufficient 

and I accordingly reduce the redemption fine and penalty to 10% and 

5%. Accordingly, the appeals are disposed of in above terms.” 

 

6.7.2   It is seen from the SCN that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand had, apart 

from the goods valued at Rs. 84,30,116/- which were  seized and are in 

Custody of the department, smuggled goods having value running in Crores 

i.e. Rs.  9,64,56,297/- .  However, during the course of hearing/ adjudication, it 

is found  that goods having value of Rs. 40,00,898/-  were seized from the 

premises of Camera Center, Paldi on 10.3.2019  have also been included in 

total Value of Rs.  9,64,56,297/-   whereas goods valued at   Rs. 44,29,218/-   

seized from the Tempo have not been inclued in the said value of Rs. 

9,64,56,297/-.   Therefore, considering the above,  I impose redemption fine of 

Rs. 92,45,540/- @ 10% of the value of the goods i.e Rs. 9,24,55,399/- (Rs. 

9,64,56,297 – Rs. 40,00,898) -  not available for confiscation. I order absolute 

confiscation of the seized goods under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 111(k) 

of the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

6.8 As  regards, imposition of penalty under Section 112(a) & 112(b), Section 

114A, Section 114AA and Section 17 of the Customs Act, 1962 on Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand, I find  that he is the kingpin/main person in this case of smuggling 
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of High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other items from China through 

Indo-Myanmar border. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand in connivance with Shri 

Waqas & Shri Rayyan Veera both from Pakistan, Shri Sagar from Myanmar, Shri 

Ranjit From Imphal, Shri Anil from Moreh, Manipur etc., has intentionally indulged in 

smuggling of High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other items (other than 

seized goods) amounting to CIF value of Rs. 9,64,56,297/- involving evasion of 

Custom duty of Rs. 2,66,13,506/-. He has indulged himself in the smuggling of High 

End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other items, having  CIF value of Rs. 

9,64,56,297/- from China through Indo-Myanmar border first to Imphal and thereafter 

from Imphal to Ahmedabad since 2017 despite knowing that the Drones (RPAs) are 

restricted items in India and their import require approval & licenses from several 

govt. authorities i.e. DGCA, DGFT, WPC wing of Department of Telecommunication 

etc. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand by his acts of commissions and omissions 

rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 112 (a) & 112(b) of the Customs 

Act, 1962.   

 

6.9  Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962  deals with penalty for short-levy or 

non-levy of duty in certain cases, where the duty has not been levied or has been 

short-levied, or the interest has not been charged or paid, or has been part-paid, or 

the duty or interest has been erroneously refunded by reason of collusion or any 

wilful mis-statement or the suppression of facts, a person who is liable to pay duty or 

interest, shall also be liable to pay the penalty equal to the duty or interest so 

determined. Hence, Section 114A can be invoked only where the duty has not been 

levied or short-levied or interest not levied or short-paid due to mis-statement of the 

facts or similar ingredients. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand smuggled the goods 

since 2017 with intent to evade applicable Customs Duty and bypassed the 

compliance of statutory requirements in respect of the smuggled goods. All these 

acts on the part of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand rendered him liable to penalty 

under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 and I have no option but to impose 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/78507072/
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penalty of Rs. 2,66,13,506/-  on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand under Section 114A 

of the Act, ibid.   

However, as per proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 i.e where 

any penalty has been levied under this section, no penalty shall be levied under 

Section 112 or Section 114 of the Customs Act, 1962. Since, I have imposed penalty 

under Section 114A, I do not impose penalty under Section 112(a) and 112(b) of the 

Customs Act, 1962 

6.10  As regards  impositon of penalty under Section 114AA,  the said section  reads 

as under:-     

"SECTION 114AA. Penalty for use of false and incorrect material. - If a 

person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to be 

made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or document which is 

false or incorrect in any material particular, in the transaction of any 

business for the purposes of this Act, shall be liable to a penalty not 

exceeding five times the value of goods." 

From the wording of the section, it is evident that the said section can be 

invoked on establishment of the fact that the declaration, statement or document 

made/ submitted in transaction of any business for the purpose of the Act, is false or 

incorrect. Without establishing that the document, statement or declaration made is 

false or incorrect in any material particular this section cannot have been invoked. As 

already discussed at para 6.5.3 supra, search at the premises of M/s Camera 

Center, Paldi, Ahmedabad, led to recovery of incriminating emails and other details/ 

documents relating to purchase of ‘Drones’ by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand from 

DJI, China through Muhammad Waqas, CEO / Founder of BNW Collections, 

Karachi, Pakistan. Such drones were transported to Ahmedabad by mis-declaring 

the same as Camera Stand, House Hold Goods, Defective Cameras etc as the 

import of drones fell under ‘restricted’ category. I find that in case of   Jai Balaji 
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Industries reported as 2018 (361) ELT 429 (AP), Hon'ble Andhra Pradesh High Court 

has in case of held as follows: 

"6.  In the aforementioned admitted facts of the case and provision of 

law, we are of the opinion that Section 114AA does not get attracted as 

sine qua non for invoking the said provision is that it must be established 

that a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to 

be made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or document, which 

is false or incorrect in any material particular, in the transaction of any 

business for the purposes of the Act.”  

        (Emphasis supplied) 

I find that it has been provided beyond doubt that Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

had indulged himself in  smuggling of Drones its accessories and other goods from 

China to Imphal through Indo-Myanmar border and then from Imphal to Ahmedabad 

as domestic cargo by Air India flight, by mis-declaring them in Air Way Bills in 

violation of DGFT Notification No. 16/2015-2020 dated 27.07.2016, provisions of 

Customs Act, 1962, without obtaining Equipment Type Approval (ETA) from WPC 

(Wireless Planning and Co-ordination) Wing of Department of Telecommunication, 

DGCA Import Clearance &UNI (Unique Identification Number) etc. and therefore by 

these acts he has rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 114AA of the 

Customs Act, 1962. I therefore, impose penalty of Rs. 50 lakhs on him under Section 

114AA of the Act. 

 

6.11  The SCN proposes imposition of penalty under Section 117 of the Customs 

Act, 1962 on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand on the ground that he tried to mislead 

the investigation initially by giving wrong facts in his statement dated 19.03.2019; he 

gave false addresses of angadia firms; he directed Shri Shreyansh Jain to delete his 

WhatsApp conversations.  I find that Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962 provides 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/117480706/
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for imposition of penalty for such contravention of the provisions of the Customs Act, 

for which express penalty has not been provided in the Customs Act, 1962. 

Therefore, I impose penalty of Rs. 1 lakh on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand under 

Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962.    

 

6.12  Regarding the proposal to impose S/Shri Waqas, Rayyan Veera, Sagar, 

Ranjit, Anil Kumar Pal, Shreyansh Jain, Parwez Ali, Kashish Kumar, Salam,  Aakash, 

Vipul (Stellar) and Shri Yang under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 

1962,  I  discuss the roles of each of these persons in this case as under: 

 

a. Role of Shri Waqas & Shri Rayyan Veera both from Pakistan: 

Shri Waqas of M/s. BNW Collections and Rayyan Veera of M/s. Prolink Media, both 

from Pakistan were persons who  placed orders of smuggled drones & it’s 

accessories and other items on behalf of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor 

of M/s. Camera Center, Ahmedabad and thereafter they used to send tracing 

numbers of order placed by them to Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai  Anand who used to 

forward the same to Shri Sagar through whatsapp chat or whatsapp call or audio 

messages on his mobile number 959693431803 for the goods already held liable to 

confiscation. Thus, Shri Waqas & Shri Rayyan Veera both from Pakistan, have by 

their act rendered themselves liable to penalty under Section 112 (a) & 112(b) of the 

Act ibid. I, therefore, impose penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs on each of them under Section 

112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

b.  Role of Shri Sagar of Myanmar 

Shri Sagar, on the basis of tracking ID provided by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, 

smuggled the High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other items from 

warehouse in Dehong, China to Tamu, Myanmar and then from Tamu, Myanmar to 

Moreh, Manipur and handed over the smuggled goods to Shri Ranjit or  Shri Anil 

Kumar Pal.  For the said role he used to get commission of Rs. 2000/- per piece from 
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Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. Shri Sagar of Myanmar had concerned himself in 

aiding and abetting Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, in smuggling of drones & it’s 

accessories and other items from China. Thus, Shri Sagar of Myanmar, has by his 

act rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 112 (a) & 112(b) of the Act ibid. 

I, therefore, impose penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs on him under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of 

the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

c. Role of Shri Ranjit of Imphal 

Shri Ranjit of Imphal used to deliver the smuggled High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s 

accessories and other items from Moreh to Imphal & from Imphal to Ahmedabad 

through domestic airlines despite knowing the facts that the said goods were 

smuggled goods and for the said role he used to get commission of Rs. 2200-2300/- 

per piece from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. Shri Ranjit of Imphal had thereby 

concerned himself in aiding and abetting Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor 

of M/s. Camera Center in smuggling of drones & it’s accessories and other items  

from China by way of making arrangement of delivery of smuggled goods at 

Ahmedabad. Thus Shri Ranjit of Imphal, has by his act rendered himself liable to 

penalty under Section 112 (a) & 112(b) of the Act ibid. I, therefore, impose penalty of 

Rs. 10 lakhs on him under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

d.   Role of Shri Anil Kumar Pal, Moreh, Manipur 

Shri Anil Kumar Pal of Moreh, Manipur used to receive the smuggled High End 

Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other items from Sagar of Myanmar at Moreh, 

Manipur and thereafter he used to transport the same from Moreh to Imphal despite 

knowing the facts that the said goods were smuggled goods and for the said role he 

used to get commission of Rs. 2200-2300/- per piece from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand and hence, rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 112 (a) & 112(b) 

of the Act ibid. I, therefore, impose penalty of Rs. 10 lakhs on him under Section 

112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962. 
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e. Role of Shri Shreyansh Jain, Delhi  

He worked with Shri Chinmay from June, 2018 to February, 2019 and used to collect 

payments in cash from the clients of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand in Chandini 

chowk, Delhi. Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand used to send smuggled goods through 

transports located in Angoori bagh area of Delhi and used to share the details of the 

place / transporter with him. On the basis of said details he used to inform the buyers 

to take delivery of the smuggled goods from the transporter by making the payment 

to him in cash. He had on directions from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand did not 

maintain any records of such transactions and also deleted the message 

conversation he had with Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand.   He got commission of 

around Rs. 500/- to 700/- per piece for the services provided by him, smuggled High 

End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessory and other items, which were liable to 

confiscation under Section 111(b), 111(d), 111(f) & 111(k) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

Hence, he rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 112 (a) & 112(b) of the 

Act ibid and penalty of Rs. 20 lakhs is imposed on him under Section 112(a) & 

112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

f. Role of Shri Parwez Ali & Shri Kashish Kumar, buyers of smuggled 

goods: 

Shri Parwez Ali of Kolkata & Shri Kashish Kumar, Proprietor of M/s. K. K. Drone 

Repair, Ludhiana purchased the smuggled nano & micro Drones & it’s accessories 

from Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, despite knowing that these were restricted 

under policy as they were not given any valid documents/invoices. Thus, they have 

by their act rendered themselves liable to penalty under Section 112(a) &112(b) of 

the Act ibid. I, therefore, impose penalty of Rs. 1 lakh  on Shri Parwez Ali and Rs. 2 

lakhs on Shri Kashish Kumar under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 

1962. 
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g. Role of Shri Salam of Mumbai (residing in China), Shri Aakash of 

Ahmedabad and Shri Vipul (Stellar) of Ahmedabad: 

Shri Salam of Mumbai (residing in China), Shri Aakash of Ahmedabad and Shri Vipul 

(Stellar) of Ahmedabad had concerned themselves in aiding and abetting Shri 

Chinmay Mehulbhai  Anand in  smuggling of High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s 

accessory and other items, by way of making arrangements for payment of proceeds 

of such smuggling in Bank Account of DJI, China and Shri Yang of China in Yuan 

Currency (Chinese Currency). Thus, they have by their act rendered themselves 

liable to penalty under Section 112(a) &112(b) of the Act ibid. I, therefore, impose 

penalty of Rs. 10 lakhs on each of them under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

 

h. Role of Shri Yang (from China): 

Shri Yang from China used to receive payments of the proceeds of smuggling in 

Yuan in his bank account from angadias of Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand in 

respect of smuggled High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessories and other items and 

further used to transfer the same in bank account number of DJI, China on behalf of 

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand. He had thereby aided and abetted Shri Chinmay 

Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor of M/s. Camera Center, Ahmedabad in smuggling of 

High End Drones (RPAs) & it’s accessory and other items, by way of making 

arrangements for payment in Bank Account of DJI, China in Yuan Currency (Chinese 

Currency). Thus, he has by his act rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 

112(a) &112(b) of the Act ibid. I, therefore, impose penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs on him 

under Section 112(a) & 112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

 

7. In view of above facts & circumstances, I pass the following orders: 

ORDER 

(i) I order absolute confiscation of High End Drones (RPAs), related 

accessories and other goods, valued at Rs. 84,30,116/- (Rupees Eighty 
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Four Lakhs Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixteen only), already seized 

vide Seizure Memo dated 15.05.2019 under Section 111(b), 111(d), 

111(f) & 111(k) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

(ii) I order confiscation of smuggled High End Drones (RPAs), related 

accessories and other goods valued at Rs. 9,24,55,399/-  already sold 

and impose redemption fine of Rs. 92,45,540/-  under Section 125(1) of 

the Customs Act, 1962, which be paid by Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand forthwith. 

(iii) I order recovery of Custom duty of Rs. 2,66,13,506/-  applicable on the 

smuggled High End Drones (RPAs), related accessories and other 

goods which have been brought from outside India into India without 

payment of duty and sold in the market  under the provisions of Section 

28(8) of the Customs Act, 1962 along with interest under Section 28AA 

of the Customs Act, 1962.  

(iv) I impose penalty of Rs. 2,66,13,506/-  on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand under Section 114A of Customs Act, 1962. If the duty as 

determined above along with interest payable thereon under Section 

28AA and the  reduced penalty, all are paid within 30 days from the date 

of the receipt of this order, this penalty shall be reduced to 66,53,377/- 

@ 25% of Rs. 2,66,13,506/-  as per proviso to Section 114A of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

(v) Since penalty under Section 114A has already been imposed on the 

Noticee, I refrain from imposing penalty on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai 

Anand under section 112(a) and 112(b)  of the Customs Act, 1962, as 

per proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962.  

(vi) I impose penalty of Rs. 50 lakhs on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand 

under Section 114AA of Customs Act, 1962. 

(vii)  I impose penalty of Rs. 1 lakh on Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand under 

Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962. 



(viii) I impose following penalties under 112(a) and 112(b) of the customs

Act, 1962 on the following persons as below:

a. Penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs on Shri Muhammed Waqas, Proprietor of M/s'

BnW Collections, Karachi, Pakistan.

b. Penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs on Shri Rayyan Veera, Proprietor of M/s.

Prolink Media, Karachi, Pakistan,

c. Penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs on Shri Sagar of Myanmar

d. Penalty of Rs. 10 lakhs on Shri Ranjit of lmphal

e. Penalty of Rs. 10 lakhs on Shri Anil Kumar Pal , Moreh, Manipur,

f. Penalty of Rs. 20 lakhs on Shri Shreyansh Jain' Delhi,

g. Penalty of Rs. 1 lakh on Shri Parwez Ali residing at Howrah,

h. Penalty of Rs. 2 lakh on Shri Kashish Kumar, Proprietor of M/s' K' K

Drone RePair, Ludhiana,

i. Penalty of Rs. 10 lakh on Shri Salam of Mumbai

j. Penalty of Rs. 10 lakh on Shri Aakash of Ahmedabad

k. Penalty of Rs. 10 lakh on Shri Vipul (Stellar) of Ahmedabad and

l. Penalty of Rs. 5 lakh on Shri Yang of China '

o
Principal Commissioner

F. No Vll l/'1 0-41 /Pr.Commr./O&A/201 9 Date: 06.'10.2020

Shri Chinmay Mehulbhai Anand, Proprietor of Mis. Camera Center, Shop No 11,

Medicine Market, Daua Bazar, Near Gujarat Travels, Paldi' Ahmedabad

Shri Waqas, proprietor of M/s. BnW Collections, 3'd Floor, Arkay Square Sharah-e-

Liaquat, Karachi, sindh, Pakistan (through PRO, Customs, Ahmedabad for affixing

copy on the notice board of customs, Ahmedabad in terms of section 153 of The

Customs Act, 1962).

Shri Rayyan Veera, Proprietor of M/s. Prolink Media, Shop No. 228, znd Floot,

Starcity Mall, Saddar, Karachi, Pakistan (through PRO, Customs, Ahmedabad for

\'
pr.o
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affixing copy on the notice board of Customs, Ahmedabad in terms of Section 153 of 

The Customs Act, 1962).  

4. Shri Sagar of Myanmar(address unknown) (through PRO, Customs, Ahmedabad for 

affixing copy on the notice board of Customs, Ahmedabad in terms of Section 153 of 

The Customs Act, 1962). 

5. Shri Ranjit of Imphal (address unknown) (through PRO, Customs, Ahmedabad for 

affixing copy on the notice board of Customs, Ahmedabad in terms of Section 153 of 

The Customs Act, 1962). 

6. Shri Anil Kumar Pal, Nepali Basti, Moreh, Ward No. 05, Near ISCKON Temple, More, 

Manipur-795131 

7. Shri Shreyansh Jain residing at B-10/3, Second Floor, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-

110007 

8. Shri Parwez Ali residing at 187, G. T. Road, Bada Bazar, Shibpur, Howrah-711102 

9. Shri Kashish Kumar, Proprietor of M/s. K. K. Drone Repair, Shop No. B-5A, Dhayan 

Singh Complex, Near Bus Stand, Ludhiana 

10. Shri Salam of Mumbai (residing in China) (address unknown) (through PRO, 

Customs, Ahmedabad for affixing copy on the notice board of Customs, Ahmedabad 

in terms of Section 153 of The Customs Act, 1962). 

11. Shri Vipul (Stellar) of Ahmedabad (address unknown) (through PRO, Customs, 

Ahmedabad for affixing copy on the Customs, Ahmedabad notice board in terms of 

Section 153 of The Customs Act, 1962). 

12. Shri Aakash of Ahmedabad, (address unknown) (through PRO, Customs, 

Ahmedabad for affixing copy on the Customs, Ahmedabad notice board in terms of 

Section 153 of The Customs Act, 1962). 

13. Shri Yang of China (address unknown) (through PRO, Customs, Ahmedabad for 

affixing copy on the notice board of Customs, Ahmedabad in terms of Section 153 of 

The Customs Act, 1962). 
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